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Preface

The present report, dealing with risk reporting in five Norwegian newspapers, is a national
publication within the EU project RISKPERCOM (contract no. F14P-T95-0016, DG12-
WSME), coordinated by Lennart Sjoberg (Sweden), and including participant teams from
France, Norway, Spain, Sweden and the UK. The framework of this report is to a large extent
identical with a previous Swedish report within the RISKPERCOM project (Nilsson et al.
1997). The investigated period was selected in order to coincide with the tenth anniversary of
the Chernobyl accident (26 April 1996), during wich an intensified media attention to nuclear
issues was expected. The focus of the study is on radioactive risk, but also other hazard items
are included for comparative purposes. The selected stories were quantitatively analysed by
means of an extensive code form, covering various aspects of risk communication. The authors
would like to thank the colleagues within the RISKPERCOM project for all having contributed
to the outcome of this report, and especially Dr. Lynn Frewer, IFR, Reading, for the
collaboration in designing the code form. The study was made possible by a grant from the
Norwegian Research Council.

The authors

Oslo/Goteborg, 20 September 1997
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1 Introduction

Mankind faces a variety of risks. Many of those represent familiar and trivial facts of life,
whereas others are indeed significant and with serious consequences. Everybody does not
agree upon which are the important risks, nor on what risk really represents. Risks may be
concrete and easy to evaluate as for instance the risk of falling down while mountain climbing.
Others are more difficult to grasp, such as the risk of ionising radiation: one can neither see nor
feel, nor smell or taste radiation. The perceptions of risks vary with individual preferences and
social context etc., and may in different ways influence the way we act and behave.

When it comes to risks normally beyond the realm of personal experience, for example
radiation, the mass media may serve as an important link in generating and shaping our
awareness. Press, radio, television and other kinds of media reach a great many people in
modern Western society. And if not always as a first-hand source, other people might act as
intermediaries of media content. For this reason, the importance of analysing risk messages
provided by the media is obvious.

RISKPERCOM, a multinational project sponsored by the European Commission (and in
Norway by the Norwegian Research Council), is concerned with perception and
communication regarding radiation and other risks. As a part of this project, the risk content
provided by national and local media is investigated. The present report aims at providing a
picture of the Norwegian press coverage of different kinds of risks during a period of four
weeks before and four weeks after the ten year anniversary of the Chernobyl accident (the 26th
of April 1986).1 It was expected that the media coverage of radiation risk items would change
during that period.

The purpose of the study is primarily descriptive, based on a detailed content analysis.
Naturally, the findings arising from this study cannot alone serve as a basis for making
statements about how the Norwegian population interpreted the risk related content of
Norwegian newspapers. In another part of the RISKPERCOM project, survey studies of the
population's risk concern - before, during, and after the anniversary - should give some
possibilities to investigate the media impact on risk perception. These studies will be published
later.

The risk stories2 analysed in the present analysis were those dealing with one or more of the
twenty different hazard items referred to in several of the questions in the RISKPERCOM
questionnaire. Radiation and nuclear power energy were not the only issues of concern. The
selection covered a wide range of other hazards in order to provide for a wide risk panorama.

1 The framework of the present report is to a large extent identical with a previous report within the
RISKPERCOM project (Nilsson et al. 1997), accounting for the Swedish print media coverage at the same
period. To some degree also contents aiming at putting the study and its results into a wider theoretical context
are directly taken in from the Swedish report.
2 Risk stories refer also to reports about accidents, on the basis that these reports provide risk information in the
sense that they are informing about an already realized risk situation. They are stories about risk issues "forced
into prominence when exemplified by particular incidents or events", to quote freely from Hannigan (1995:45).
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The included hazard items were:

Alcohol consumption Natural background radiation
Air pollution Nuclear waste
Presence of high voltage lines/EMF Food contaminated by radioactive substances
Radiation from in-home radon gas X-ray diagnostics
Food which has been irradiated to preserve it Chemical waste
Road traffic accident Military use of nuclear technology, excluding war
Depletion of the ozone layer Floods
Domestic nuclear power plants^ Chernobyl accident
West European nuclear power plants BSE (The "mad cow" disease)^
East European nuclear power plants Nuclear power plants, unspecified

The main questions dealt with in the present study are:

* The selection of hazards: extent, prominence and editorial location
To what extent did the newspapers inform the readers about the risks linked to the above
items? How prominent a position was given to each hazard type? In which newspaper sections,
and in what kinds of stories, were the hazards treated?

* The risk information provided
What characterised each risk according to these stories? What kinds of target factors were
considered; i. e. what kinds of possible - or actual - consequences of risk were mentioned?
Which geographical area was linked to the risk?

* The risk context
Were there, according to the story, measures taken in order to prevent the risk from being
realised? Was there information suggesting that one could protect oneself from being affected?
Were benefits pointed out as connected with the risk? Was the risk compared with other,
smaller or larger, risks? Was there any conflict between different "risk actors"? Was anybody
blamed for the risk/accident, and if so, on what grounds?

* The risk information sources
Who appeared as risk definers in the stories, i. e. who was allowed to give his or her view on
the risk in question?

* The risk information per se
What characterised the risk information; i. e. how was the risk described? Did the story refer to
scientific research? To what extent did the stories contain conflicting risk statements? What
overall risk message was conveyed in the story?

In the present analysis of the Norwegian newspapers, four of the listed hazards, Alcohol
consumption, Road traffic accident, Floods, and BSE, were considered mainly in terms of
extent and prominence. These articles were coded with regard to location, occurrence of
teasers, photographs or other visuals, size of article, number of words, type of story, and
headline message, but were not considered in the part of the analysis dealing with the risk
information provided in the stories. This second part of the study is limited to the sixteen

3 In the Norwegian analysis, the item refers to the two reactors kept exclusively for research purposes; the nation
has no nuclear power plants in operation on a commercial basis.
4 Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy

2



remaining risk items, essentially related to radioactivity or otherwise ionising radiation, that is
to say the primary interest of the RISKPERCOM project. Such a procedure thus makes it
possible to compare the media attention given to all the hazards listed earlier, although
somewhat reducing the spectrum when it comes to the various aspects of risk information.

By including several newspapers, the present analysis makes it possible to compare the
variations in the answers to the questions above - not only regarding the various hazards but
also with concern to the various newspapers accounting for the selection of stories.



2 A description of the Analysis

The study was based on material gathered from six Norwegian daily newspapers: two urban
morning papers: Aftenposten and Adresseavisen; two local morning papers: Oppland
Arbeiderblad and Valdres; and one tabloid: Dagbladet? The newspapers differ when it comes
to distribution regularity. Aftenposten and Dagbladet are published seven days a week;
Adresseavisen and Oppland Arbeiderblad six days a week, not distributed Sundays; and
Valdres is normally distributed only four days a week: Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays, and
Saturdays.

The selection of newspaper was pragmatic rather than representative. Two criteria were
decisive: numbers of readers and region of distribution. The former aspect is linked to the very
simple hypothesis suggesting that the more readers, the more possible impact on the
Norwegian population. The latter aspect is instead related to the specific purpose of the
RISKPERCOM project; newspaper covering regions severely affected by the Chernobyl fall-
out are included on the basis that they are expected to be attentive to the tenth anniversary of
the accident. Aftenposten was included as the biggest quality newspaper - published in Oslo,
but with many readers in the whole region of 0stlandet, and reaching a smaller number of
readers also in other parts of the country. Adresseavisen is one of the two biggest regional
newspapers, and furthermore distributed in an area of Norway that was one of the most
affected by the radioactive fall-out. Oppland Arbeiderblad is a local newspaper covering
another region greatly affected by the Chernobyl fall-out. Valdres is a very local newspaper,
distributed in the most severely affected area in Norway.6 Dagbladet is a nation-wide tabloid
and was chosen at the expense of the better selling tabloid Verdens Gang for reasons of
ownership: the owner (Schibsted) of the latter tabloid is represented in the selection already by
Aftenposten. All the five newspapers are formally labelled as politically and ideologically
independent, but still it might be said that, traditionally, Aftenposten and Adresseavisen are
both considered conservative, whilst Oppland Arbeiderblad is regarded as a labour paper.
Table 2.1 below shows the circulation figures for each paper, together with place of
publication.

Table 2.1 Circulation Figures and Place of Publication for Each Newspaper

Aftenposten (morning ed.)
Adresseavisen
Oppland Arbeiderblad

288,635
91,912
28,521

Oslo
Trondheim
Gjovik

Valdres
Dagbladet

10,158
205,740

Fagernes
Oslo

Source: NAL (Norwegian Newspaper Publishers' Association). Data referring to the year of 1996.

As is obvious from the list of risk items presented above, the various items included refer to
different kinds of risk. Some risks are evident risks per se, (e. g. Road traffic accident;

5 It could be argued that referring to morning papers as opposed to tabloids is somewhat inconsistent, the latter
category also being labelled evening papers. However, evening papers is quite a misleading term, since these
papers nowadays are available already in the morning. Another fact speaking against the use of the term tabloid
as opposed to morning papers, is that also the two local papers are of tabloid format. Still, the term tabloid is quite
established for the type of newspaper Dagbladet represents; and it will as such be used in the present context,
with the point made that the most evident difference between these two newspaper categories is the one that the
newspapers here referred to as morning papers principally are distributed via subscription, while the tabloid
instead relies on the sale of single copies.
6 The Oppland region, in which both Oppland Arbeiderblad and Valdres are distributed, is furthermore brought
into focus in one of the case studies which will be carried out within the RISKPERCOM project.



Chernobyl accident), while others refer to, for instance, a behaviour or a technique that more or
less clearly implies possible hazardous outcomes (e. g. Alcohol consumption; Domestic nuclear
power plants). Another example: the Chernobyl accident is in effect an already realised
consequence of the risk linked to East European power plants. Nevertheless, this hazard
constitutes an item of its own, and is as such referring only to the accident, or to any possible
new risks due to the accident. The reason for letting this kind of "logical discrepancy" exist, is
to enable - at a later stage of the RISKPERCOM project - to relate the data from the media
analysis to those gathered by means of the questionnaire.

The purpose of the analysis is quite a demanding one. A considerable number of quantitative7

variables were used in order to gather data that would make it possible to answer the questions
articulated in the introductory chapter of the present text. The variables were dealing with: 1)
background information: date of publication, type of story, extent and location together with
other factors indicating degree of prominence given to the different risk issues; 2) different
kinds of risk story foci; 3) specific mentions of target factors and other risk characteristics; 4)
risk "context", referring to risk benefits, risk comparisons, risk "actors" etc.; 5) risk messages
in terms of alarming or reassuring content; and 6) specific descriptive features, by means of
which the risk information is conveyed. The structure of the code form was designed in order
to cover all these aspects of risk information; the schedule is in its entirety presented in the
Appendix.

This kind of content analysis, based on the use of quantitative variables, stems originally from
the field of social science in the USA during the time of the Second World War, with Harold
D. Lasswell's study of nazi propaganda often pointed out as a bench-mark (e. g. Hofstetter
1981:533f). In his classic work Content Analysis in Communication Research (1952), Berelson
defines content analysis as a research technique occupied with the objective, systematic, and
quantitative description of the manifest content of communication. Characteristic of this
tradition is otherwise the view on media content as "information" rather than "meaning". When
it comes to the specific analysis dealt with in the present text, some of the variables, notably
the ones dealing with background data, represent quite general components of analyses of
newspaper content. Others, such as those dealing with specific risk target factors, are naturally
more "unique", in the sense that they were specially designed in order to meet the specific
demands of the present study.

The analysis was based on 1310 newspaper stories found corresponding to the selection
criteria. Of those, 853 stories were analysed using the reduced code form (22 variables, cf. p.
2)8, whilst the remaining 457 were analysed completely. One coder carried out the content
analysis only.

All stories9 treating at least one of the hazards included in the list above were selected and
coded as long as they were dealing with the hazard(s) in question in at least one quarter of the

7 Much could be said about quantitative as opposed to qualitative methods, not the least when it comes to at all
drawing such a distinction. All content analyses aiming at something more than a mere counting of words will by
nature include some kind of interpretation, i. e. a methodological feature often considered a qualitative one (cf.
Asp 1986:21). In this study, "quantitative" refers to the fact that the analysis was carried out by the means of a
fixed code form, with fixed categories and definitions, resulting in a set of numerical data.
8 Also these articles are to be entirely coded, in order to enable full comparison in the cross-national analysis.
9 All the pages in the newspapers were considered, with some exceptions: the sport pages, the family pages, the
TV pages/supplement, and the reviews of cultural events and books etc. The cartoons and the comic strips were
only marked, in order to be dealt with in a future analysis, based on a more qualitative and cultural oriented
approach.



story. If several hazards were mentioned in one and the same story, the hazard given most
attention was coded as the primary one, while the others were coded as secondary, and then
only with regard to occurrence. All variables concerning specific risk qualities etc. refer to the
primary hazard only. Measures regarding the size of the article, photographs etc., refer to the
article in total, regardless whether the primary hazard was dealt with in the whole story or not.

2.1 A Short Description of the Selected Period

The selected period covers eight weeks; from the 29th of March 1996 until the 23rd of May the
same year. This period includes the ten-year anniversary of the Chernobyl accident, the 26th of
April. During the selected period, external factors naturally had impact on the media coverage.
Some very clear ones in this respect were the four holidays taking place this time of year:
Easter, May Day, the national day in Norway (May 17), and Ascension Day. Together they
meant quite a reduced number of published editions. Neither of the included newspapers was
distributed during the Easter holiday beginning the 4th of April and ending the 8th of April.
With regard to the other holidays, these were only affecting one distribution day each. In sum,
during the 56-day period considered in the present analysis, Aftenposten and Dagbladet
published 48 editions respectively, Adresseavisen and Oppland Arbeiderblad 41, and Valdres
27.

Some topics were clearly on the media agenda at the time. The one probably most clearly
affecting the selection of stories was the energy issue, widely and intensely debated within the
(governing) labour party, as well as by political opponents and amongst other concerned
groups and people. The big question in focus was whether or not Norway in the future should
rely on gas driven power plants, thus inevitably contributing to the outlet of carbondioxide into
the atmosphere. In addition, there was another debate concerning whether or not there ought to
be a ban put on the use of studded tyres, which, by kicking up dust from the asphalt, represent
a health hazard especially in the big cities.

The media alarm about the "mad cow" disease, i. e. the BSE, went off the week before the
beginning of the selected period. It resulted in coverage focusing not least on the discussions
taking place within the European Union, with the conflict between Great Britain and the Union
naturally contributing to the news value. However, the BSE problem was of comparably
limited concern in Norway, since Norway does not import British beef. Yet, the connection
with scrapie, a related disease affecting sheep and an issue of great concern in Norway during
the selected period, might still have intensified the attention given to the BSE problem.

Another event resulting in a lot of media coverage was the G7 summit, at which also Russia
and Ukraine were represented. The meeting dealt with several issues of international
importance, among those the nuclear situation in Easter Europe. In connection with this big
event, quite some attention was given the "Nikitin case". The background is a report published
by the Norwegian environmental organisation Bellona, containing alarming information about
the nuclear conditions at the Kola peninsula, a region harbouring numbers of military
submarines put out of operation, rusting away in a pace inducing people to talk of the risk in
terms of a ticking bomb. The writer of the report was the former military captain Alexander
Nikitin, who was arrested for spreading national secrets, facing a possible death penalty as a
result.10

10 For an orientation about Norway's international role concerning the nuclear conditions at the Kola peninsula,
see report from the Royal Foreign Ministry: Nedrustning og miljo - Nye utfordringer i Nord, No. 1/94.



Another media issue, also with impact on the number of stories included as treating Military
use of nuclear technology, exc. war, was the publicity given the documents on the nuclear
bomb testing carried out at Novaja Zemlya by the former Soviet union in the 1950s and 1960s.
The consequences thereof for the North Norwegian reindeer breeders and seal-hunters active at
the time, as well as the children drinking milk from cows fed on grass growing in affected
areas, were by the mass media claimed being kept a secret from the concerned individuals by
the Norwegian authorities." Aftenposten displayed a great interest in these documents,
publishing a series of stories on the subject.

During the selected period, the media also published results from tests measuring the
occurrence of radon in Norwegian wells, which were performed by The Geological Survey of
Norway (NGU). These news reports were surrounded by an ongoing debate in Aftenposten
concerning whether or not radon actually represent a major threat to human health.

One issue on the agenda was, in fact, a non-issue. The previous year, i. e. 1995, Norway was
severely affected by spring floods, with considerable consequences for the population as well
as for the national finances. The collective memory thereof gave rise to quite some newspaper
coverage informing of the 1996 situation, written if only to conclude that the disastrous
conditions of last year's luckily were not repeated.

2.2 The Validity of the Study

When concerned with risk reporting in the Norwegian news press, the present study of risk
stories entails its limitations. First of all, the selection of hazards covers twenty specific items -
of which ten are related to radioactivity. Hence, the results presented in this report are not
automatically valid for risk reporting in print media on a more general level.

The material on which the present study was based originated from five newspapers. Although
these newspapers in three of the five cases are important ones in terms of circulation figures,
they could not alone be said to represent the Norwegian press - and, of course, far less "the
news" on a more all-embracing level. This fact is important also with concern to newspaper
types. Only one tabloid was included in the analysis, and the two local newspaper were
included on the basis that they are both distributed in an area largely affected by the Chernobyl
fall-out in Norway, and as such expected to display more interest in the anniversary compared
to newspapers more "neutral" in this sense. Such delimitation naturally makes it difficult to
draw any more general conclusion regarding risk reporting in the local press.

The period covers eight continuous weeks, selected in order to benefit from the extra coverage
of nuclear power issues, which was anticipated to follow the tenth anniversary of the
Chernobyl accident. Evidently, such delimitation must be taken into account when comparing
the extent and nature of the coverage given to the different hazards. For instance, it might be
expected that, in summertime, the media are likely to pay greater interest in the risk related to
people drinking whilst being out on the sea. Another example is the road traffic related risk of
falling snow, representing a bigger problem in the (early) winter. Furthermore, a continuos
period of eight weeks might also be more or less seriously "affected" by other, non-risk related

" In reality, the documents with bearing on public health were official already back then (Hoibr&ten 1996),
although the authorities, especially at first, hardly made publicity their primary goal. Njelstad (1996) speaks of a
development ranging from "conditional secrecy" to "selective openness".



issues brought onto the agenda at the time (e. g. the ongoing debate on the secret services in
Norway in the post war period related to the work of the parliamentary commission lead by the
supreme court judge Ketil Lund). This might divert the attention from elsewhere. However,
nothing pointed at the selected period as being very atypical in this sense. Some of the risk
related events and debates taking place during the selected period were discussed in section 2.1
above.

The findings of this particular content analysis are limited to the framework of the categories
and definitions used. The questions, had they been posed and operationalized in another way,
might have resulted in somewhat different results than those presented in the following
chapters. For example, visuals accompanying the stories were in the present analysis only
considered in terms of volume. Had they been, the results would perhaps have pointed in some
other direction.

Also other methodological aspects may affect the validity of a study such as the present one.
Though dealing with explicit newspaper content, the coder perception of such content is not
necessarily universal. It could be argued that it is unwise to speak of newspaper coverage as
something "fixed", possible to be "objectively defined", and thus bound to result in one and the
same interpretation disregarding whoever reads it. (Cf. p. 4 regarding the view on media
content as information rather than meaning.)

In addition, it might be added, that the present study of risk information in the media must not
be confused with studies of how the mass media deal with certain issues. An illustrative
example might be given by referring to the corresponding Swedish analysis (Nilsson et al.
1997). The stories treating nuclear power in the Swedish newspapers were not necessarily risk
stories, but rather stories reflecting the energy debate as such. In the analysis, articles were
included as long as they met the main criterion that they provided some kind of risk
information; in terms of probabilities, possible consequences, public or individual concern etc.
Hence, "risk neutral" newspaper content about what from another perspective might be
considered risk issues was not considered, even if it could be said to implicitly convey a notion
about the issue (in the case referred to above: the technique) as more or less risk-free (i. e. on
the mere basis that this dimension is ignored).12 However, the purpose of the present study has
been to generate knowledge about risk information provided by the newspapers, not about how
the newspapers treat certain issues, be they of "hazardous nature" or not.

Keeping in mind the necessary delimitation's regarding the material, period, and aspects
covered, the results derived from the present study will give important information on the role
of mass media within the complex field of risk communication

12 A result from the present analysis, which deserves to be mentioned, was indeed that these kinds of risk neutral
stories treating domestic/West European (i. e. Swedish) nuclear power were more or less absent from the
Norwegian newspaper coverage.
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3 A summarising picture of the material:
Extent and Prominence

The analysis is based on 1310 risk stories. This figure refers to ordinary news and feature
stories, background/orientation material, more subjectively held analyses, columns, and
commentaries (found in the general news sections, as well as on pages devoted to editorials,
debate articles, and letters to the editor), but it is also referring to other kinds of newspaper
content, such as "Readers' Queries", separate quotes etc. With regard to all these kinds of
newspaper material, Table 3.1 below shows the story frequency as well as the total volume
regarding each hazard included in the analysis.

Table 3.1 Frequency and Total Volume of the Stories Primarily Dealing with Each of the
Hazards Included in the Analysis (absolute numbers and per cent)

Primary hazard item

Road traffic accident
Alcohol consumption
Air pollution*
BSE**
Chernobyl accident
Floods
Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war
Chemical waste
East European nuclear power plants
Nuclear waste
Radiation from in-home radon gas
Depletion of the ozone layer
Presence of high voltage lines/EMF
Nuclear power plants, unspecified
Food which has been irradiated to preserve it
West European nuclear power plants
Food contaminated by radioactive substances
X-ray diagnostics
Natural background radiation
Domestic nuclear power plants
N=total amount of risk stories

Numbers of stories
primarily devoted
to the hazard
430
200
196
151
79
72
42
36
30
23
23
15
5
3
2
1
1
1
-
-

1310

Per
cent
(%)
32.8
15.3
15.0
11.5
6.0
5.5
3.2
2.7
2.3
1.8
1.8
1.1
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
-
-
100

Total volume devoted
to the hazard (columns
* centimetres)
11,445
7,503
8,564
7,471
6,300
4,074
3,005
1,362
1,636
1,442
990
957
216
179
158
75
39
26
-
-
55,442

Per cent
(%)

20.6
13.5
15.4
13.5
11.4
7.4
5.4
2.5
3.0
2.6
1.8
1.7
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.0
-
-

100.0
* Includes the brief air status reports (20 in total) provided more or less regularly by Adresseavisen.
** Refers also to stories primarily treating scrapie (i. e. the related disease affecting sheep), as long as they contain some kind
of reference to the (similitude of) BSE.

As can be seen from Table 3.1, one hazard item accounted for almost one third of the included
risk stories, namely Road traffic accident. Together with the items Alcohol consumption, Air
pollution, and BSE, these hazards made up three-quarters of the whole material, measured in
numbers of stories. The table also clearly demonstrates that the Chernobyl accident indeed was
a media issue at the time of the selected period, i. e. ten years after the accident, being the
hazard primarily dealt with in 79 stories.'3 It should be said that, at the time of the anniversary,
there were fires in the surrounding area of the Chernobyl sarcophagus, naturally resulting in

13 These stories, being those most obviously time-bound (to the ten year anniversary, that is), in 70 of the 79 cases
(89 per cent) were gathered from the month of April, 42 of these originating from the four day period between the
24th and 27th of April.



intensified media attention. Floods represented the sixth most frequently treated hazard item,
accounting for 72 stories.

The other items represented the primarily treated hazard in 42 of the stories or less. Few
stories, i. e. 5 or less, primarily dealt with Presence of high voltage lines/EMF14, Nuclear
power plants, unspecified, Food which has been irradiated to preserve it, West European
nuclear power plants, Food contaminated by radioactive substances, and X-ray diagnostics;
none with Natural background radiation or Domestic nuclear power plants.

It might be pointed out that the small number of stories primarily dealing with Food
contaminated by radioactive substances must not be interpreted as this specific risk issue was
of no concern in the studied media; as shall be seen further below, the hazard represented by
this item was quite often mentioned in the stories primarily treating other nuclear hazards. In
addition, another clarification should be made: the lack of stories about Domestic nuclear
power plants must naturally be seen in the light of the fact that Norway is not a nation relying
on nuclear power as a source of energy, but runs two reactors only for research purposes (cf.
note 3). Evidently, the newspapers do not seem to have been very informative as to future ideas
in this direction either. Neither seem they to have been very much concerned with the situation
in their neighbouring country Sweden, considering the very small number of stories (one, that
is) primarily treating West European nuclear power plants.

The rank order of the items, i. e. how often, in terms of published stories, they were considered
by which newspaper and in which context, is further discussed in section 3.1 and section 3.2
below.

The 1310 items together corresponded to 55,442 column centimetres of space (mean15: 42.3
column centimetres; median 18.0 c. c) . The headlines'6 accounted for 8,811 column
centimetres of this total volume (mean: 6.7 c. c ; median 2.0 c. c) . As these measures refer to
the article as a whole, the figures could be "overrating" the volume devoted to a certain hazard
in the cases where the hazard is not dealt with in the whole story. The average ratio
'headline/total article' was 0.19.

Volume and frequency are not the only relevant extent measures; number of words is another.
Of the stories included in the analysis, 56.6 per cent were written in 200 words or less. Only
1.5 per cent contained more than a thousand words." There were differences between the
newspapers in this respect. The most evident one was how Aftenposten accounted for a
comparatively large share of stories containing many words. At the other end was Oppland
Arbeiderblad found, which contained a comparatively large share of short paragraphs.

Location of a story is one factor revealing its status in terms of news value. In total, 5.4 per
cent of the stories appeared as front-page stories, the figure rising to 8.3 per cent if also
referring to inside section front pages. This was first of all a morning paper feature. A tabloid

14 With concern to the small number of stories treating EMF, such a finding might be considered somewhat
surprising, when regarded in the light of a recent study on risk experience of EMF, concluding that the media -
particularly the television, but also the press - represent the most important source of information amongst the
Norwegian population (Bremer Maerli 1995:97ff).
15 In the present report, 'mean' always refers to arithmetic mean value. Sometimes medians are also given.
16 Headline, in this context, should be understood as including also the space between it and the "actual" text.
17 These figures are approximations; the counting of words has been performed manually, and was based on
estimations.
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leave very little room for more than one front-page news story, something which naturally
reduced the possibility for a particular risk story to make it to the front page. However, the two
local morning papers are also of tabloid format, wherefore this could be said to restrict also
those in this sense. Still, regarding the risk stories included in the present analysis, this seemed
to be the case for only one of them, Oppland Arbeiderblad, which, together with Dagbladet,
was found below the mean in this regard. Generally, front-page "teasers" introduced stories
not appearing on the front page in 3.5 per cent of the cases. Again, Oppland Arbeiderblad and
Dagbladet were connected with the lowest values.

Another news value indicator, although less clear, is that of visuals (photographs, maps,
diagrams etc., but also "boxes" containing facts and figures). (Visuals are also included in the
measure of volume.) Of all stories, 64.0 per cent were told without contribution from visuals.
Visuals were more often provided in the tabloid than in the morning papers, Aftenposten
however placed in somewhat of an in-between position. The frequency of any visual appearing
in a story was with regard to Dagbladet 47.6 per cent, to Aftenposten 40.3 per cent, and to the
other three morning papers on average 31.6 per cent. In 13.7 per cent of all the articles, the
visuals accounted for more than half the size of the article. Regarding the tabloid this was valid
for 17.6 per cent of the cases, whilst the corresponding figure for the two urban morning
newspapers, treated together, was 14.9 per cent, and for the local papers 11.0 and 3.8 per cent
respectively, the higher figure referring to Oppland Arbeiderblad and the lower to Valdres.
One or more photographs (or drawings) appeared in 32.7 per cent of all the articles. Some kind
of additional information in the form of maps, diagrams, "boxes" containing facts and figures
etc. was provided in 6.1 per cent of the stories.

Some kind of alarming message was in general found in 11.2 per cent of the story headlines,
which could be compared with the 3.3 per cent being reassuringly phrased. A mix of alarming
and reassuring content headlined a smaller part, 0.9 per cent of the articles.18 Two findings with
regard to the different newspapers will be pointed out. Firstly, the data revealed that
Aftenposten contained alarming headlines in 18.6 per cent of the cases, whilst the other papers
ranged between 9.3 and 11.5 per cent. Secondly, it was the two local papers that accounted for
the largest share of reassuringly phrased headlines, i. e. 6.4 per cent {Valdres) and 4.3 per cent
{Oppland Arbeiderblad). Dagbladet accounted for the lowest figure in this respect, i. e. 2.1 per
cent.

Newspapers are more or less rigidly presenting their news in specific sections, devoted to
specific subjects: domestic news, foreign affairs, politics, culture etc. With regard to the stories
selected for the present study, the domestic news section, together with the more general
section valid for the tabloid and the local papers (being less strict when it comes to the physical
division of news), accounted for the biggest part of the included risk stories, i. e. 48.5 per cent.
The second most important section in this respect was the local news; 15.3 per cent of the
stories were located in this context. The foreign news section ranked third, whilst the one
devoted to reader's letters to the editor came out as number four. These two sections accounted
for 8.7 and 6.3 per cent of the risk stories respectively. Other newspaper sections, as for
instance those housing editorials, commentaries, and debate articles, and those devoted to
specific subjects, such as for instance business and culture, together accounted for the
remaining part.

18 The alarming/reassuring dimension is not to be understood as necessarily related to the hazard treated in the
story, but rather as referring to all kind of alarming/reassuring messages that could possibly contribute to attract
attention to the article.
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It should be noted that the local and the foreign news sections do not exist in all newspapers,
Aftenposten and Dagbladet lacking the former section and Valdres the latter. Thus, the position
held by these sections was even stronger in the other papers which did contain these, and
weaker, i. e. non-existing, regarding the others. Exactly the difference between the newspapers
concerning how they physically structure their stories, naturally makes it difficult to give a
general overview of the editorial sections in which the selected risk stories were found.
Therefore, when later focusing on the specific hazards, editorial section will be dealt with only
in a very superficial manner (cf. Table 4.6).

Some media differences, besides these more "structural" ones, should yet be mentioned. With
concern to the newspapers which do contain a local section, it was Adresseavisen which
accounted for the, without competition, largest share of risk stories origination from that
section. Almost one third (32.5 per cent) of its stories were found in a local setting. Regarding
the local papers, Oppland Arbeiderblad and Valdres, the corresponding figure was 17.1 and
1.3 per cent respectively. It should however be said that the "general news", especially in
Valdres, nevertheless is of a rather local character.

3.1 The Coverage of the Specific Hazards

As could be concluded from Table 3.1, four hazard types together accounted for three-quarters
of the included risk stories from the five newspapers. Six hazards accounted for 86 per cent,
while eleven hazards together represented 98 per cent of the total number. The rank order,
however, differed depending on the type of stories brought into focus.

News content is by tradition divided into two parts: reporting and commenting (Rosengren et
al. 1974:118f). Lasswell speaks of surveillance and correlation, i. e. to watch over what is
happening "out there" and to put it into a context (Lasswell 1948:38; cf. McQuail 1969:85 - in
Rosengren et al. 1974:118f). Asp chose instead to distinguish between 'actor defined' versus
'media defined' news presentation (Asp 1983). These concepts are all rather similar, although
the terms and definitions used point at differences regarding the underlying purpose. They are
also subjected to the same problem: the borderline between these two kinds of media content is
in principle a distinct one, but it is nevertheless rather dubious, since it tends to disappear in
practice. The commenting category is the wider of the two, and comprises for instance
background, explanation, prediction, evaluation, recommendation, and summary (Rosengren et
al. 1974:118$.

In the present analysis, the distinction will be made between "ordinary" stories as opposed to
"less ordinary" ones. The former category refers to stories conveying "typical", daily based
news in a "typical" way, while the latter includes all other kinds: feature stories, stories
providing background information, analyses, columns, letters, "Readers' Queries", separate
quotes etc. With regard to risk reporting in the media - with its priority of certain issues at the
expense of others - such a distinction could somewhat help to control for the factor of "real
events". If there is a serious car traffic accident taking place somewhere near us, we expect at
least the local news media to cover it. The same is valid for other events as long as they are
issues "big" enough, as, for example, an international meeting concerned with the global
problem of air pollution, involving elite actor's etc. This kind of reporting does not necessarily
reveal that much information about how the specific medium defines the news value of such
events, even if it, naturally, reveals quite a lot with regard to how our society on a more all-
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embracing level defines what is deemed newsworthy. When comparing the risk coverage in
different types of newspapers, it might thus be of interest to separate this kind of "ordinary"
reporting from other kinds of material that each paper more freely chooses - if, how, when, and
to what extent - to devote space to.

Table 3.2 below provides an overview of how the eleven most frequent hazard stories
(N=1282) were distributed according to story type as this was categorised in the present
analysis. The overview includes stories found in the editorial, the debate, and the letter
sections.

Table 3.2 Type of Newspaper Story, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Type of story Road traffic
accident

Alcohol
consumption

Air
pollution

BSE Chernobyl
accident

Floods

Ordinary news story

Feature story
Background story
Background: facts & figures
Analysis/column/commentary
Readers' Queries
Other type

91

1
1
0
4
-
3

72

1
1
1
14
-
11

47

_

2
1
36
-
14

61

_

1
-
29
-
9

46

18
4
10
11
-
11

86

_
1
-
3
-
10

Total (%)
N=total number of stories

...continued
Type of story

100
430

Military use of
nuclear tech.

100
200

Chemical waste

100
196

East European
nucl. power pi.

100
151

Nuclear waste

100
79

Radiation fr in-
home radon gas

100
72

Total

Ordinary news story 76

Feature story 5
Background story
Background: facts & figures
Analysis/column/commentary 17
Readers' Queries

75

5
3
17

70

3
3
20

65

26

74

26

72

2
2
1
16

Other type
Total (%)
N=total number of stories

2
100
42

-
100
36

4
100
30

-
100
23

100
23

7
100
1282

The data show that the "ordinary" news constituted almost three quarters, i. e. 72 per cent, of
the total number of stories (n=1282). The hazards connected with the lowest figures in this
respect were the Chernobyl accident and Air pollution. The other hazards were in between 65
and 91 per cent of the cases dealt with in an "ordinary" news context. With regard to the
Chernobyl accident, this hazard item was in 18 per cent of cases treated in feature stories.
Concerning the other items dealt with in the present analysis, feature material was not a very
frequent means of covering risk issues, although this indeed was the case for 2 of the 23 stories
treating Nuclear waste as well as for 2 out of the 42 stories dealing with Military use of
nuclear technology, exc. war. As concerns Air pollution, this hazard was in 36 per cent of the
cases dealt with in analyses/columns/commentaries. Moreover, it was in 14 per cent of the
cases linked to the 'other' category - a result referring mainly to the brief air status reports (20
in total) provided by Adresseavisen, a service to the reader comparable with that of ordinary
weather reports. Again turning to the Chernobyl accident, it might be noted that this item in
only 11 per cent of the cases resulted in stories categorised as Analysis/column/commentary, a
rather low value compared with that of the other (ionising) hazards, and perhaps a somewhat
surprising result considering the specific nature of the (quasi) event represented by the tenth
anniversary. Table 3.2 above further shows that, in total, 2 per cent of the stories more or less
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explicitly aimed at giving thorough background information, the figure increasing to 3 per cent
if the "stories" presenting facts and figures in a more brief and concise manner were also
included. Analyses, columns, commentaries etc. made up 16 per cent of the total number of
stories, accounting for the second largest share of the material. Readers' Queries were not,
during the selected period, a frequent means of providing risk information; no such newspaper
content was found regarding any of the included hazards.

The dominance of risk information provided in an ordinary news context was most evident in
Oppland Arbeiderblad, in which as much as 82 per cent of the stories appeared in such a
context. Least strong it was regarding Dagbladet, i. e. 60 per cent. The latter paper instead
presented much of its risk information in terms of analyses, columns or commentaries (23 per
cent), as well as via its less ordinary newspaper material here only classified as "other" (9 per
cent). Analyses/columns/commentaries were a frequent risk context also in Aftenposten (22 per
cent). The same newspaper contained the largest share of background stories treating any of the
hazards considered in the present analysis (4 per cent). Otherwise, the kind of background
material that in a brief manner provides facts and figures was proportionally most often found
in the tabloid (5 per cent). The newspapers in general rarely published feature stories dealing
with some of the included items; the newspapers ranged between 3 and 1 per cent in this
respect, Dagbladet accounting for the top value and Oppland Arbeiderblad for the bottom one.
Thus, according to the results presented in Table 3.2, the Norwegian newspapers were not only
performing a surveillance function (referring to the term used by Lasswell). They were also, to
a considerable extent, providing the kinds of content, which could be said to have contributed
to put the hazard of concern into a wider context.

To what degree, then, did the "ordinary" news content differ from the "less ordinary" with
regard to the priority given the various hazards? Table 3.3 below reveals that although Road
traffic accident constituted a frequent issue in the "ordinary" news coverage - primarily
concerned with providing the reader with basic up-to-date information -, this hazard was far
less often of concern in the other kinds of stories published by the newspapers. The latter
"ranking-list" was instead topped by Air pollution. But also BSE, Alcohol consumption, and the
Chernobyl accident were items dealt with more often than Road traffic accident. The priority
regarding especially the two former hazards was however more equal in the "ordinary" news.
Also regarding the other less frequently covered hazards, the differences in terms of priority
were quite small between the "ordinary" news and the other newspaper contents.

Table 3.3 Rank Order of the Eleven Most Frequent Hazard Stories, in Total, and Divided by
"Ordinary" News Stories and Others (per cent)

"Ordinary" news stories
Road traffic accident
Alcohol consumption
Air pollution
BSE
Floods
Chernobyl accident
Military use of nucl. tech., exc. war
Chemical waste
East European nuclear power plants
Radiation from in-home radon gas
Nuclear waste
Other
Total (%)
N=total numbers of stories

41
15
10
10
7
4
3
3
2
2
2
/

100
950

Others
Air pollution
BSE
Alcohol consumption
Chernobyl accident
Road traffic accident
Floods
Military use of nucl. Tech., exc. wa
Chemical waste
East European nuclear power plants
Nuclear waste
Radiation from in-home radon gas
Other
Total (%)
N=total numbers of stories

29
16
16
12
11
3

r 3
2
2
2
2
2

100
360

A11 stories
Road traffic accident
Alcohol consumption
Air pollution
BSE
Chernobyl accident
Floods
Military use of nucl. tech., exc.
Chemical waste

33
15
15
12
6
5

war 3
3

East European nuclear power plants 2
Nuclear waste 2
Radiation from in-home radon gas 2
Other
Total (%)
N=total numbers of stories

2
100

1310
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Thus, Road traffic accident resulted in lots of "ordinary" news stories, but these were not
equally matched with other kinds of media attention. A traffic accident normally constitutes an
undesired event, often resulting in a serious outcome. As such it is considered newsworthy and
accordingly gets reported. But traffic accidents are also something that we - and the journalists
- are quite used to: we are aware of the fact that they happen every now and then, but we
seldom get very shocked by or even concerned about this fact. While confronted with precisely
the commonplaceness of the hazard, we do not call for extra coverage in terms of background
information, in-depth analyses, commentaries etc. The familiarity have made us regard the risk
as acceptable19, and may ultimately have produced "issue fatigue", to quote freely from
Hannigan (1995:54). These things happen, and that is it... With regard to Air pollution, the
situation to some extent seems to be the reverse. Judging from the newspapers and the period
covered by the present analysis, this issue certainly is of great concern; yet, this concern is not
evidently a result of an extensive news reporting on events etc. relating to this hazard. From
Table 3.3 it can also be seen that it was especially in the "less ordinary" news context that
stories about the Chernobyl accident were given priority - a rather natural result, considering
the ten years that have passed since the "actual" news event.

Frequency is, as has been pointed out before, not the only measure of coverage extent.
Considering the eleven most frequent hazards, the hazard priority based on volume results in a
different picture: the rank order presented in Table 3.4 below does not have very much in
common with the one based on frequency provided earlier in Table 3.1. Several of the not very
frequently covered hazards, such as Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, Nuclear
waste, and East European nuclear power plants, seem to have been "compensated" by being
treated in articles of bigger size. With regard to the former hazard, this situation was clearly
related to the voluminous coverage in Aftenposten on the Novaja Zemlya issue (see section
2.1). In addition, the stories treating the top three hazards in terms of volume were
comparatively often dealt with in feature stories, i. e. story types positively related to article
volume.

Table 3.4 Total Size per Article - Mean and Median - for Each of the Eleven Most Frequent
Hazards

Primary hazard item

Chernobyl accident
Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war
Nuclear waste
Floods
East European nuclear power plants
BSE_
Air pollution
Radiation from in-home radon gas
Chemical waste
Alcohol consumption
Road traffic accident
Total (N= 1310)

Mean of total size of article
(columns * centimetres)

80
72
63
57
55
49
44
43
38
38
27
42

Median of total size of article
(columns * centimetres)

32
51
30
27
23
31
28
24
28
16
8
18

19 The relation between familiarity and acceptance is, however, not always that simple, a fact learnt by those
involved with location planning for nuclear reactors, garbage-disposal sites and the like (Saenger and Hinnefeld
(1991), referring to the Not In My Back Yard (NIBMY) syndrome; cf. Freudenburg & Pastor (1992), and Heiman
(1990), who call the concept into question, changing it to 'Not in Anybody's Backyard').
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With regard to the Chernobyl stories, the comparatively big (average) size is related to the
comparatively large share of feature stories dealing with this hazard, their mean being as high
as 220 column centimetres. Table 3.4 also reveals a comparatively big difference between the
mean and the median regarding the Chernobyl stories, the lower median implying a
considerable variation between the articles bigger than 32 column centimetres. Not
surprisingly, the difference was smaller, the feature stories treating the accident being left out.
Also in general the median was lower than the mean, the difference being the smallest
regarding the stories treating Chemical waste.

3.2 Newspaper Differences

Various media cover risks in different ways - with regard to quantity as well as to quality (e.g.
Singer & Endreny 1993:46f). One first empirical result of the present analysis supports this
thesis: the newspapers differed in the extent they covered the hazards considered in this
study.20

Table 3.5 Total Numbers and Total Volume of Risk Stories, by Newspaper

Newspaper

Urban and local morning papers
Aftenposten (urban)
Adresseavisen (urban)
Oppland Arbeiderblad(local)
Valdres (local)

Tabloid
Dagbladet

Total

Total numbers of
risk stories

231
440
328
78

233
1310

Total volume of risk stories
(columns * centimetres)

15,245
16,957
9,427
2,941

10,872
55,442

Mean size of article
(columns * centimetres)

66
39
29
38

47
42

As can be seen from Table 3.5 above, Adresseavisen contained the largest number of stories, i.
e. 440. The same newspaper also devoted the largest volume to the risk items considered in the
present analysis, i. e. almost 17,000 column centimetres. The other urban morning paper
Aftenposten was, although accounting for approximately half as many stories, not very far
behind in terms of story volume; its average article was comparatively larger than the ones in
the other papers. Oppland Arbeiderblad ranked second when it came to story frequency, but
came out number four with regard to volume, its average story being the smallest. The other
local paper, Valdres, distributed considerably less frequently than the others, contained 78
stories, which corresponded to a little less than 3,000 column centimetres. Dagbladet, was with
regard to number of stories comparable to Aftenposten; its volume of stories was, however,
considerably smaller, which also was reflected by the smaller average size.

In this context it must be kept in mind that the newspapers differ when it comes to volume of
an average edition. In Table 3.6 is displayed information in this regard: approximate data in
terms of column centimetres and number of pages together with the ratio between editorial
contents and total volume is given for each newspaper.

20 Of course, the rather pragmatic selection of newspapers, based on circulation figures, but also on geographical
location, does not make it possible to draw more general conclusions when it comes to how the Norwegian press
cover certain risk items, especially not with regard to the local newspapers, both being distributed in an area
severely affected by the Chernobyl fall-out, thus expected to be displaying a greater attention paid to the accident
and its consequences compared with other local newspapers not sharing this feature.
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Table 3.6 Issue Volume of the Included Newspapers: Yearly Average (1996) Measured in
Column Centimetres (c. c.) and Pages, together with Average Ratio of Editorial
Contents as a Part of the Newspaper's Total Volume (editorial contents +
advertisement)

Newspaper

Aftenposten
Adresseavisen
Dagbladet

Issue vol.
(ex.)

20,400
19,700
21,100

Issue vol.

(p)
49.7
47.3
59.6

Editorial
contents/total

0.48
0.52
0.79

Newspaper

Oppland
Arbeiderblad
Valdres

Issue vol.
(c.c.)

9,600
4,800

Issue vol.

(P-)

51.9
26.2

Editorial
contents/total

0.68
0.63

Note: The figures are approximate ones; the criteria used by the newspapers when it comes to the measuring of volume may
differ with regard to contents included. The standard width of the columns does not differ significantly between the
newspapers. However, the number of columns on each page does: a page in Oppland Arbeiderblad, Valdres, and Dagbladet is
normally divided into five columns, whereas that of the urban morning papers is divided into eight.
Source: Information received from each newspaper.

The next step is to calculate the relative fraction of risk stories included from the five
newspapers. The result from such a calculation is shown in Table 3.7 below. Again it should be
pointed out that the calculation is based on approximate data.

Table 3.7 Volume of Included Risk Stories as a Fraction of Total Editorial Volume Published
during the Selected Period, by Newspaper

Aftenposten
Adresseavisen
Oppland Arbeiderblad
Valdres
Dagbladet

Volume of
included risk

stories (column
centimetres)

15,245
16,957
9,427
2,941

10,872

Volume of
included risk

stories (pages)*

36.3
40.4
51.0
15.9
58.8

Total editorial
volume published

during the selected
period (pages)

1,150
1,010
1,450

440
2,260

Included risk
stories as a part of

total editorial
volume (per cent)

3.2
4.0
3.5
3.5
2.6

* Cf. note in connection with Table 4.2 further below.
Example: The total volume of the included risk stories published by Aftenposten was 15,245 column centimetres. This figure
corresponds to approximately 36.3 pages (cf. above). The total number of pages published during the selected period equals
number of editions (48) multiplied by average number of issue pages (49.7; cf. Table 3.6), i. e. 2,386 pages. Concerned only
with editorial volume, this figure must be multiplied with the ratio of 0.48 (cf. Table 3.6). Thus, the approximate volume of
Aftenposten that constitutes the base for the present analysis corresponds to 1,145 pages. The included stories accounted for
36.3 of these 1,150 pages, or 3.2 percent.

From the data presented in Table 3.7 above, it holds that the volume fraction of the respective
newspapers' editorial contents, devoted to one or several of the 20 risk items considered in the
present analysis, all ranged between 2.6 and 4.0 per cent.21 Yet, the results also show that, of
the five newspapers, Adresseavisen not only accounted for the largest number and volume of
stories in absolute terms; this paper also accounted for the largest share. Ranked second and
third in this respect were Valdres and Oppland Arbeiderblad, the corresponding figure being
3.5 per cent respectively. Aftenposten ranked number four, with 3.2 per cent of its editorial
volume devoted to any of the included risk items, whilst the tabloid, Dagbladet, accounted for
the smallest fraction, i. e. 2.6 per cent. Thus, to judge from the present risk study,
Adresseavisen seems to be the most risk oriented newspaper - measured in story volume,
saying nothing of intensity of message - whilst Dagbladet seems to be the least so. However,

21 It must be kept in mind that these results are based on approximate data.
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these results refer to the total picture; as will be seen below, the risk orientation of the
newspapers pointed in different directions.

When it comes to how the different newspapers in their coverage prioritised the various hazard
items, it is more convenient to again focus on number of stories. Such a procedure must also be
considered quite reasonable, since the mere publishing of a story provides a first indication -
albeit a rather shallow one - that the issue or event in question is considered newsworthy. By
doing this, it becomes clear that the data do not speak in favour of any grouping with regard to
type of newspaper, i. e. urban against local, quality papers against tabloid etc. Rather, the
results pointed at considerable differences between the two urban newspapers as well as
between the two local ones. Table 3.8 below shows how the five newspapers "ranked" the
hazards, including all types of stories.

Table 3.8 Rank Order of the Hazard Stories, by Newspapers (per cent)

Aftenposten
(urban)
BSE
Air pollution
Road traffic ace.
Military use of...
Alcohol consumpt.
Chernobyl accident
Floods
In-home radon gas
East Eur. nucl. p. p
Nuclear waste
Chemical waste
Depl. of the oz. L.
Nucl. p. p., unspec
Food contain. By

Total (%)
N=no. of stories

20
19
17
11
9
9
3
3
3
3
2
1
0
0

100
231

Adresseavisen
(urban)
Road traffic ace. 38
Alcohol consumpt. 18
Air pollution 18
BSE 9
Chernobyl accident 3
Chemical waste 3
East Eur. Nucl. p. p. 3
Floods 2
Military use of... 2
Depl. of the oz. I. 2
Nuclear waste 1
In-home radon gas I
Nucl. p. p., unspec. 0
X-ray diagnostics 0

Total (%) 100
N=no. of stories 440

Oppland Arbeiderblad
(local)
Road traffic ace.
Alcohol consump
Floods
Air pollution
BSE

45
. IS

11
8
/

Chernobyl accident 5
Chemical waste 3
In-home radon gas 3
East Eur. nucl. p.
Depl. of the oz. I.
Military use of...
Nuclear waste

Total (%)
N=no. of stories

p. 1
1
1
0

100
328

Valdres
(local)
Road traffic ace.
Floods
Alcohol consumpt.
Chernobyl accident
Air pollution
BSE
East Eur. Nucl. p. p.
Food irr. For preserv

Total (%)
N=no. of stories

28
22
18
16
13

1
1

. 1

100
78

Dagbladet
(national tabloid)
Road traffic ace.
BSE
Air pollution
Alcohol consumpt.
Chernobyl accident
Nuclear waste
Military use of...
Chemical waste
East Eur. nucl. p. p.
EMF
Floods
Depl. of theoz. 1.
Nucl. p. p., unspec.
Food irr. for preserv
West Eur. nucl. p.p.

Total (%)
N=no. of stories

22
19
17
16
8
4
4
3
3
2
1
1
0
0
0

100
233

As is evident from Table 3.8 above, Road traffic accident was the hazard resulting in the
biggest number of stories in four of the five included newspapers; in these papers, this hazard
accounted for in between 22 and 45 per cent of the stories, and regarding the exception in this
regard, Aftenposten, for 17 per cent. Stories dealing with the risk or consequences of Road
traffic accident, together with those treating Alcohol consumption, Air pollution, and BSE, i. e.
the four most frequently occurring items in total, were - with one exception - found among the
"top five" hazards of all the newspapers. The exception refers to the very poor interest in BSE
displayed by Valdres. This newspaper instead provided a lot of stories treating Floods, a
hazard frequently dealt with also in Oppland Arbeiderblad. Both these newspapers cover a
region of Norway that was severely affected by spring floods in 1995, something which
naturally renders a very reasonable explanation for their great attention paid to this hazard.

Among the newspapers' "top five" hazards were otherwise found Military use of nuclear
technology, exc. war and the Chernobyl accident. Regarding the former, this refers to
Aftenposten; in the other newspapers this hazard accounted for 3 per cent of the stories at the
most. As to the Chernobyl accident, this was most clearly prioritised by Valdres, the local
paper distributed in one of the areas most affected by the radioactive fall-out, accounting for 16
per cent of its stories. But also the other newspapers published a considerable number of stories
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about Chernobyl during the eight week period selected for the present study; in these papers
the Chernobyl stories accounted for in between 3 and 9 per cent of their total number (or in
between 14 and 20 stories each).

Disregarding the general similarities commented on above, Table 3.8 also reveals quite some
differences between how the different newspapers, in terms of story frequency, prioritised the
different hazards. And in order to get a more exact notion about the overall disparity and
similarity in ranking between the different newspapers it is illustrative to use a matching
coefficient, where value 1.0 means full correspondence and value 0 means none.22 Doing this
regarding the total set of stories accounted for in Table 3.8 results in a value of the coefficient
between 0.53 and 0.84. This rather wide interval indicates that the overall similarity to quite an
extent differs depending on which newspaper is compared with which other. The variation in
the result from the comparisons is fully displayed in Table 3.9 below.

Table 3.9 Priority Similarity Between the Newspapers, calculated by the use of a Matching
Coefficient23 based on Percentage Story Frequency (N=1310)

Newspaper

Aftenposten
Adresseavisen
Oppland Arbeiderblad
Valdres
Dagbladet

Aftenposten

•

0.68
0.57
0.53
0.84

Adresseavisen

0.68

0.80
0.66
0.78

Oppland
Arbeiderblad
0.57
0.80
*
0.69
0.64

Valdres

0.53
0.66
0.69
*
0.62

Dagbladet

0.84
0.78
0.64
0.62
•

As can be seen from Table 3.9, the greatest disparity was found between Aftenposten and
Valdres, the matching coefficient in this case taking the value 0.53. The second greatest
disparity, the coefficient being 0.57, was found between Aftenposten and the other local paper
Oppland Arbeiderblad. The main disparity in both these cases was related the local papers'
frequent stories reporting on Road traffic accident, Floods, and Alcohol consumption,
compared with the urban newspaper's clearer priority on issues concerning Air pollution and
Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war.

However, this does not mean that the two local morning papers were very similar when it came
to how they - in terms of story frequency - prioritised the coverage of the different hazards. As
can be seen from Table 3.9 above, a comparison between these two newspapers resulted in a
coefficient of 0.69. Neither did the two urban morning papers display a very similar ranking;
the coefficient comparing these papers were 0.68. It is therefore interesting to note the higher
value of the matching coefficient resulting from a comparison between Adresseavisen and
Oppland Arbeiderblad, i. e. 0.80. These two papers accounted for the second closest
resemblance, the first referring to that between Dagbladet and Aftenposten, the coefficient in
this latter case being 0.84. With concern to the similarity between Adresseavisen and Oppland

' The matching coefficient (MC), elaborated by Asp (1983; cf. 1986), is calculated in the following manner:

MC = 1 — ~ (where c = number of categories, and u and v refer to the two distributions)

E. g.: If a distribution of 25, 25 and 50 per cent is compared with one of 20, 25 and 55%, the total percentage
difference will be 0.10. The coefficient will consequently be 0.95, i. e. 1 - (0.1 / 2).
23 See note 22.
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Arbeiderblad, this to a great extent was based on the fact that both newspapers contained a lot
of reporting on road traffic accidents and on incidents involving the consumption of alcohol.
As to Adresseavisen, these stories were in almost half the cases found in the local sections of
the paper. This result somewhat suggests that this paper, although "urban" in the sense that it is
published and distributed in the city of Trondheim, by its concern for local incidents such as
those discussed here, shares some of the features found characterising local papers. Yet, it
should be said that a corresponding similarity was not found between Adresseavisen and
Valdres; Valdres contained a great number of stories treating Floods and the Chernobyl
accident, coverage not matched by Adresseavisen.

Considering the results presented above, it is difficult, with regard to the newspapers included
in the present analysis, to discuss the risk reporting in terms of different types of newspapers;
the data clearly show that the discussion cannot - without any further considerations - shift
from the level of single newspapers to one of newspaper types.

Thus far the total number of stories. If reconsidering the division between "ordinary" news
stories and others, Table 3.10 shows how the distribution between the hazards becomes
somewhat different regarding only the former group of stories.24

Table 3.10 Rank Order of the Seven Most Frequent Hazard Stories, regarding only "ordinary"
news stories, by Newspapers (per cent)

Aftenposten
(urban)
BSE 19
Road traffic ace. 19
Air pollution 17
Military use of... 13
Alcohol consumpt. 8
Chernobyl accident 7
Floods 5

Other 12

Total (%) 100
N=no. of stories 156

Adresseavisen
(urban)
Road traffic ace. 48
Alcohol consumpt.20
Air pollution 10
BSE 7
Floods 2
Chemical waste 2
East Eur. Nucl. p. p.2

Other 9

Total (%) 100
N=no. of stories 330

Oppland A rbeiderblad
(local)
Road traffic ace. 52
Alcohol consumpt. 12
Floods 11
BSE 6
Air pollution 5
Chemical waste 4
Chernobyl accident 3

Other 7

Total (%) 100
N=no. of stories 268

Valdres
(local)
Road traffic ace. 35
Floods 26
Alcohol consumpt. 18
Chernobyl accident 10
Air pollution 9
Food irr. f. preserv. 2

Other

Total (%) 100
N=no. of stories 57

Dagbladet
(national tabloid)
Road traffic ace. 31
BSE 16
Alcohol consumpt. 16
Air pollution 10
Nuclear waste 5
Military use of... 4
East Eur. nucl. p. p. 4

Other 14

Total (%) 100
N=no. of stories 139

The main conclusion drawn by studying the data in Table 3.10 is that, what was valid for the
total picture (see Table 3.3), was valid also for the newspaper considered separately: stories
treating Road traffic accident were especially common in the "ordinary" news reporting, whilst
for instance those dealing with Air pollution were less frequently covered in this context. This
general tendency was however not all that clear with regard to Aftenposten. The priority order
displayed by this newspaper - in terms of number of stories - did not differ very much between
the "ordinary" and less "ordinary" news coverage.

Calculating the matching coefficient regarding only the "ordinary" news results in the values
displayed in Table 3.11 below.25 In general, the correspondence becomes weaker regarding this
kind of news context. There are, however, two exceptions. These refer to the correspondence
between Oppland Arbeiderblad on the one hand and Adresseavisen and Dagbladet on the other

24 Regarding the definition of "ordinary" news, see the beginning of section 3.1.
2? For the calculation, the Other category was re-split into the less freqent categories not accounted for separately
in Table 3.10.
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respectively; in both cases the correspondence becomes somewhat stronger when focusing on
the "ordinary" news coverage.

Table 3.11 Priority Similarity Between the Newspapers' "Ordinary" News Coverage, calculated
by the use of a Matching Coefficient26 based on Percentage Story Frequency
(N=950)

Newspaper

Aftenposten
Adresseavisen
Oppland Arbeiderblad
Valdres
Dagbladet

Aftenposten

*
0.58
0.55
0.48
0.70

Adresseavisen

0.58
*
0.83
0.66
0.75

Oppland
Arbeiderblad

0.55
0.83
*

0.66
0.65

Valdres

0.48
0.66
0.66
*
0.60

Dagbladet

0.70
0.75
0.65
0.60
*

If instead turning to the other kinds of less typical news coverage, Table 3.12 below shows the
change in hazard priority.

Table 3.12 Rank Order of the Seven Most Frequent Hazard Stories, regarding only "less
ordinary" news stories, by Newspaper (per cent)

Aftenposten
(urban)
BSE
Air pollution
Road traffic ace.
Chernobyl accident
Alcohol consumpt.
Military use of...
In-home radon gas

Other

Total (%)
N=no. of stories

21
21
15
12
9
7
7

8

100
75

Adresseavisen
(urban)
Air pollution
BSE

40
15

Alcohol consumpt. 13
Road traffic ace. 8
Chernobyl accident 7
Chemical waste
East Eur. Nucl. p

Other

Total (%)
N=no. of stories

5
. p.4

8

100
110

Oppland Arbeiderblad
(local)
Alcohol consumpt.
Air pollution
Road traffic ace.
Chernobyl accident
BSE
Floods
In-home radon gas

Other

Total (%)
N=no. of stories

28
20
17
10
10
10
2

3

100
60

Valdres
(local)
Chernobyl accident
Air pollution
Alcohol consumpt.
Road traffic ace.
Floods
BSE
East Eur. nucl. p. p.

Other

Total (%)
N=no. of stories

29
24
19
9
9
5
5

-

100
21

Dagbladet
(national tabloid)
Air pollution
BSE
Alcohol consumpt

28
21

. 15
Chernobyl accident 15
Road traffic ace.
Nuclear waste
Military use of...

Other

Total (%)
N=no. of stories

9
3
3

6

100
94

As has been seen already in Table 3.3 above, when it came to other kinds of newspaper
coverage than the ordinary day-to-day reporting, the hazard item Road traffic accident lost its
"status" as a frequently considered news issue. This was something that held for all the
newspapers. The reverse situation was valid for Air pollution; stories treating this hazard were
a lot more common in this "less ordinary" news coverage. This was especially true regarding
Adresseavisen. To some extent this was the result of the brief air status reports more or less
regularly provided by this paper. On the whole, Aftenposten gave proof of the least disparity
with regard to the different kinds of coverage, as it is separated in the present context.

The matching coefficients regarding the "less ordinary" stories are displayed in Table 3.13
below.27 From the table it can be seen how, on the whole, the correspondence between the
newspapers was actually stronger for these kinds of stories, i. e. for the kind of newspaper
coverage which is not as obviously a result of what is "happening out there". Also here the
weakest correspondence referred to that between Aftenposten and Valdres.

26 See note 22.
27 Cf. note 25.
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Table 3.13 Priority Similarity Between the Newspapers' "Less Ordinary" Coverage, calculated
by the use of a Matching Coefficient28 based on Percentage Story Frequency
(N=360)

Newspaper

Aftenposten
Adresseavisen
Oppland Arbeiderblad
Valdres
Dagbladet

Aftenposten

*
0.67
0.69
0.58
0.80

Adresseavisen

0.67
*
0.63
0.63
0.79

Oppland
Arbeiderblad
0.69
0.63
*
0.74
0.66

Valdres

0.58
0.63
0.74
*
0.70

Dagbladet

0.80
0.79
0.66
0.70
*

Comparing the data in Table 3.11 and 3.13 respectively, it can be seen that type of newspaper
stories was a factor of the greatest importance in the priority between Adresseavisen and
Oppland Arbeiderblad. Regarding these two papers it was clear how, displaying a rather
similar priority in the more ordinary news reporting, they diverged when it came to the other
parts of newspaper coverage. Otherwise the situation was, as has been pointed out earlier,
generally the reverse: the newspapers were better matched in the "less ordinary" coverage
compared with the "ordinary". This was especially obvious comparing Aftenposten - Oppland
Arbeiderblad; Aftenposten - Valdres; and Valdres - Dagbladet.

The results presented in the above tables show that, in general, "reality" - as this was controlled
for by separating between "ordinary" news stories and others - was not the most determining
factor in bringing the five newspapers together in terms of story priority. Rather, the data seem
to suggest that the newspapers are working according to other kinds of common publishing
criteria, deciding which issues to devote space and resources for. Most important the factor of
"reality" seems to have been when it came to the priority similarity between Adresseavisen and
Oppland Arbeiderblad - papers that were considerably less matched regarding their "less
ordinary" news context.

* * *

This primary part of the analysis showed that among the 20 selected risk items, Road traffic
accident, Alcohol consumption, Air pollution, and BSE together made up three-quarters of the
stories. Chernobyl was however still ten years after the accident an issue of great concern,
accounting for 79 of the in total 1310 included risk stories. The Chernobyl accident together
with Air pollution represented the two hazards proportionally most often dealt with in another
kind of newspaper context than the ordinary day-to-day news reporting. In the case of Air
pollution this was mainly a result of the many analyses, columns, and commentaries published
on the subject, whilst in the latter it also referred to feature and background material. Road
traffic accident, on the other hand, represented the item which most often - i. e. in nine out of
ten cases - was treated in a "typical" news context.

There were differences between the five newspapers considered in the present analysis.
Adresseavisen published, during the eight-week period, the largest number of stories dealing
with any of the 20 included hazard items. This paper also came out as number one with regard
to total story volume. However, Aftenposten, accounting for a smaller number of stories, were

28 See note 22.
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not far behind in terms of story volume, its articles being in general considerably bigger. If
taken into consideration the average issue volume for each paper, Adresseavisen still occupied
the top position, devoting the largest fraction of its total editorial volume to any of the 20
hazards. Ranked second and third in this respect were the two - less voluminous - local
morning papers Valdres and Oppland Arbeiderblad. By such a standard, Dagbladet was the
newspaper being least oriented toward the risk items considered in the present context.

The four most frequently treated hazards, Road traffic accident, Alcohol consumption, Air
pollution, and BSE, were prioritised issues in all the newspaper - the only clear exception being
the poor interest in BSE displayed by Valdres. Floods represented an issue of concern
especially in the two local papers; this was especially true with regard to Valdres, which,
during the selected period, also accounted for the largest share of stories about the Chernobyl
accident. Amongst the top four in Aftenposten was found Military use of nuclear technology,
exc. war, a result of the great attention paid by this newspaper to the publicity of the former
"secret" documents (cf. note 11) on the nuclear bomb testing at Novaja Zemlya in the 50s and
60s.

In total, the risk priority - measured by relative story frequency - showed the closest similarity
between Aftenposten and Dagbladet, whilst the greatest disparity was found between
Aftenposten and the two local papers Valdres and Oppland Arbeiderblad. Taking into account
the type of newspaper coverage, the picture somewhat changed. With regard to the "ordinary"
day-to-day reporting treated separately, Adresseavisen and Oppland Arbeiderblad represented
the "best" match in this sense, whilst the weaker correspondence between Aftenposten and the
local papers held still, extended to include also Adresseavisen together with the locals. In the
less "typical" newspaper coverage, Dagbladet and Aftenposten grew tighter in terms of story
priority, as did Dagbladet and Adresseavisen. On the whole, type of stories was the most
important factor when it came to the matching between Adresseavisen and Oppland
Arbeiderblad; in contrast to the general picture, these two papers, while accounting for a quite
similar priority in the "ordinary" news coverage, considerably diverged regarding the "less
ordinary" news context.
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4 Risk information in the newspapers

When in the following section turning to the information provided in the risk stories, four of
the hazard items are excluded, namely Road traffic accident, Alcohol consumption, BSE and
Floods. These hazards were included in the part of the analysis dealing with extent and
prominence, serving as illustrative points of comparisons in this regard, but - having little to do
with ionising radiation - were excluded from the parts of the analysis concerned with various
aspects of risk information. Excluded are also the hazard items which accounted for 15 stories
or less of the 1310 in total, i. e. Depletion of the ozone layer (15 stories); Presence of high
voltage lines/EMF (5); Nuclear power plants, unspecified (3); Food which has been irradiated
to preserve it (2); West European nuclear power plants (1); Food contaminated by radioactive
substances (1); X-ray diagnostics (1); Natural background radiation (0); and Domestic nuclear
power plants (0). The small numbers connected with these items allow not for generalisations
when it comes to the provided information. Left are 429 stories, which are the ones, referred to
when in the remaining part of the present report mentioning "the total". Below Table 4.1 shows
how these 429 stories were distributed between newspaper and hazard item.

Table 4.1 The Stories Constituting the Base for the Risk Content Analysis, by Newspaper and
Hazard (absolute numbers)

Newspaper:

Hazard
Air pollution
Chernobyl accident
Military use of nucl. tech., exc. war
Chemical waste
East European nucl. power plants
Nuclear waste
Radiation from in-home radon gas
Total
Per cent (column)

Aftenposten

43
20
25

5
6
6
8

113
26

Adresseavisen

78
14
7

13
11
6
5

134
31

Oppland
Arbeiderblad

25
15
2

11
5
1

10
69
16

Valdres

10
12

-
-
1
-
-

23
6

Dagbladet

40
18
8
7
7

10
-

90
21

Total

196
79
42
36
30
23
23

429
100

Per
cent

(row)
46
19
10
8
7

5
5

100

4.1 Space Measures and Prominence Factors

Story frequency is one measure of media attention; amount of space devoted to an issue is
another. These two measures do not necessarily reflect one another. Looking at Table 4.2
below, this must however be the general impression regarding the seven hazards considered in
the present analysis. Air pollution was not only the most frequently covered hazard; it was also
the one which in total was given the greatest volume. The Chernobyl accident, ranking second
regardless of type of measure used, was the hazard which most clearly diverged from this
"linear" model of relation between frequency and volume. From the table below, it can be seen
how this was reflected by the comparatively large average size of the Chernobyl articles: 80
column centimetres. This tendency was however substantially reduced if excluding the more
voluminous feature stories, the mean diminishing to 50 column centimetres. The feature stories
still excluded, it was instead the hazard item Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war that
clearly distinguished itself when it came to average size of article. But also regarding the total
set of stories, the latter hazard was found in the top, accounting for the second largest mean
value, i. e. 72 column centimetres. The stories dealing with Chemical waste were connected
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with the smallest average, i. e. 38 column centimetres.

Table 4.2 Total Volume Devoted to the Various Hazards, together with Average Size*) and
Headline Proportion of the Articles

Total volume devoted
to item

Mean size of article
Mean proportion

headline/total article
N=total no. of stories

Air
pollution

8,564
44
.16

196

Chernobyl
accident

6,300
80

.18
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

3,005
72

.17
42

Chemical
waste

1,362
38

.19
36

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

1,636
55

.18
30

Nuclear
waste

1,442
63

.14
23

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

990
43

.18
23

Total

23,299
54

.17
429

*) Size in column centimetres, i. e. number of columns (width) multiplied with number of centimetres (height). A page in the
urban morning newspapers is approximately 420 column centimetres, while one in the tabloid or in the local morning papers
is about 185 column centimetres.

Without too much anticipating the results presented further below, it might be said that the
comparatively strong position held by the nuclear hazards in terms of mean size of article was
reflected by both the number of words used and the occurrence of accompanying photographs.

The data reveal that, in general, Aftenposten was the paper devoting most space to the risk
stories included in the present context; the average article in this paper was 74 column
centimetres. Ranked second in this respect was Valdres, with 59 column centimetres.
Dagbladet came out third, the mean regarding this paper being 53 column centimetres.
However, the median concerning the stories in the latter paper was only 29 column
centimetres, a considerably smaller figure compared with that of the two former papers (54
column centimetres each). This result implies that the tabloid published some really
voluminous stories, while still a considerable part of its stories, i. e. half of them, were 29
column centimetres or smaller. The average story in Adresseavisen was 48 column centimetres,
whereas Oppland Arbeiderblad accounted for the lowest mean: 34 column centimetres.

Interpreting the results above, and then especially with concern to the, in comparison,
voluminous articles in Valdres, one should bear in mind that a page in the local morning papers
- as well as in the tabloid - is less than half the size of that in the urban morning papers. In
particular Valdres clearly "compensated" for its smaller number of risk stories (see Table 4.1)
by the size of each story.

Regarding the size of the headlines, as a proportion of the total article, the stories treating
Nuclear waste in total presented the smallest figure; on average, 14 per cent of the article was
made up by the headline.29 However, from this finding should not be directly concluded that
these stories were very "text informative" compared with others. By looking at Table 4.4
further below, it becomes clear that for a (comparatively) large share of the Nuclear waste
stories, i. e. 30 per cent, photographs or other kinds of visuals (see definition given in
connection to the table), occupied more than half the total article space. The proportion
between headline and total article regarding the other stories was found between 0.16 and 0.19.

The headline proportions among the newspapers were all found in the interval between 0.14
and 0.18. Rather surprisingly, the tabloid Dagbladet accounted for the bottom value. In
general, the median was somewhat lower than the mean.

29 See not 16.
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Regarding the number of words making up each risk story, Table 4.3 below shows that more
than two thirds of the selected stories, i. e. 70 per cent, contained in between 51 and 500 words.
Three of the hazards, East European nuclear power plants, Nuclear waste, and Air pollution,
were comparatively often dealt with in 50 words or less. With regard to the comparatively
large number of really short stories treating Air pollution, this was a result of the brief local air
status reports more or less regularly provided by Adresseavisen. Few stories contained more
than 2,000 words, i. e. in fact only one, treating the Chernobyl accident. In total, only 3 per
cent of the stories were written using more than a thousand words. The stories dealing with
Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war most often contained more than 500 words; this
was the case for 38 per cent of these stories. Such length of story held also for 26 per cent of
the stories treating the Chernobyl accident, East European nuclear power plants, and Nuclear
waste respectively.

The number of words was clearly related to type of story. Most obvious in this respect was the
fact that the feature stories all contained more than 200 words, considerably raising the average
also regarding stories containing more than 500 words.

Table 4.3 Total Number of Words in Story30, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Total numbers of words

50 or less
51-200
201-500
501-100
1001-2000
2001 or more
Total (%)
N=total no. of stories

Air
pollution

13
29
42
14
2
-

100
196

Chernobyl
accident

8
39
27
20

5
1

100
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

2
29
31
33

5
-

100
42

Chemical
waste

6
44
47

3
-
-

100
36

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

17
34
23
23

3
-

100
30

Nuclear
waste

13
39
22
22

4
-

100
23

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas
-

39
52
9
-
-

100
23

Total

10
33
37
17
3
0

100
429

On the general level, the newspapers clearly differed regarding the number of words their
stories were based on. Adresseavisen accounted for the biggest part of stories containing 50
words or less; as mentioned above, this situation partly reflects the fact that this newspaper
provides brief air status reports on a more or less regular basis. Dagbladet ranked second, with
11 per cent of its stories being as short as that. Oppland Arbeiderblad displayed the largest
proportion of stories, i. e. 52 per cent, containing between 51 and 200 words, i. e. the size of
short paragraphs. But also the tabloid accounted for quite a large share of stories of this size, i.
e. 40 per cent. Regarding the longer stories, i. e. those exceeding 500 words, it was found that
these were most often provided in the very local newspaper Valdres; 43 per cent of the stories
in this paper (10 out of 23) belonged to this category. Aftenposten, came out second, the
corresponding figure being 32 per cent.

The size and length of an article31 are two relevant measures regarding the prominence given to
a certain subject. There are, however, other ways for a newspaper to highlight a specific event
or issue. Table 4.4 below lists some factors in this respect. Some of these factors are moreover
considered important when it comes to the attention given by the reader, although the empirical
support is limited.32

30 See note 17.
31 Size referring to article volume; length to number of words.
32 Research suggests that such factors are of less importance compared with the content conveyed in the story
(including headline) and the section in which the story is located; this is probably especially true with regard to
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Table 4.4 Frequency of Various Factors Rendering Prominence to a Story,
by Hazard Type (per cent)

Prominence factor

Front-page story
Inside section front
page story*

Introduced by teaser*
Photos (one or more)
"Infographics"**
Visuals*** taking
up > 1/2 the article

>500 words in story
>3/4 of story devoted
to primary hazard

N=total no. of stories

Air
pollution

5

2
1

33
14

15
17

73
196

Chernobyl
accident

10

7
20
46
16

23
27

87
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

17

6
6

50
12

19
38

79
42

Chemical
waste

3

11
-

36
6

17
3

72
36

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

3

-
14
40

7

13
27

80
30

Nuclear
waste

-

-

-

39
13

30
26

91
23

Radiation fr
in-home

radon gas

13

-
10
22

-

13
9

100
23

Total

7

4
6

37
12

18
20

79
429

* 'Front-page stories' excluded, wherefore N(Total)=399.
** Refer to maps, diagrams, "boxes" of facts & figures etc., providing the reader with more or less additional information.
*** Include photos and "infographics", cf. •*).

The Chernobyl stories and those dealing with Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war
were both to a large extent connected with the prominence factors listed in the table above. If
the latter more often appeared as front-page stories, the former were "compensated" by often
being introduced by front-page teasers. Accompanying photographs (or drawings) were a
common feature regarding both these hazards; "infographics" - by which is referred to maps,
diagrams, "boxes" of facts etc., providing more or less additional information to the story -
were, although being more rare, proportionally often connected with especially the Chernobyl
stories. As has been seen before, a comparatively big share of the stories dealing with Military
use of nuclear technology, exc. war were quite word consuming; this held also for the
Chernobyl stories, as well as for those treating East European nuclear power plants and
Nuclear waste.

Photographs (or drawings), also in general constituted quite a common feature in the risk
stories considered in the present analysis; on average 37 per cent of the stories were
accompanied by at least one photograph. The tabloid accounted for the largest proportion 44
per cent. The other papers were however found not far behind, ranging from 28 to 42 per cent -
the urban papers at opposite ends: Aftenposten accounting for the highest value, and
Adresseavisen for the lowest, leaving the two local newspapers in between.

Other kinds of visuals, here labelled infographics, were on average found in 12 per cent of the
stories. News reporting by means of infographics was however first of all an urban morning
paper feature, valid for 14 and 22 per cent of the stories in Aftenposten and Adresseavisen
respectively. With regard to the latter newspaper, this referred mainly to the diagrams
presented in the local air status reports mentioned earlier. The occurrence of stories with any
kinds of visuals (including boxes of facts) occupying more than half of the article were also -
due to the same reason - most frequent in Adresseavisen, i. e. 25 per cent. But also the other
urban paper Aftenposten, as well as the tabloid, both quite often published stories with visuals
accounting for more than half the article, i. e. in 16 and 18 per cent of the cases respectively.

the devoted and closely reading public (Weibull 1983:366ff; cf. Bogart 198l:275ff regarding "personal
selectivity").
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Otherwise, when it came to newspaper variation, it is interesting to note that Aftenposten and
Adresseavisen - i. e. both "full format" newspapers - differed considerably with regard to
stories appearing on front page; regarding the former paper, this was the case for 16 per cent of
the published stories, whilst regarding the latter the corresponding figure was only 6 per cent.
The front-page stories excluded, those instead introduced by front-page teasers were also
proportionally more frequent in Aftenposten. Both with concern to front-page stories and front-
page teasers, this result refers mainly to Aftenposten's promoting of the stories treating the
Chernobyl accident, Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, and the (in total fewer)
stories dealing with East European nuclear power plants. Otherwise, as to front-page teasers,
it was Valdres that, proportionally, most frequently used such in order to highlight the risk
stories, doing this in 29 per cent of the cases, or 6 stories out of the in total 21, five referring to
the Chernobyl accident.

Most of the 429 stories (79 per cent) dealt with the risk issue in (approximately) more than
three-quarters of the text. This speaks in favour of interpreting the basic measures linked to
every coded article, such as total size, headline proportion, numbers of words, occurrence of
teasers, occurrence of photographs etc., as in general highly valid for the primary hazard
constituting the unit for the other parts of the coding - dealing with specific risk qualities etc.
None of the seven hazards listed in the tables were connected with a value below 72 per cent in
this regard.

4.1.1 Headline Message
The headline of an article might serve at least two purposes: to quickly inform the reader about
the content of the story, and - if quick-witted or otherwise striking - to catch the reader's
attention. An alarming headline could at least contribute to the latter.33 From Table 4.5 below,
it can be seen that 13 per cent of the stories appeared under a headline with a more or less
alarming content.34 By contrast, 3 per cent of the stories were, on average, "headed" by a
reassuring message. A smaller share, i. e. 1 per cent, contained a both alarming and reassuring
message.

Looking at each specific hazard, one finds that two of them, Radiation from in-home radon gas
and the Chernobyl accident, comparatively often appeared under an alarming headline, i. e. in
31 and 29 per cent of the cases respectively. However, with regard to the former one, Radiation
from in-home radon gas, it was also found that 17 per cent of the stories were reassuringly
framed in this sense, the ratio between alarming and reassuring headlines being quantitatively
the most balanced. (Radon was only treated by Aftenposten, Adresseavisen, and Oppland
Arbeiderblad, and in the second newspaper, i. e. regarding its five stories, the proportion was
in fact fifty-fifty, with two stories appearing under an alarming headline and two under a
reassuring one, the fifth neutral in this sense. With regard to the other two newspapers, the
neutral headlines dominated, and these excluded, the alarming headlines in both cases
exceeded the reassuring ones.) Otherwise, it was found that no hazard type was connected with
a reassuring headline in more than 6 per cent of the cases. The stories dealing with Air
pollution distinguished themselves by comparatively seldom being "headed" by an alarming

33 Naturally, what is considered "alarming" (or otherwise conspicuous) is rather a subjective matter. This implies
a methodological problem: to "objectively" rate the stories according to their message in this respect is a difficult
task. The reliability regarding the data presented in Table 4.5 is therefore likely to be lower compared with the
other data provided in the present report. However, the main problem ought to be one of level: the absolute level
of alarming messages must be interpreted rather carefully, while comparisons between the different items could
be made with greater confidence.
34 See note 18.
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message. From Table 4.5 below, it can also be seen that a neutral headline, i. e. with regard to
the alarming / reassuring dimension treated here, was most frequent in connection with this
hazard.

Table 4.5 Alarming and Reassuring Content in Headline, by Hazard Type (per cent)35

Headline content

Alarming
Reassuring
Both...
Neither...
Total (%)
N=total no. of stories

Air
Pollution

2
3
1

94
100
196

Chernobyl
accident

29
1
3

67
100
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

22
2
-

76
100
42

Chemical
waste

11
6
3

80
100
36

East Europ.
Nuclear

power pi.

13
-
3

84
100
30

Nuclear
waste

17
-
-

83
100
23

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

31
17

-
52

100
23

Total

13
3
1

83
100
429

As mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, the newspapers varied somewhat with regard to the
alarming/reassuring dimension provided by their headlines. Concerning the reduced set of
stories considered in this chapter, it was seen that two of the newspapers provided a
comparatively large share of stories headed by an alarming message, namely Valdres and
Aftenposten, with 22 and 19 per cent of their stories respectively belonging to this category.
The other papers ranged between 8 and 12 per cent. As to reassuringly phrased headlines, they
all ranged between 2 and 4 per cent.

Headline information about some kind of conflict was in general a rare feature; on average
such information was found in 4 per cent of the articles. However, one hazard item clearly
distinguished itself in this regard; the headlines introducing stories about Nuclear waste in 7
stories out of 23, i. e. in 30 per cent of the cases, contained such an aspect. All cases referred to
the protests against the transportation of nuclear fuel from La Hague in France to Gorleben in
Germany, which took place during the selected period. Otherwise, headlines regarding Military
use of nuclear technology, exc. war were also found above the mean, with 7 per cent
containing such information (two of the three cases referring to the Nikitin case, and the third
to the Novaya Zemlya issue). There was no big difference between the newspapers; Oppland
Arbeiderblad accounted for the in total highest value in this respect, 6 per cent, Dagbladet for
the lowest, 3 per cent, the other papers ranging in between.

The headlines were also coded with regard to geographical arena. On average arena were
mentioned in 30 per cent of the headlines. There was no big difference between the hazard
types in this respect. East European nuclear power plants was the hazard most often put
directly into geographical context in this manner, this being the case for 37 per cent of the
stories. In these cases, the focus was East European in 8 of the 11 stories. Regarding the other
hazards, the corresponding figures were found between 33 and 22 per cent. Radiation from in-
home radon gas accounted for the lowest score, a result that might be considered somewhat
remarkable, since radon represents a hazard often clearly related to certain geographical areas.
Generally, the reader got most information in terms of geographical indications from
Aftenposten; in this paper, 42 per cent of the headlines contained any such references. The
other papers all centred around 25 per cent in this regard. Accompanying photographs etc.
could of course also effectively provide the reader with this kind of indications; this was,
however, a factor not considered in the present analysis.

35 See note 18.
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4.2 Editorial Location

The various sections in the newspaper could roughly be divided into two different groups:
primarily subjectively and primarily objectively36 held sections. With the former category is
understood the editorial section, the debate section and the section devoted to letters to the
editor, including all internal and external commentaries etc. appearing in these sections. With
the latter is referred to the sections in the newspaper basically aiming at strictly reporting on
events etc. taking place in the world outside. These reports are, especially in more prominent
newspapers, brought together and presented in specific sections devoted to certain topics:
domestic affairs, foreign affairs, politics, business,..." It should be pointed out, that the various
types of sections considered in the present analysis must not be confused with types of stories
(cf. beginning of section 3.1).

Since the five newspapers included in the present analysis clearly differ with regard to the
extent they contain various sections, it is difficult to present an overall picture of where in the
newspapers the risk stories were found. Therefore, in the present context will only be given a
narrow account of section location, i. e. one dividing between the two groups made up by the
primarily subjectively and the primarily objectively held sections. Looking at Table 4.6 below,
it can be seen that the distribution varied with reference to the hazard considered.

Table 4.6 Location of Story: Primarily Subjectively vs. Primarily Objectively Held Section, by
Hazard Type (per cent)

Primarily subjectively
held section

Primarily objectively
held section

Total (%)
N=total no. of stories

Air
Pollution

36

64
100
1%

Chernobyl
accident

13

87
100
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

14

86
100
42

Chemical
waste

17

83
100
36

East Europ
nuclear

power pi.

17

83
100
30

Nuclear
waste

22

78
100
23

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

26

74
100
23

Total

25

75
100
429

As can be seen from the Table 4.6, the hazard most often considered in primarily subjectively
held sections was Air pollution; 36 per cent of the stories treating this hazard were editorials,
debate articles, commentaries, or letters, appearing in sections devoted to these kinds of
material. This result reflects the ongoing energy debate, concerned with the outlet of
carbondioxide linked to gas power, as well as that dealing with the legislation respecting use of
studded tyres in big cities (cf. section 2.1). But also Radiation from in-home radon gas and
Nuclear waste to quite a large extent appeared in this context. The Chernobyl accident and

36 This term is used in a somewhat superficial way; in the present text the complex concept of objectivity will not
be discussed.
37 The section devoted to culture is somewhat problematic in this respect. This is by tradition a section in which
various subjectively held articles are found, such as for instance reviews of books and various cultural events and
personally held columns. But here are also located more ordinary news stories informing about "what's on" in the
cultural sphere of society. Since the reviews were excluded from the present analysis, this section has been
grouped with the other primarily objectively held sections. One other reason for this is to keep the subjectively
held section as clean as possible. Analyses, commentaries etc. could appear in any of the primarily objectively
held sections. Thus, the category constituted by the primarily objectively held sections must be interpreted rather
freely with regard to the degree of objectivity.
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Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war were the hazards most often brought up in what
perhaps could be referred to as the more pure news context.

With regard to newspaper variation, it was found that Dagbladet and Valdres to a
comparatively high degree provided their risk information - as it is defined and delimited in the
present text - via their primarily subjectively held sections. On average, 36 and 35 per cent of
their stories respectively were found in such sections. The corresponding figure for the two
urban morning papers was 24 per cent, whilst Oppland Arbeiderblad presented only 13 per
cent of its stories in this kind of sections.

All stories included in the analysis were coded according to if they had a risk or accident focus
(the latter referring to stories primarily dealing with actual consequences of risk) - or both.
(This distinction will be further discussed in section 4.3.1 below.) By cross-tabulating the data,
it becomes clear that the subjectively held sections, compared with the others, more often dealt
with the potential risk (including "both") connected with a certain hazard type; in these
sections 89 per cent of the stories provided this kind of focus, compared with the 74 per cent
generally valid for the other sections. A reasonable explanation may be that the primarily
subjectively held sections contain stories based on reflections or in-depth analyses concerning
phenomena of a normally more general, and thus more abstract, character.

Another interesting factor in this respect is geographical focus. The geographical context could
serve to concretise a risk - or not. A risk that might have local relevance is in general more
salient than one with the geographical target focus somewhere far away.38 By controlling for
geographical focus in a story - i. e. where one could expect to experience the hazard in
question, or at least come across the concern for it - it can be seen that the primarily
subjectively held sections less often than the others dealt with issues of local concern. More
precisely this was the case for 10 per cent of the stories found in these sections, compared with
32 per cent of the others. Reversibly, the subjectively held sections more frequently treated
hazards with global implications, i. e. in 15 per cent as opposed to 2 per cent of the cases.
However, these latter sections did not, as one might expect by extending this line of thoughts,
account for more stories with no distinct geographical focus at all; the average in this respect
was 5 per cent for both section categories. Still, these kind of results seem to support the thesis
that stories published in the subjectively held sections to a larger extent than the others are
concerned with wider - or else more vague and abstract - implications of risk.

4.3 Different Foci and Specific Target Factors

4.3.1 Risk or Accident Focus
As mentioned earlier, each risk story included in the present analysis was coded according to if
it had a risk or accident focus - or both. A risk focus implies that the story primarily dealt with
the potential of a certain hazard - disregarding whether it was seen as likely to become realised
or not. An accident focus implies that the story primarily dealt with actual consequences of the
hazard in question, thus rather informing about the risk in "realised" terms.

The different nature of the hazards makes it somewhat difficult to draw any more general
conclusion with regard to the risk/accident dimension portrayed in the newspapers. However,
disregarding the type of hazard treated, the sources and mediators of risk information still have

38 In addition, it may as such evoke stronger reactions among individuals, although the relation between
familiarity and level of acceptance is not an uncomplicated matter; cf. note 19.
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two possibilities: to focus on realised examples of risk, i. e. actual consequences - whether
those are of immediate interest or not -, or rather on the risk situation that still is, or is not,
threatening targeted groups of people, geographical areas etc. For example might a story
treating the Chernobyl accident focus on the accident per se - or else on the various
consequences it resulted in; but it might also focus on a present risk situation that people still
are facing as a consequence of the accident.39 Neither of the items included in the present
analysis are "new" in the sense that there is no actual consequences which might be brought
into focus. And at the other end, neither of the included hazards are "isolated" in the sense that
it is impossible to, if desired, broaden the perspective when reporting on an accident or the
like, to also focus on the more general risk situation related to it. Table 4.7 below gives an
overall picture of in which of these two contexts the different hazards were treated.

Table 4.7 Risk or Accident Focus in Story , by Hazard Type (per cent)

Focus in story

Accident (i. e. actual
Consequence of risk)

/Non/ possible risk
Both accident and risk
Total (%)
N=total no. of stories

Air
pollution

4
84
12

100
196

Chernobyl
accident

76
6

18
100
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

55
40

5
100
42

Chemical
waste

14
86

-
100
36

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

3
70
27

100
30

Nuclear
waste

4
96

-
100
23

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

-

100
-

100
23

Total

23
66
11

100
429

From the table above, it is clear that the Chernobyl accident first of all was treated as exactly
an accident, as something that has resulted in actual consequences. It might be argued that the
stories primarily treating East European nuclear power plants, which in 77 per cent of the
cases contained references to the Chernobyl accident (cf. Table 4.16 further below),
"automatically" dealt with exactly the risk dimension of the Chernobyl accident. The 24 per
cent of the Chernobyl stories which displayed some kind of risk focus, were however treating
the risk(s) specifically related to the accident, i. e. risks still existing in the wake of the
accident. Also the stories dealing with Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war primarily
presented an "accident focus", i. e. in 55 per cent of the cases. Regarding the latter hazard,
there was, however, on the other hand a "pure" risk focus in 40 per cent of the stories. The
variation mirrors the two issues primarily making up these stories (cf. section 2.1): the nuclear
bomb testing at Novaya Zemlya in the 1950s/60s and the consequences thereof for people
living in the surrounding area (a topic covered especially by Aftenposten), and the current
nuclear situation at the Kola Peninsula. Otherwise, the other hazards were primarily dealt with
as risk issues, the focus seldom directed towards any actual consequences. As can be seen from
the table above, the risk focus held true especially with regard to the 23 stories treating
Radiation from in-home radon gas.

A comparison between the different newspapers reveals that Adresseavisen provided far fewer
stories with an accident focus than the others. The average for the former newspaper was 8 per
cent in this regard, while the others ranged between 26 and 33 per cent - Aftenposten
accounting for the top value. Regarding the position held by Aftenposten, this was related to its

" A focus on the probabilities of a new accident, would mean that the story would have been scored as an item
primarily dealing with East European nuclear power plants; cf. third paragraph in section 2.
40 There are methodological problems linked to this distinction. For instance, it is not always obvious when a
potential risk of Air pollution passes into an actual consequence of risk, having per se affected the environment.
In the present analysis, Air pollution has generally been coded 'risk', as long as the stories not clearly focused on
actual effects of the outlet.
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many stories reporting on the Novaya Zemlya bomb testing. As to Adresseavisen, the risk
focus dominated for all items except the Chernobyl accident.

4.3.2 Geographical Focus
People's concern about a certain hazard naturally depends on where it is likely to be met with.
Sometimes the news story explicitly deals with the question about the geographical area
possibly at risk. Even if this is not the case, each story, with its geographical context, could be
said to "frame" the risk in this sense, the mere concern for the matter serving as a hint in this
direction. Table 4.8 below contains information about the geographical context in which the
various hazards appeared.

Table 4.8 Dominating Geographical Focus in Story, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Geographical target
f
IOCUS

Local/regional, exc:
- Finnmark /& Kola/
Domestic
West European
East European, exc.:
- Kola/Novaya Zemlya
Foreign, other
Domestic & foreign
Global
No distinct focus
Total (%)
N=total no. of stories

Air
Pollution

31
-

28
4
0
0
1

20
10
6

100
196

Chernobyl
accident

24
.

15
2

46
-
1
4
.
8

100
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

5
29
21

-
7

31
5
-
2
-

100
42

Chemical
waste

42
-

33
5
-
-

14
3
-
3

100
36

East Europ.
Nuclear

power pi.

3
3

17
3

44
7
-

13
3
7

100
30

Nuclear
waste

26
4
5

52
-
4
4
-
5
-

100
23

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

44
-

52
-
-
-
-
4
-
-

100
23

Total

26
3

25
6

12
4
3

11
5
5

100
429

As shown in Table 4.8, no more than 5 per cent of the 429 stories lacked a distinct
geographical focus, none of the treated hazards clearly diverging in this respect. All
newspapers except one ranged between 4 and 7 percent, the exception referring to Valdres,
which contained no story lacking geographical focus.

The local focus was most clearly linked to the stories treating Radiation from in-home radon
gas and Chemical waste, which contained such a focus in 44 and 42 per cent of the cases
respectively. But also the stories dealing with Air pollution, Military use of nuclear technology,
exc. war, Nuclear waste, and the Chernobyl accident were quite often occupied with the local
aspects of the risk/accident, i. e. in at least 24 per cent of the cases. Regarding the stories
treating Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, these were foremost concerned with the
north Norwegian area of Finnmark (/and Kola/Novaya Zemlya/). A wider domestic focus was
most frequent in the stories about Radiation of in-home radon gas, i. e. in more than half the
cases. Nuclear waste was the hazard, which, without competition, was most clearly linked to a
West European focus, this being the case in 12 of the 23 stories, or 52 per cent. This result
reflected the demonstrations taking place at the continent against the transportation's of burnt-
out nuclear fuel from La Hague in France to Gorleben in Germany. The East European focus
was most clearly connected with East European nuclear power plants, the Chernobyl accident,
and Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war. Regarding the latter hazard, the focus was
specifically referring to the Kola Peninsula and/or Novaya Zemlya, i. e. a geographical area not
far from the Norwegian border. Air pollution was the hazard most often treated as a domestic
and foreign issue (20 per cent), or indeed a global one (10 per cent). If leaving out the
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frequently occurring local air status reports {Adresseavisen), the latter figures would rise. The
different geographical levels regarding this hazard were to some extent connected with the
harms dealt with (cf. Table 4.9): global pollution was treated as an environmental issue (the
greenhouse effect etc.), whereas local pollution was considered also in terms of human health
(e. g. for asthmatics).

In general, it was clear how the local focus dominated especially in the two local papers: 46
and 52 per cent of the stories in Oppland Arbeiderblad and Valdres respectively contained a
local focus. With concern to the former paper, the local focus was proportionally most frequent
in the stories dealing with Chemical waste, i. e. in 9 of 11 cases, or 82 per cent. As to Valdres,
such a focus was most frequent when it came to the stories treating the Chernobyl accident.
These did in 9 out of 12 cases, or 75 per cent, focus on local aspects linked to the accident.
Local aspects naturally represent an important news value factor for the local press. An official
report (NOU 1986:19) showed exactly how, at the time of the Chernobyl accident, in two
surveyed local newspapers (Tr0nder-Avisa and Gudbrandsd0len/LT), the news made it to the
front page only when it was clear that the Soviet accident entailed consequences also for the
local setting (ibid: 187). After that, the newspapers in addition abandoned the foremost second-
hand reporting, based on news agency reports, going in for a coverage produced by the their
own staff (ibid:210). As compared with the local papers, only 16 per cent of the stories in
Aftenposten had a local focus, of which 11 per cent were concerned with the area of Finnmark
and Kola/Novaya Zemlya.

4.3.3 Consequence Focus
Every hazard primarily treated in the 429 selected stories has been coded according to
dominating consequence focus. What possible, or less possible, consequences were the stories
primarily concerned with? Human illness? Environmental impact? Economical consequences?
Etc. Of course, the answer must to some extent depend on each specific hazard - and,
furthermore, on each specific hazardous situation. But regardless of hazard dealt with, and in
which specific situation, there is more or less always the possibility to focus on different
aspects, depending on the perspective from which one regards the issue. For instance, air
pollution is likely to bring up connotations of a threatened ecological environment. But,
especially in a big city context, this could also be related to the health problem of urban
citizens. And, for anyone concerned with public finances, the economic consequences of
people taking ill because of bad air, could be of equal, or even greater, importance.

In total, 89 per cent of the 429 stories contained an obvious consequence focus. The figure was
considerably lower concerning the ones treating Nuclear waste, i. e. 35 per cent, but also
regarding the ones dealing with East European nuclear power plants, i. e. 63 per cent. The
other hazards ranged between 86 and 98 per cent in this respect. The different newspapers were
distributed between 83 and 96 per cent in this sense, Dagbladet accounting for the lowest value
and Valdres for the highest. For all those stories that did contain a consequence focus, the foci
were distributed between the various "targets" according to Table 4.9 below.
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Table 4.9 Dominating Consequence Focus in Risk/Accident Story, if any,
by Hazard Type (per cent)

Consequence focus ^ ' r Chernobyl Military use Chemical East Europ. Nuclear Radiation fr. Total
Pollution accident of nuclear waste nuclear waste in-home

technology power pi. radon gas

Illness, unspec./other than:
- cancer, leukaemia
Injuries: plants/animals
Injuries: human beings
Death (human beings only)
Property damage
Employment
Economy/market
Environment
Life quality
Other focus

13
1
1
-
I
-
-
1

80
3
0

24
10
6
-

22
-
-
6

25
4
3

35
27

-
-
3
-
-
-

35
-

6
3
3
6
-
-
-
-

77
-
5

37
5
-
-

16
-
-
-

42
-
_

50
13

-
-
-
-
-
-

37
-

67
28

-
-
5
-
-
-

-
_

21
7
2
I
6
-
-
2

58
2
1

Total (%)
N=total no. of risk stories
with consequence focus

100

192

100

68

100

37

100

35

100

19

100

8

100

21

100

380

The stories about the Chernobyl accident and those otherwise treating East European nuclear
power plants were those which most often focused on death; this held for 22 and 16 per cent of
the cases respectively. It is then interesting to note that such a focus was very much missing in
the stories dealing with Nuclear waste and Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war.A] All
the "nuclear" stories quite often focused on human illness, whether this referred to
cancer/leukaemia or not. But human illness (excluding death) was even more frequently
representing the dominating target in stories about Radiation from in-home radon gas, i. e. in
95 per cent of the cases. With specific regard to cancer/leukaemia, such diseases were
explicitly focused upon proportionally most often in the stories treating Radiation from in-
home radon gas and Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, i. e. in 28 and 27 per cent of
these cases respectively.

But also some of the stories treating Air pollution and Chemical waste contained a focus on
human health/death, namely in 15 per cent of the cases respectively, the latter referring also to
human injuries. Otherwise, environmental consequences accounted for the greater part when it
came to these two types of hazards; such aspects dominated in 80 and 77 per cent of the cases
respectively. But also the nuclear hazards were connected with such a focus, i. e. in between 25
and 42 per cent of the cases. Consequences affecting the economy/market constituted the focus
in the Chernobyl stories and those dealing with Air pollution only, and even in these, not more
frequently than in 6 and 1 per cent of the cases respectively.

The most evident newspaper variation was how Aftenposten provided a considerably greater
share of stories with an illness focus put explicitly on cancer/leukaemia: 14 per cent of its
stories contained such a focus, while the other papers ranged between 2 and 8 per cent in this
respect. With regard to Aftenposten, cancer/leukaemia was first of all connected with Military
use of nuclear technology, exc. war (i. e. the bomb testing at Novaya Zemlya), namely in 9 of
the 14 stories, but also with Radiation from in-home radon gas (in the 5 remaining ones).
Oppland Arbeiderblad accounted for the largest share of stories with a focus on human illness
in general, i. e. 32 per cent, or 35 per cent including also human injuries. These two
newspapers were found in the top when it came to any health focus. Adresseavisen and
Dagbladet accounted for the largest share of stories with an environmental focus, i. e. 70 and

41 As will be seen from Table 4.10 further below, this does not imply that the latter hazards never were related to
death.
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63 per cent respectively. With regard to the former, it should be noted that the brief reports
informing about the daily air status in the city of Trondheim contributed to this result. When it
came to focus on death (for humans), there was not a very large variation between the
newspapers: they all ranged between 3 and 9 per cent, Adresseavisen accounting for the
smallest share of stories with such a focus and Valdres for the largest (2 of 23 stories).
Dagbladet, the only included representative of the tabloid press, and as such often expected to
focus on death and disasters, was ranked second, with 8 per cent (6 of 75 stories) of the
consequence foci pointing at some kind of fatal aspects. These eight cases, with one exception,
referred to stories treating the Chernobyl accident and East European nuclear power plants;
the exception was the one story in Valdres dealing with Air pollution.

So far the consequence focus in story. In the following section will be treated various risk
targets on a more detailed level.

4.3.4 Target Factors
Some risks are linked to quite specific targets, their possible impact being clearly delimited in
this sense. Others might result in a wide range of consequences. Table 4.10 aims at giving a
picture of the information provided by the newspapers in this respect, with regard to the seven
hazards listed. The data are based on whether or not each story contained any "positive"42

information (i. e. indicating that the hazard might result / has resulted in...).

Table 4.10 Specific Target Factors Mentioned in Story•, percentage proportions of any
occurrence in story, by Hazard Type

Specific target factor

Demographic groups*
Individuals affected
Future generations
Human health effects
Fatal
Environmental impact
Mutations (any)
Spontaneous abortions/

birth defects
Impact on drinking water
Impact on food chain: plants/
plant prod. Consumed directly

Impact on food chain: animals/
meat prod. Consumed directly

Impact on food chain:
economic losses

Econ. losses (others than above)
Unemployment
General decline in quality of life
Psychosomatic problems / stress
N=total numbers of risk stories

Air
Pollution

6
1
1

16
4

88
-

-

-

-

4
-
8
-

196

Chernobyl
accident

27
13
3

58
29
61

8

5
4

9

34

9
11

-
10
4

79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

40
19

-
55
10
76
5

-
2

-

43

2
-
-
-
-

42

Chemical
waste

6
-
-

25
3

75

-
3

-

-

-
8
-
-
-

36

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

3
3
7

53
10
47

-

3

-

10

3
7
-
-
-

30

Nuclear
waste

-
-

13
26

.
26

-

9

4

4

.
-
-
-
-

23

Radiation fr
in-home

radon gas

22

-
74
4
-
-

48

-

-

-
-
-
-

23

Total

13
4
2

35
9

70
2

1
4

2

11

2

-
6
I

429
Note: Each category represents a single (dichotomy) variable, wherefore the columns do not sum up to 100 per cent.
* Refers to any collective group linked by gender, age, race, class, occupation, nationality,... , however not to geographical
domicile (cf. Table 4.8), if not treated in terms of inherited characters valid for people living in a certain region etc.

42 The word "positive" should not be interpreted in terms of evaluation, but simply as a quantitative criterion for
checking the variable. Each target variable was given the value 1 for any information provided in story about the
hazard as (possibly) affecting the target in question; and the value 0 for a story lacking such information as well
as for one containing references about the target as not at risk.
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Looking at Table 4.10 it can be seen that two of the hazards generally were treated in a more
"informative" way as to the listed target factors, namely the Chernobyl accident and Military
use of nuclear technology, exc. war. The stories treating these hazards often contained
references to affected demographic groups and/or individuals; human health effects (including
death); environmental impact; impact on the food chain: i. e. animals/meat products consumed
directly. They differed slightly in extent though, especially regarding the fatal aspect, which
was brought up considerably more often in the stories about the Chernobyl accident than in
those treating Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war. But also when it came to aspects
related to economic losses and a decline in quality of life, such targets were almost exclusively
considered in the Chernobyl stories. In the stories about the other nuclear hazards, East
European nuclear power plants and Nuclear waste, references were found to most of the
targets mentioned as affected by the Chernobyl accident and by Military use of nuclear
technology, exc. war, albeit less frequently so, especially regarding the latter hazard of the two.

Impact on food chain, specifically referring to animals/meat products consumed directly, was
fairly often mentioned in relation to the nuclear hazards, especially with regard to the
Chernobyl accident and Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war. It should be stressed that
this factor represented the dominating effect of Chernobyl fall-out in Norway: sheep, reindeer,
and other products were (and are still) contaminated, and extensive counter-measures have
been taken, involving sheep-farmers and inland fishery, especially in areas covered by the
newspapers Valdres and Oppland Arbeiderblad. Cost of measures amounts to several hundred
million Norwegian crowns, and the justification of this has been debated (Strand et al. 1990;
Strand 1995).

Radiation from in-home radon gas was in almost half the cases connected with impact on
drinking water. Such a result reflects one of the rather big topics on the media agenda during
the selected period, concerning the (reported) effects of radon on well water.

Air pollution and Chemical waste were both hazards clearly connected with impact on the
environment, i. e. in 88 and 76 per cent of the cases respectively. In addition, they were both to
some degree linked to human health effects, a few times in terms of death. Economical losses
were twice as often mentioned in the stories about Chemical waste as in those treating Air
pollution. Perhaps Air pollution represents a hazard that to a greater extent is regarded as
something rather elusive, as something to which it is difficult to link any actual cost?

Aspects linked to unemployment or to psychosomatic problems/stress were hardly at all
mentioned as potential or actual consequences of the hazards considered in the present
analysis.

Comparing the different newspapers, it was seen that two of them, namely Aftenposten and
Valdres, shared a common feature, by both, generally, being comparatively informative as to
the target factors listed in Table 4.10 above. Especially, it was found that the stories in
Aftenposten comparatively often contained references to demographic groups, affected
individuals, and fatal impact; and that the stories in Valdres comparatively often provided
information about environmental impact, impact on food chain: i. e. animals/meat products
consumed directly (cf. paragraph above), economic losses related to this, economical losses
related to other factors, and aspects affecting the quality of life; and that they both
comparatively often contained information about human health effects.
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4.3.5 Change in Risk
Few risks are static - neither in terms of likelihood nor possible outcomes. To what extent is
this fact considered in the media? Did the newspapers included in the present analysis provide
any information about change in risk? The answer, with regard to the seven hazards focused
upon in the present text, is given in Table 4.11 below.

Table 4.11 Change in Risk Mentioned in Story, by Hazard Type (per cent)

(Chronological) change

Decreasing or
Disappeared

Increasing/potential
new risk in the future

Constant/fluctuating/
not unidirectional

Change in risk not
Treated

Total (%)
N=total no. of stories

Air
Pollution

5

15

10

70
100
196

Chernobyl
accident

6

3

6

85
100
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

-

7

-

93
100
42

Chemical
waste

3

11

-

86
100
36

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

7

-

-

93
100
30

Nuclear
waste

-

13

-

87
100
23

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

13

4

-

83
100
23

Total

5

10

6

79
100
429

In general, the newspapers brought up the aspect of (potential) change in risk in 21 per cent of
the stories. But, as could be concluded from Table 4.11 above, the average would have been
considerably lower if leaving out the hazard represented by Air pollution. Again, the diverging
result regarding Air pollution can to a certain extent be attributed to the brief air status reports
included in the analysis, informing about the more or less sharply changing level of pollution
in the city of Trondheim.

Due to the very limited number of stories providing information about change in risk, it is
difficult to draw any well-founded conclusion about the direction of change related to the
different hazards. However, the data in Table 4.11 suggest that even if the newspaper coverage
provided a different picture with regard to change in risk for the different kinds of hazards, it
still presented a rather homogeneous picture when it came to the risk situation related to one
and the same hazard type. The biggest "conflict" in this sense refers to Air pollution, and,
again, this might to a great extent be explained by the air status reports.

Still bearing in mind the small number of stories dealing with change in risk, the tendency
seems to be that the hazards East European nuclear power plants and Radiation from in-home
radon gas were linked to the most reassuring message in this respect, whilst Nuclear waste,
Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, and Chemical waste were linked to the most
alarming one. The stories dealing with Air pollution and the Chernobyl accident provided the
most varied picture about change in risk.

As to variation between the newspapers, regarding how informative they were in terms of
change in risk, they all ranged between 12 and 32 per cent, Oppland Arbeiderblad being the
least informative in this sense and Adresseavisen the most. With respect to the result
concerning the latter paper, this was clearly related to its regularly provided air status reports.
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4.4 Risk Context

Various characteristics of risk are by themselves seldom sufficient in explaining people's
assessment of a certain hazard (e. g. Renn 1992:478; Sandman et al. 1987). It is therefore of
interest to consider the wider context - and, accordingly, the information thereof - which might
affect people's attitudes on a more general level. One important factor in this respect is, for
instance, whether or not any measures are taken by society in order to prevent the risk from
being realised - or to at least mitigate any possible outcome.

4.4.1 Measures Taken by Society
The information that preventive or mitigating measures are taken or considered by society
would be of interest to any person worried about a certain hazard, i. e. as long as the same
person has confidence in the "society'4* referred to. This reservation, however essential, will
not be developed in the present analysis, whose main purpose is to provide data with regard to
media content.

As can be seen from Table 4.12 below, it is clear that the extent to which the newspapers
reported on measures taken - or considered44 - varied remarkably with regard to hazard type.
Most often this aspect was brought up in the stories treating East European nuclear power
plants, i. e. in 18 of the 30 stories, or 60 per cent. In the stories dealing with Air pollution, the
Chernobyl accident, Chemical waste, and Radiation from in-home radon gas, the
corresponding figure was found between 39 and 30 per cent, in descending order. Stories about
Nuclear waste and Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war contained such information in
only 9 and 7 per cent of the cases respectively. The latter hazard, on the other hand, was in 45
per cent of the cases informative as to no, insufficient, or incorrect measures taken. Such
information was provided comparatively often also in the stories treating Radiation from in-
home radon gas, i. e. in 26 per cent of the cases, and to some extent also in those dealing with
Nuclear and Chemical waste respectively, i. e. in 17 per cent of the cases. East European
nuclear power plants represent the hazard most seldom connected with such rather "negative"
information, i. e. in 7 per cent of the cases. At least two explanations might bear reason for the
latter situation. For one thing, there have been quite some efforts made lately, in order to
improve the situation at Eastern European nuclear power plants. The newspapers might simply
have reflected that situation, focusing on measures that de facto have been taken. Another
explanation - which very well might be related to the first one - is that East European nuclear
power plants first of all might have been considered an issue of East European concern.
Consequently, the Norwegian media might not have regarded scrutinising and reporting on
potential deficient management as their primary task.

43 "Society", in the present analysis, refers to the government as well as to other "official" actors (authorities etc.).
44 It could be argued that there is an important distinction between measures taken and measures considered; it
might thus be preferred having these two aspects treated separately. However, with regard to the information
provided by the newspapers, this distinction was not always a very clear one. Hence, with regard to concern for
the question of reliability, in the present analysis, these two dimensions nevertheless are treated together.
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Table 4.12 Measures Taken - or Considered - by Society Treated in Story,
by Hazard Type (per cent)

Measures taken, or
considered*

No / insufficient /
incorrect / measures taken

Measures not treated
Total (%)
N=total number of stories

Air
Pollution

39

11
50

100
196

Chernobyl
accident

33

11
56

100
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

7

45
48

100
42

Chemical
waste

30

17
53

100
36

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

60

7
33

100
30

Nuclear
waste

9

17
74

100
23

Radiation fir.
in-home

radon gas

30

26
44

100
23

Total

33

16
51

100
429

In general, 51 per cent of the stories contained no information about measures (taken or not) on
behalf of society, the figure varying between 33 and 74 per cent depending on type of hazard
referred to. East European nuclear power plants represented the hazard most often treated in
this respect; Nuclear waste the one least so. As to the former, one explanation is found
considering the media attention given several top-level meetings and conferences in Europe
and Russia/Ukraine in connection with the tenth anniversary of the Chernobyl accident,
treating the current preparedness of new nuclear accidents and the possibilities to prevent such
from happen. There was a very positive correlation between information about measures and
references to the Chernobyl accident in the stories primarily dealing with East European
nuclear power plants.

In general, information about measures was most often provided by Valdres, i. e. in 70 per cent
of its stories, whilst the corresponding figure for Aftenposten was 57 per cent, the other
newspapers centring closely on 45 per cent. When the newspapers did bring up the question,
the tabloid accounted for the largest share of stories providing "negative" information in this
respect (no/insufficient/incorrect), more precisely in 52 per cent of the cases. Aftenposten
ranked second in this regard, the corresponding figure being 41 per cent, whilst the other
ranged between 17 and 23 per cent.

4.4.2 Benefits
No behaviour is risk-free. The attitude to a certain hazard will not only be a question of risk
probabilities, but also one of possible gains linked to it.45 This becomes important not the least
with regard to technologically based risks. Could the expected gains be said to outweigh the
risk in question? The hazards included in the present analysis differ somewhat in nature.46 The
item East European nuclear power plants represents a hazard that entails certain gains (energy
supply), regarded by some as compensating for the potential risk linked to such technology.
But when it comes to, for instance, the Chernobyl accident and Air pollution, these are hazards
which (normally) per se represent nothing but negative consequences of something else
(nuclear energy, industrial processing etc.). And from Table 4.13 below, it can be directly
concluded that benefits were something which hardly at all was related to the hazards treated in
the present context. The only hazards connected with benefits were East European nuclear
power plants and, to a very small extent also, Air pollution. Moreover, when this was the case,
the benefits were hardly ever evaluated, i. e. only once, with reference to East European
nuclear power plants. In two of the cases the benefits were explicitly mentioned as of

45 There is research suggesting that the existence of gains have little effect on people's risk perception; rather they
affect people's inclination to accept the risk (Fishhoff et at. 1978).
46 As mentioned before, this "logical discrepancy" is due to the intention to be able to relate the results from the
media analysis to the ones gained by means of the questionnaire (cf. p. 3).
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economical nature; once concerning Air pollution and once with respect to (the two non-
evaluating references regarding) East European nuclear power plants.

Table 4.13 Benefits Linked to the Hazard, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Benefits outweigh the risk
No benefits / benefits do

not outweigh the risk
Benefits mentioned, but
not evaluated

Benefits not treated
Total (%)
N=total numbers of stories

Air
Pollution

-

-

1
99

100
196

Chernobyl
accident

-

-

-

100
100
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

-

-

-

100
100
42

Chemical
waste

-

-

-

100
100
36

East Europ.
Nuclear

power pi.

3

-

14
83

100
30

Nuclear
waste

-

-

-

100
100
23

Radiation fr
in-home

radon gas

-

-

-

100
100
23

Total

0

2
98

100
429

The few stories containing references to benefits were all found in Aftenposten and
Adresseavisen; the two cases in the former both referred to the hazard item Air pollution,
whilst the five cases in the latter related to East European power plants.

4.4.3 Individual Control
It was stated earlier that no human behaviour is risk-free. However, with regard to some
hazards there is the possibility for the individual to protect him-/herself, i. e. to more or less
completely control the risk (per se, or its potential amplitude). This was, however, a dimension
not very often attended to by the media; in total 3 per cent of the stories contained any such
information. The risk linked to Radiation from in-home radon gas, East European nuclear
power plants, Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, and the Chernobyl accident were
found above the mean; the stories dealing with these hazards in 13, 10, 7, and 4 per cent of the
cases contained references pointing at individual control.

The control aspect has proved to be an important factor when it comes to individual risk
perception (T0nnessen etal. 1994; Tennessen etal. 1996; Weisaeth & Tannessen 1995), with
explanatory power also concerning why people often tend to regard hazards as far more
dangerous to others than to themselves (Weinstein 1984; Sjoberg 1991). According to the
results from the present analysis, the newspapers were not likely to have influenced their
readers in this respect, let alone whether such an influence would have been desired or not.
Aftenposten accounted for 6 of the 13 cases, and was by that also connected with the largest
share of stories containing any such information, i. e. 5 per cent.
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4.4.4 People/Individuals in State of Anxiety
In the present analysis was also considered whether or not the newspaper stories contained any
information about people or individuals in state of anxiety - related to the hazard or, more
specifically, to the hazardous situation. Table 4.14 below display the results found in this
regard.

Table 4.14 Mentions of People/Individual(s) in State of Anxiety, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Yes
No
Total (%)
N=total numbers of stories

Air
Pollution

5
95

100
196

Chernobyl
accident

15
85

100
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

17
83

100
42

Chemical
waste

8
92

100
36

East Europ.
Nuclear

power pi.

3
97

100
30

Nuclear
waste

22
78

100
23

Radiation fr
in-home

radon gas

9
91

100
23

Total

9
91

100
429

In total, 9 per cent of the stories contained such a message. However, as can be seen from
Table 4.14, there were differences between the hazards. The biggest shares of stories informing
about to anxiety among people/individuals were found regarding the nuclear hazards Nuclear
waste (22 per cent), Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war (17 per cent; mainly referring
to the stories about Novaya Zemlya), and the Chernobyl accident (15 per cent). It is interesting
to note that the Chernobyl accident was connected with a comparatively high figure in this
respect, while the 30 stories about East European nuclear power plants, not primarily dealing
with the Chernobyl accident, in only one case contained such a reference.

The reason for anxiety was not considered in the present analysis. Still, regarding the
Chernobyl accident, it is tempting to relate the references to anxiety to the situation at the time
of the accident. The occurrence of public fear in Norway as a response to the accident was, by
the official report NOU 1986:19, seen as a result from the very strategy chosen by the
authorities aiming at not giving rise to "exaggerated" anxiety and panic reactions amongst the
population: "The concern amongst the health authorities for the fear of the people contributed
to trigger off that very fear." (ibid:216f). However, a clear link between references to anxiety
and to expressions signalling contempt for risk regulators (cf. Table 4.18) was not found in the
Chernobyl stories, but instead in those treating Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war.
With regard to the latter issue, the silence on behalf of the authorities represented the very core
of the media attention (cf. section 2.1). In general, mentions of anxiety were comparatively
often found in stories also containing testimonials and information about affected individuals,
as well as references to "negative" measures, blame, ethical aspects, and suppression of risk
information.

There were differences between the included newspapers in this regard. Valdres accounted for
the largest share of stories bringing up aspects of anxiety, namely 5 stories out of 23 (or 22 per
cent) - referring to three stories dealing with the Chernobyl accident and two with Air
pollution. Above the mean was also found Dagbladet, with 13 of its 90 stories (14 per cent)
containing such information - especially concerning Nuclear waste and the Chernobyl
accident. Adresseavisen accounted for the lowest value, i. e. 4 per cent, the other two papers
being closely centred on the mean.
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4.4.5 Risk Comparisons
Another relevant aspect when it comes to risk context is whether or not there are any
alternatives, and if such are connected with other - larger or smaller - risks. In the present
analysis every kind of comparison was considered, regardless of whether it pointed at an actual
alternative or not. The issue of concern was whether or not the hazard primarily treated in the
story "gained" from the comparison.

Table 4.15 Comparisons With Other Hazards, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Comparisons with...

Other larger risks
Other smaller risks
Larger and smaller risks/

equal risks
No comparisons /

comparisons with no
explicit evaluation

Total (%)
N=total no. of stories

Air
pollution

2
1

0

97
100
196

Chernobyl
accident

4
6

3

87
100
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

-

5

5

90
100
42

Chemical
waste

-

-

-

100
100
36

East Europ
nuclear

power pi.

-

17

-

83
100
30

Nuclear
waste

-

-

100
100
23

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

4
9

4

83
100
23

Total

2
4

1

93
100
429

As is shown in Table 4.15 above, evaluating comparisons were made in only 7 per cent of the
stories in total. However, there were differences with regard to type of hazard treated: in the
stories dealing with East European nuclear power plants comparisons were made in 17 per
cent of the cases (5 out of 30), always with the other risks judged as smaller. Just as big a share
of evaluating comparisons were found in the stories treating Radiation from in-home radon
gas, however with the difference that these also were made pointing at other larger risks.

Also the Chernobyl stories comparatively often contained this kind of information, i. e. in 13
per cent of the cases, as did the ones treating Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, 10
per cent. Especially regarding the former, there were references made to both larger and
smaller risks.

From Table 4.15 can be concluded that, in general, comparisons were made mostly with the
result that the primary hazard of concern came out as "worse" than the one(s) compared with.
The only hazard somewhat diverging from this picture was Air pollution, a hazard more often
linked to other larger risks, than to other smaller ones. Yet, it must be kept in mind that the
number of stories constituting the basis for this conclusion was very small indeed. Furthermore
it should be noted that the table above says nothing about the weight given the comparisons.
When it came to variations between the different newspapers, it was found that two of them,
Valdres and Aftenposten, were the most informative; their stories presented some kind of
evaluating comparisons in 17 and 12 per cent of the cases respectively, thus placing the hazard
into a wider risk context. The corresponding figures regarding the other newspapers ranged
between 2 and 4 per cent.

Regardless of whether comparisons of this kind were made or not, it is of interest to consider
which other hazards appeared in the same story, since such information indicates something
about the context in which the "primary" hazard was discussed.
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Information in this regard is provided by Table 4.16 below, in which is included the same
twenty hazards as those constituting the base for the all-embracing selection of stories. Other
hazards were also considered in the code work; these were, however, at the first stage of the
analysis treated together as 'Other' (cf. the note in connection with Table 4.16)

Table 4.16 Secondary Hazards Mentioned in Story, by Primary Hazard (per cent)

Primary hazards
Secondary' hazards

Alcohol consumption
Air pollution
Presence of high voltage lines/EMF
Radiation from in-home radon gas
Food irradiated for preservation
Road traffic accident
Depletion of the ozone layer
Natural background radiation
Food contaminated by radioactive

Substances
X-ray diagnostics
Chemical waste
Floods
BSE

Domestic nuclear power plants
West Europ. Nucl. power plants
East Europ. Nucl. power plants
Nuclear power plants, unspec.
Nuclear waste
Military use of nuclear technology,
excluding war

Chernobyl accident

Other**)
N=total numbers of risk stories

Air
pollution

-
*

-
-

-

2
2
-

-
-
2
2
-

11
2
3
2

1
-

21
196

Chernobyl
accident

3
3
-
-
-
-
-
1

37
-
-
1
3

_
4

18
19
4

5
*

27
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

-

2
-
-
-
2
2
5

43
-
2
-
-

-
5
-

33

*
29

45
42

Chemical
waste

-

22
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
*
-
3

_
-
3
-
-

-
-

25
36

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

3
3
-
-
-
-
-
-

17
-
3
-
3

7
10
*

13
20

17
77

40
30

Nuclear
waste

-

-

-
-

-

-

-

-

13
-
4
-
-

_
9
4

13
*

4
9

39
23

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

-

-

-

-

-

-

13

-
-
-

-

_
-
-
4
-

-
4

30
23

Total

I
3
-
-
-
1
1
I

13
-
1
1
1

0
7
5
7
6

3
9

28
429

not relevant (i.e. primary identical as secondary hazards)
** The frequencies concerning the hazards constituting the category 'Other' should be regarded carefully, since this category
is based on not predefined hazard items. This means that the reliability could be lower, the coder not having been "alerted" to
the same degree as regarding the other hazard types considered. The groups in this category were in descending order:
Environmental hazards (others) (16 per cent); Nuclear arms/war/terror/bombing (13); Other, still uncateogrized hazards
(12); Health hazards (others) (10); Food/water related hazards (exc. BSE) (9); Radioactive/nuclear hazards, unspec. (9);
Violence/terror/war (8); Fire/explosions/chemicals (8); Traffic/sport-related accidents (exc. road traffic accidents involving
motor vehicles) (7); Smoking/drug-taking (3); Natural hazards (3); and Nuclear reactors/nuclear accidents/ (i. e. exc.
Domestic, West European, or East European ones) (2).

Displaying all "secondary" hazards related to nuclear technology grouped together, Table 4.16
shows how these hazards quite often appeared in one and the same context. Especially
noticeable is how the Chernobyl accident was brought up in 77 per cent of the stories primarily
treating East European nuclear power plants. Turning to the stories primarily treating
Chernobyl, it can be seen that these in 18 per cent of the cases contained references to East
European nuclear power plants, a result of the fact that these stories not informed about the
accident as an isolated event, but rather as something related to the future operation of the
Chernobyl power plant or otherwise the "nuclear situation" in Eastern Europe in general. (For a
distinction between this item and the Chernobyl item, see the beginning of Chapter 2.)

Also the second-stage coding, with reference to the "secondary" hazards primarily coded as
'Others', pointed at a wider nuclear context: the "primary" nuclear hazards were quite often
linked to also other nuclear hazards. The strongest correlation was found between Military use
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of nuclear technology, exc. war, and Radioactive/nuclear hazards, unspec; 12 per cent of the
stories primarily concerned with the former hazard item also contained references to
radioactivity and nuclear risks in general. It was also found that 11 per cent of the stories
primarily treating East European nuclear power plants also mentioned risks represented by
Nuclear arms/war/terror/bombing. The other correlation's in this respect were 9 per cent or
weaker.

In addition, it can be seen how the risk related to Food contaminated by radioactive substances
was mentioned in a considerable part of the stories dealing with the nuclear hazards; this was
most clearly the case regarding Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war and the Chernobyl
accident, which in 43 and 37 per cent of the cases respectively were connected with this
"secondary" hazard. These results, together with those earlier discussed concerning the target
factor represented by Impact of food chain (see p. 32), clearly point at a great interest on behalf
of the media and their sources to this specific aspect of nuclear hazards. Natural background
radiation, an issue of comparison rather than one of (possible) consequence, was mainly
mentioned in the stories treating Radiation from in-home radon gas, i. e. in 13 per cent of the
cases.

Another interesting result refers to the two most obviously environmental hazards Air pollution
and Chemical waste. The stories primarily dealing with Chemical waste in 22 per cent of the
cases contained references to Air pollution. However, the stories primarily treating Air
pollution did in only 2 per cent of the cases refer to Chemical waste. Instead, in 11 per cent of
these stories were found references to West European nuclear power plants. The latter
situation reflects the fact that many of the included Air pollution stories were a result of the
energy debate going on at the time. The debate was, among other things, concerned with
whether or not Norwegian gas power (i. e. a source of Air pollution) might represent a future
energy source, not only in Norway, but also in other European countries, and then especially in
Sweden - a country in search of alternative energy sources in order to compensate for the
nuclear power plants, which in line with a parliament decision are to be closed-down in the not
too distant future. When considering the "one-sided" relation between Air pollution and
Chemical waste, it should also be remembered that the Air pollution stories represented by the
brief air status reports contained no information about Chemical waste or any other hazard.
Other kinds of environmental hazards than those considered in the primary analysis were
mentioned in 11 per cent of the stories treating Chemical waste and in 6 per cent of those
dealing with Air pollution.

The newspapers differed internally as to the extent they mentioned other hazards apart from the
one primarily dealt with. Valdres was most informative in this respect, containing such
references in 21 of its 23 stories, or in 91 per cent. Aftenposten ranked second, the
corresponding figure being 68 per cent, whilst the other three newspapers ranged between 40
and 49 per cent.

4.4.6 Conflict Context
In the analysis, variables were included in order to find out whether or not some specified
actors appeared as involved in any conflict linked to the hazard. Four governments (including
representatives) were considered: Domestic, West European, East European, and Other foreign
government respectively, all referring also to local governments and to government
administrators, officials etc. Other included actors were (those representing): the European
Union; Experts; Pressure groups/Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs); Agricultural
workers; Laplanders; and Industry/companies. The data revealed that these actors rarely
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appeared as involved in any hazard related conflict. With regard to the 429 stories treated in the
present context, 14 per cent were informative as to any conflict involving one or several of
those actors. Domestic government actors (thus referring also to local ones) were the most
frequent in this respect; more precisely the /local/ Domestic government was displayed as
involved in some kind of conflict in 7 per cent of the stories. The picture however varied
depending on the hazard referred to.

It was first of all the stories dealing with Air pollution that informed about the /local/ domestic
government being involved in a conflict related to the hazard, containing such information in
13 per cent of the cases. The ongoing debate about gas power was one reason behind this
result; if had been considered also the internal government conflict clearly marking this issue,
the figure would have been higher still. In addition, (representatives for) the
industry/companies comparatively often appeared as a conflicting part regarding this hazard, i.
e. in 8 per cent of the stories.

A West European government, or any representatives thereof, in 3 of the 23 stories treating
Nuclear waste appeared as involved in a risk related conflict, i. e. in 13 per cent of the cases.
Two of these cases referred to the current transportation's of burnt out nuclear fuel mentioned
earlier. Also the domestic government, East European governments, experts, agricultural
workers were represented in this risk context, even if never in more than two cases each.

An East European government was found represented as a conflicting part in 12 per cent of the
stories treating Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war. This result refers to the "Nikitin
case" (cf. section 2.1). The European Union was never displayed as involved in a conflict
regarding any of the seven hazards. In 3 of the 23 stories dealing with Radiation from in-home
radon gas, i. e. in 13 per cent, some kind of experts appeared as involved in a conflict.
Agricultural workers appeared in 2 of the 429 stories (Chemical waste and Military use of
nuclear technology, exc. war). Laplanders were never displayed as taking part in a conflict.

Two of the newspapers were more informative as to hazard related conflicts. This refers to
Aftenposten and Dagbladet, which in 20 and 18 per cent of the cases respectively displayed
one or more of the actors considered in the present analysis as involved in a conflict. The
corresponding value for OpplandArbeiderblaa'and Valdres was 13 per cent respectively,
whilst for Adresseavisen 8 per cent.

One element that might serve as a prerequisite for conflict is suppression of risk information;
that is, if ever made public. When authorities are held responsible for such a behaviour -
whether this is fair or not -, this factor has been revealed as one of the most important behind
the spreading of rumours and formation of myths in situations of crisis (Nohrstedt & Nordlund
1993:40; cf. Waldahl 1995). This aspect of risk communication has been a forthcoming feature
in the case of Chernobyl as well as other radiological "issues" (e. g. Curado 1996; Heibraten
1996; Njolstad 1996; Vettenranta 1996). Sandman et al. (1993) speak of'community outrage',
while referring to their results showing that newspaper stories providing information about
distrust and controversy have impact on people's perception of risk.
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Table 4.17 Risk Information Explicitly Suppressed, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Yes
No
Total (%)
N=total no. of stories

Air
pollution

100
100
196

Chernobyl
accident

13
87

100
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

79
21

100
42

Chemical
waste

100
100
36

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

13
87

100
30

Nuclear
waste

17
83

100
23

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

100
100
23

Total

12
88

100
429

In the present analysis it was found that 12 per cent of the 429 included stories dealt with the
question of risk information being (or having been) suppressed. As can be seen from Table
4.17 above, one hazard item clearly distinguished itself in this regard, namely Military use of
nuclear technology, exc. war, which in as much as 79 per cent of the stories was related to such
a context. This situation reflected the media interest in the "former secret" official reports about
the post-war bomb testing at Novaya Zemlya47 as well to the Nikitin case, both issues almost
always connected with this aspect of risk communication - or indeed the lack of it.

But suppression of risk information was an aspect also mentioned in 17 per cent of the stories
treating Nuclear waste and in 13 per cent of the stories dealing with East European nuclear
power plants and the Chernobyl accident respectively. In the stories about Air pollution,
Chemical waste and Radiation from in-home radon gas, such references never occurred.

It was mainly by reading Aftenposten the reader got a message pointing at suppression of risk
information, this being true for 24 per cent of the stories in this paper. These stories were
almost exclusively (23 out of 27) treating Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, a
hazard far more frequently covered by Aftenposten than by the other newspapers. As to the
other papers, Dagbladet ranked number two (the corresponding figure being 10 per cent),
whilst Adresseavisen, Oppland Arbeiderblad, and Valdres followed in descending order
(ranging from 7 to 4 per cent).

In general, there was a clear connection between information about suppression and the
occurrence of expressions of contempt for risk regulators, i. e. for anyone taking what might be
regarded as "inappropriate" control measures (including not acting at all). The latter message
was found in 78 per cent of the stories dealing with suppression, whilst in only 19 per cent of
those which did not.

In total, expressions of contempt for risk regulators were displayed in 26 per cent of the risk
stories. This was especially the case in the stories treating Military use of nuclear technology,
exc. war. But, as is shown in Table 4.18 below, such a message was also conveyed in the other
risk stories. Least often this was the case in the stories dealing with Chemical waste, i. e. in 8
per cent of the stories.

Dagbladet and Aftenposten were most apt to provide information about contempt for risk
regulators, doing this in 34 and 33 per cent of the stories respectively. Regarding both
newspapers, it was especially the stories treating Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war
that conveyed such a message. As to Dagbladet, this paper comparatively often displayed
some kind of contempt for risk regulators also in the stories dealing with Air pollution and
Nuclear waste. With regard to the total picture, the other newspapers, Valdres, Adresseavisen,
and Oppland Arbeiderblad, ranged between 22 and 16 per cent, in descending order.

' Cf. note 11.
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Table 4.18 Expression of Contempt for Risk Regulators; for Concern About the Risk; and for
Eastern Technology, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Expression of
contempt for...

...risk regulators

...concern about the
risk

... / distrust in
Eastern technology

N=total no. of stories

Air
pollution

25

1

-
196

Chernobvl
accident

20

3

5
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

64

-

5
42

Chemical
waste

8

-

-
36

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

17

-

33
30

Nuclear
waste

26

-

-
23

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

26

4

-
23

Total

26

1

4
429

Note: Each category' represents a single (dichotomy) variable, wherefore the columns do not sum up to 100 per cent.

Expressions of contempt for concern about a certain risk represented a far less common
feature. The overall proportion was only one per cent, and, as seen from Table 4.18 above,
such contempt was limited to stories treating Radiation from in-home radon gas, Chernobyl
accident, and Air pollution.

Expressions revealing contempt for - or at least distrust in - Eastern technology were frequently
found in the stories dealing with East European nuclear power plants, i. e. in one third of the
stories. But this kind of expressions were also present in some of the stories treating the
Chernobyl accident and Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, i. e. in 5 per cent of the
cases respectively.

Expressions of contempt for risk regulators, (as well as those fewer signalling contempt for
concern about the risk, and contempt for / distrust in Eastern technology), were more often
provided in the stories appearing in the primarily subjectively held sections, (i. e. the editorial,
debate, and letter sections), than in those appearing in the primarily "objectively" held sections.
On the whole, the stories in the former sections in 47 per cent of the cases contained
expressions of contempt for risk regulators, a figure to be compared with 19 per cent regarding
the latter. The difference between these two section categories was smallest concerning the
stories treating Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, Radiation from in-home radon
gas, and Nuclear waste. The ratios between the section categories were in these cases 1.4, 1.4.
and 1.8 respectively, as compared with the average ratio of 2.5. This result suggests that
contempt for risk regulators was more universally accepted regarding these hazards.

4.5 Blame

Concern for the question of blame is one example of how the contemporary Western society
tends to stress human activities and the power of human interventions (Renn 1992:474). This,
it may be argued, is a rather natural feature considering the fact that there are comparatively
few hazardous elements in society which do not involve the acts of people. Of course, there are
natural disasters, for which individuals or society based associations are not as likely to be held
responsible. However, people have a tendency to exaggerate the role played by individual
factors, i. e. to put the blame on individuals, especially when it comes to unusual and
unexpected events (Sjoberg & af Wahlberg 1996:39f, referring to a review on the issue by
Ross & Fletcher (1985)). Drabek and Quarantelli (in Drabek 1986:291) speak of the inclination
to focus on a "who" rather than on a "what". With regard to the manufacturing of news, the
question of blame is likely to represent an important part of the news drama, adding extra news
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value to events (cf. Rubin 1987:53). According to the result from present analysis, such a
feature was present in one quarter of the included stories. The table below shows that some risk
stories more often than others brought up the question of whom to blame.

Table 4.19 Blame for Risk, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Blame for risk

Yes
No
Total (%)
N=total no. of stories

Air
pollution

27
73

100
196

Chernobyl
accident

14
86

100
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

50
50

100
42

Chemical
waste

47
53

100
36

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

3
97

100
30

Nuclear
waste

22
78

100
23

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

100
100
23

Total

25
75

100
429

As shown in Table 4.19 above, blame was referred to most frequently in the stories dealing
with Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war and Chemical waste, i. e. in half or almost
half the cases respectively. And as can be seen from Table 4.20 further below, it was mainly
the authorities and the police/military/law - in this case: the military - that were held
responsible for the former hazard, and (representatives of) the industry/company regarding the
latter. But also Air pollution and Nuclear waste were hazards quite often discussed in terms of
blame, 27 and 22 per cent of these stories respectively containing such information. The
corresponding figure with regard to the Chernobyl accident was 14 per cent, and regarding
East European power plants 3 per cent. No stories treating Radiation from in-home radon gas
contained such a message.

The data also revealed some variation between the different newspapers. Most frequently the
question of whom to blame was brought up in the stories provided by Aftenposten, i. e. in 34
per cent of the cases. Dagbladet ranked second, the corresponding figure being 29 per cent.
The other newspapers ranged between 17 and 23 per cent. With regard to Aftenposten and
Dagbladet, their comparatively greater "aptitude" in this respect was especially noticeable in
the stories treating Chemical waste and Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war.

In general, the question of blame was more often brought up in the stories found in the
primarily subjectively held sections. However, with regard to Aftenposten the situation was the
reverse: its stories located in the primarily "objectively" held sections more often contained
information about blame than those in the primarily subjectively held ones.

Whether the story primarily had a risk or accident (=actual consequence of risk) focus was
generally of low consequence regarding if blame was mentioned in story or not.

From Table 4.20 below it can be seen that, generally, it was the authorities (including various
representatives thereof) together with the industry/companies that most often were held
responsible for the types of hazards included in the present analysis. With regard to the latter
group, these actors were the target of blame notably in the stories treating Chemical waste and
Air pollution. Especially concerning the former risk stories, it was clear how the blame was put
on these kind of actors more frequently than it was put on the authorities, held responsible for
deficient legislation etc. (cf. Djerf Pierre 1996:333). With regard to Air pollution, this hazard
was more often linked to some kind of failure on behalf of the authorities. One reason for this
could be attributed to the political energy debate going on in Norway during the selected
period, which was accompanied by a great deal of media attention regarding the political
conflict related to it. The result was a number of articles dealing with the problems caused by
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atmospheric pollution of carbon monoxide, often mentioned as a direct consequence of relying
on gas power as source of energy. Otherwise, the authorities represented a frequent target of
blame also concerning Nuclear waste and the Chernobyl accident. It should however be said
that the number of stories containing references of blame, when divided on the different hazard
types, was very small, wherefore any interpretations of these results must be made with
caution.

Table 4.20 Actors Held Responsible, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Actors b l amed for A ' r Chernobyl Military use Chemical East Europ. Nuclear Radiation fr. Tola!
1 I-' 'HP t* pollution accident of nuclear waste nuclear waste in-home

technology power pi. radon gas

fl - ioo - IT
100 - - 6

53 - - - 3 0

2

Authorities**
Police/military/law
Politician/'pol. Parties
Industry/companies
Interest groups
Experts/physicians
Individuals/(potential)
Victims

Other
News agencies, other

media channels
Unspecified actors
Specified groups

41
-
2

40
-
-

-
-

-
13
4

46
-
-

18
-
9

-
-

-
27

-

57
29

-

-
5

-
-

-
9
-

17 - - - 14
12 - - - 4

Total (%)
N=total no. of stories
dealing with blame

100

53

100

11

100

21

100

17

100

1

100

5

100

108
Note: Only one blamed actor was coded with regard to each story; if more than one were blamed, the one was coded which
was given the greatest attention.
* The categories refer to the collective, as well as to individual representatives.
** Referring to state/governmental sources, including the EU and IAEA.

From Table 4.20 it can also be seen that 'Unspecified actors' were blamed proportionally most
often in the stories treating the Chernobyl accident, i. e. in 27 per cent of the cases, or 3 out of
11. However, such a vague reference was found also in some of the stories treating Chemical
waste. Air pollution, and Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war. Individuals were never
blamed in the stories considered in the present analysis.

The most obvious newspaper variation was how Adresseavisen contained the largest share of
references to blame put on authorities. This category represented the target of blame in 61 per
cent of the cases in this newspaper (n=23), and was in 10 of 14 cases found in the stories
treating Air pollution - and then exclusively referring to domestic actors. At the opposite end
was found Oppland Arbeiderblad, in which only 1 of 16 references of blame (or 6 per cent)
pointed at the authorities. (This newspaper instead accounted for the largest share of cases
referring to unspecified actors, namely 44 per cent.) The corresponding figures for the other
papers ranged between 40 and 54 per cent.

When it comes to origin of the blamed actors, maybe the most interesting hazard item to look
at is Air pollution, this indeed representing a hazard with implications beyond geographical
borders. Yet, with regard to the stories constituting the basis for the present analysis, the
question of blame mainly stayed within the national sphere. As is evident from Table 4.21
below, the blamed actors to more than three quarters were domestic ones.
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Table 4.21 Origin of Blamed Actor, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Origin Of b lamed actor ^ ' r Chernobyl Military use Chemical East Europ. Nuclear Radiation fr. Total
pollution accident of nuclear waste nuclear waste in-home

technology power pi. radon gas

82 52

18

Domestic
West European
East European
Foreign, other
International
Not applicable

11
2
2
2
4

13

70
6
-
-
6

18

-
-

-

100

80

20
-

_

62
2

20
1
3

12
Total (%)
N=total no. of stories
dealing with blame

100

53

100

11

100

21

100

17

100

1

100

5

100

108

Keeping to Table 4.21, it also becomes clear that the Chernobyl accident was indeed an East
European accident, as far as the question of blame was concerned. As to the stories treating
Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war put the blame on domestic actors in
approximately half the cases, whilst in the other half on East European ones. To some extent,
this might be explained by the two different issues mainly making up this item: the present
nuclear situation on the Kola peninsula caused by the Russian military, and the nuclear bomb
testing at Novaya Zemlya in the 50s and 60s. In the latter case, the domestic government was
held responsible for exposing the (local) Norwegian population to danger by not informing the
people particularly at risk (the seal-hunters) about the hazard they were facing (cf. section 2.1).

4.5.1 Factor for Blame
In the analysis the question of whom was blamed was followed by the question of why, i. e. the
factor for blame. Table 4.22 below shows that the Chernobyl accident and Military use of
nuclear technology, exc. war were the two risk issues for which the expressed blame most
often entailed a stated cause. In both cases this mainly referred to lack of competence (or
otherwise lack of trying to avoid risk/accident), i. e. in 46 and 43 percent of the cases
respectively. Also in general, this category comprised the largest part of stated reasons.

Table 4.22 Factor for Blame, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Factor for b l ame Air Chernobyl Military use Chemical East Europ. Nuclear Radiation fr Total
pollution accident of nuclear waste nuclear waste in-home

technology power pi. radon gas

Lack of competence / lack of
trying to avoid risk/accident 22 46 43 18 - 20 - 28

Unintended side effect of
desired goals 9 . . . . . j

Economies in safety
measures . . . . . . . .

Foolhardiness/obstinacy . . . . . . . .
Egoism/vested interest/greed 6 - 1 0 6 - - - 5
Malevolence 9 . . . . . j
Under the influence of

alcohol/drugs . . . . . . . .
Other 2 9 14 - - - - 5
No factor mentioned 70 27 33 76 100 80 - 60
Total (%)
N=total numbers of stories
dealing with blame

100

53

100

11

100

21

100

17

100

1

100

5

100

108

Interesting to note is that 'Lack of competence/lack of trying to avoid risk1 was stated as an
explanation more often when the blamed actor was of East European origin than otherwise.
This reason was brought forward in 13 of the 22 former cases (59 per cent), whilst in 17 of the
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67 cases in which domestic actors were held responsible (25 per cent). This kind of relation
refers to authorities as well as to other, not as frequently occurring, actors.

In general, there was no great variation between the different newspapers when it came to
reasons for blame provided or not: they all ranged between 34 and 50 per cent. Dagbladet
accounted for the largest share of stories containing such information, Aftenposten for the
lowest, both being in top when it came to blame mentioned at all (see above).

Ethical aspects of risk fall close to the dimension of blame. And the results from the present
analysis showed that the 20 stories including such information far more often contained
references to the question of blame, this being valid for 75 per cent of these stories compared
with the 23 per cent of the stories which did not. The aspect of equity is important also in terms
of risk perception. The degree to which a risk is seen as unfair for the exposed population is
positively correlated with the degree to which it is judged as severe and unacceptable
(Kasperson & Kasperson 1983; Short 1984 - both referred to by Renn 1992:478; Slovic et al.
1981 referred to by Sandman et al. 1987:95; Vettenranta 1996).

From Table 4.23 below it can be seen that, regarding the seven hazards focused upon in the
present context, the stories about Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war proportionally
most often dealt with ethical aspects of risk. The data moreover revealed that also in general, it
was particularly the nuclear issues that were related to ethical aspects. References of this kind
were never found in the stories dealing with Chemical waste or Radiation from in-home radon
gas; in those treating Air pollution, the ethical dimension was considered in 4 per cent of the
cases. Mentions of the hazard being unnatural / tampering with nature were only found in the
stories about the Chernobyl accident, and also in those only twice.

Table 4.23 Ethical Aspects of Risk, proportions of any occurrence in story, by Hazard Type

Ethical aspects of risk

Unethical
Unnatural / tampering
with nature

N=total no. of stories

Air
Pollution

4

196

Chernobyl
accident

4

3
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

17

42

Chemical
waste

36

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

3

30

Nuclear
waste

9

23

Radiation fr
in-home

radon gas

23

Tola!

5

1
429

Note: Each category represents a single (dichotomy) variable, wherefore the columns do not sum up to 100 per cent.

The newspapers all ranged between 3 and 6 per cent as to ethical aspects. The two references
characterising the risk as unnatural/tampering with nature were found in Adresseavisen and
Oppland Arbeiderblad.

4.6 Risk Definers: Sources of Risk Information

Opinions tend to differ; those of risks are no exception. Knowledge, experience, attitudes, and
other individually related factors are important in shaping people's perception of risk.
However, research points at differences also on a more general level, suggesting that the
individual evaluation of risk to some extent is determined by the social and demographic
category one represents: the industry, scientists, regulators, environmental activists, the general
public etc. (e. g. Douglas &Wildavsky 1982; Drottz-Sjoberg 1991; Hoijer 1987; Renn 1992;
Slovic 1986; Tonnessen et al. 1994; Weisaeth & Tonnessen 1995). People belonging to
different social and cultural groups, representing different interests, naturally tend to focus on
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different aspects of an issue. For example scientific conventions focus on specific aspects of
risk, in order to identify typical elements of all covered risk situations, while an individual
eyewitness of an accident instead tends to centre on the uniqueness of the situation and the
specific circumstances of the event. From this it follows that one major problem of risk
communication must be the one of integration of scientific and anecdotal evidence (Renn
1992:475; cf.Slovic 1986).

The public's confidence in people, organisations, institutions etc. tend to vary depending on
what (whose interests) these represent (e. g. T0nnessen et al. 1994; Weibull & Holmberg 1996;
Westerstahl & Johansson 1987:24f). Bearing this in mind - together with the fact mentioned
above, that different groups of people tend to focus on different aspects of risk - it is of great
interest to consider the sources behind the risk information provided by the media. Whose view
on the risk does the reader meet? The risk stories in the present study were analysed with
regard to the sources allowed to define and interpret the risk situation. Each story was coded
with regard to the two most "prominent" risk definers.48 Table 4.24 below suggests that risk
information in the media is something which to a considerable extent originates from various
kinds of authorities. Including the 'Police/military/law', as well as 'Experts/physicians', these
sources were found behind the risk information provided by the newspapers in more than one
third of the cases.

Table 4.24 Risk Definers: Sources of Risk Information, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Sources: interpreters
and mediators of risk
information*
Authorities
Police/military/law
Politician/pol. parties
Industry/companies
Interest groups
Experts/physicians
Individuals/(potential)
victims

Other
News agencies, other

media channels
Unspecified actors/
rumour
Editorial writer
Writer/reporter
Total (%)
N=total no. of sources

Air
Pollution

30
-
9
9

11
5

8
1

5

2
4

16
100
244

Chernobyl
accident

15
-
2
3
-

17

3
9

7

1
3

40
100
113

Military use
of nuclear

technology

10
9
6
-
g

22

11
6

9

2
-

17
100
64

Chemical
waste

17
4
4

11
4

13

2
2

11

6
-

26
100
47

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

36
-
2
-

11
9

-
5

13

-
4

20
100
20

Nuclear
waste

7
-
-
-

14
7

3
4

24

3
10
28

100
28

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

12
-
-
-
-

59

17
-

6

-
-
6

100
34

Total

22
1
6
6
7

13

7
3

8

2
3

22
100
576

The categories refer to the collective, as well as to individual representatives.

The strong position occupied by these kinds of official actors was - as can be seen from Table
4.24 above - notable in regard to all the hazards but one: Nuclear waste. In the stories treating
this hazard, in more than half the cases it was the situation that the reporter or external media
channels represented the only perceptible source behind the risk information.

When it came to Radiation from in-home radon gas, experts played quite a dominant role as
risk definers; these accounted for 20 of the 34 cases, or 59 per cent. But it was also regarding
this hazard that individuals (including (potential) victims) had the opportunity to give their

48 In the case of more than two risk definers appearing in a story, difficult to rank in this respect, the two
appearing first were chosen.
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view on the risk situation proportionally most often. To some extent this situation was valid
also for Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, although especially the position held by
the expert sources was considerably weaker.

The results pointed at a comparatively high figure for politicians/political parties in the stories
dealing with Air pollution, i. e. 9 per cent. This situation should be seen in the light of the
ongoing political debate about the potential building of gas power plants, a debate taking place
also outside the government. Interest groups were represented comparatively often in this
sense. But also the industry/companies appeared as risk definers quite frequently regarding this
hazard, more precisely in 11 per cent of the cases. These latter kind of sources were also found
comparatively often giving their view on the risk situation related to Chemical waste. These
two hazards were besides the ones most often linked to references of blame pointing at the
same actors, i. e. in 40 and 53 per cent of the cases in which blame was mentioned (Table
4.20).

The writer/reporter him-/herself was to quite some extent the only source perceptible behind
the risk information. This was valid for 22 per cent of the cases in total, but was a feature
especially forthcoming in the Chernobyl stories, i. e. in 40 per cent of the cases. At first sight,
this situation seems to suggest that the tenth anniversary of the accident first of all was a media
event, initiated and produced by the newspapers themselves. However, no checks have been
made in order to find out if this was really the case. In France, several reports were made by
journalist without mentioning the fact that they were participating in a common press tour
arranged by the authorities (Claire Mays, personal communication 1997). In addition, several
agencies were producing press material in preparation for the anniversary, some of them
probably not entirely neutral (Grimston 1997). Also the Norwegian Radiation Protection
Authority produced press information (Haast 1996). Thus, the information from various
sources was certainly intensified during the period, although, as showed by the present
analysis, if used, not (always) explicitly referred to by the journalists.

It is difficult to account for the sources behind the risk information without distinguishing
between the primarily subjectively and primarily objectively held sections of the newspaper -
the former referring to the editorial, the debate, and the letter sections, the latter to every other
section (see section 4.2). Below is therefore, in Table 4.25 and 4.26 respectively, shown the
results regarding risk information sources divided by these two newspaper section categories.

The stories found in the primarily objectively held sections accounted for 461 of the 576 coded
sources; and thus, rather natural, the distribution between the different sources was very much
in accordance with the results already presented concerning the total picture. Authority sources
and the writer/reporter him/herself each accounted for 25 per cent of the cases.
Experts/physicians ranked third, accounting for 15 per cent.
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Table 4.25 Risk Definers: Sources of Risk Information In Primarily Objectively Held Sections,
by Hazard Type (per cent)

Sources: interpreters
and mediators of risk
information*
Authorities
Police/military/law
Politician/pol. parties
Industry/companies
Interest groups
Experts/physicians
Individuals/(potential)
victims

Other
News agencies, other

media channels
Unspecified actors/
rumour
Writer/reporter
Total (%)
N=tot. no. of sources

Air
Pollution

39
-

10
12
8
5

3
-

2

1
20

100
170

Chernobyl
accident

15
-
2
4
-

17

2
10

7

-
43

100
102

Military use
of nuclear

technology

10
10
7
-
9

24

7
5

10

2
16

100
58

Chemical
waste

20
5
5

10
-

12

2
2

10

7
27

100
41

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

36
-
3
-

10
10

-
5

13

-
23

100
39

Nuclear
waste

9
-
-
-

13
8

4
4

29

4
29

100
24

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

15
-
-
-
-

59

11
-

7

-
8

100
27

Total

25
2
6
6
5

15

3
4

8

1
25

100
461

* The categories refer to the collective, as well as individual representatives.

In the primarily subjectively held sections the situation was different; individuals, editorial
writers, and interest groups together accounted for half of the coded sources. The small number
of sources with regard to the specific hazards makes it quite impossible to draw any
conclusions on a more detailed level. And also when keeping to the total picture, one should be
conscious of the fact that "the total picture" to a very large extent is based on the comparatively
great number of sources who informed about the risk situation related to Air pollution.

Table 4.26 Risk Definers: Sources of Risk Information In Primarily Subjectively Held
Sections, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Sources: interpreters
and mediators of risk
information*
Authorities
Politician/pol. parties
Industry /companies
Interest groups
Experts/physicians
Individuals/(potential)
Victims

Other
News agencies, other

media channels
Unspecified actors/
Rumour

Editorial writer
Writer/reporter
Total (%)
N=tot. no. of sources

Air
Pollution

8
8
4

18
3

20
3

11

7
13
5

100
74

Chernobyl
accident

18
-
-
-

18

9
-

9

9
28
9

100
11

Military use
of nuclear

technology

-

-

-

-

-

50
17

-

-
-

33
100

6

Chemical
waste

-

-

16
33
17

-
-

17

-
-

17
100

6

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

33
-
-

17
-

-

17

-
33

-
100

6

Nuclear
waste

-

-

-

20
-

-
-

-

-
60
20

100
5

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

-

-

-

-

57

43
-

-

-
-
-

100
7

Total

9
5
3

15
8

19
3

9

5
16
8

100
115

Note: The total number of sources, when divided on the different hazard items, is very small, wherefore the data must be
interpreted carefully.
* The categories refer to the collective, as well as individual representatives.

In general, authority sources were most often found in Adresseavisen, accounting for 31 per
cent of the coded sources in this paper. The other newspapers ranged between 13 and 23 per
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cent, Dagbladet accounting for the lowest share. The latter paper instead displayed the largest
proportion of cases for which no other source was perceptible than the journalist behind the
article, i. e. 31 per cent. Regarding the other newspapers, this was the situation in between 17
and 24 per cent of the cases. Sources representing companies/the industry were comparatively
often represented as conveyer of risk information in Oppland Arbeiderblad, accounting for 11
per cent of the coded cases in this paper. As to expert sources, these were proportionally often
found in Aftenposten, i. e. in 22 per cent of the cases, the other papers ranging between 8 and
13 percent in this respect.

The risk descriptions given by various kinds of authorities - including experts - were thus
dominating the picture only in the primarily objectively held sections. Quarantelli (1981, in
Quarantelli 1991a:34f) uses the concept "command post point of view", referring to the official
perspective reflected, as he concludes, in most disaster reporting particularly with regard to the
electronic media. Such a media feature has been empirically supported by others (Dunwoody et
al. 1993; Sood et al. 1987:34), but such a thesis has lately also been questioned, criticised for
lacking subtlety (Freudenburg et al. 1996). Considering the fact that the press seldom by its
own can engage in an independent and scientifically competent investigation of risk issues, but
rather must rely on smoothly functioning communication networks shared with well-informed,
or otherwise important, sources, such a dominance, at least to some extent, must be expected
(cf. Hannigan 1995:59f; Nelkin 1989:59). It has, however, been stressed that the unbalanced
situation in this respect might be somewhat overrated: official sources turned to by the
reporters are regularly quoted, while this is not necessarily the case with non-official sources
(Nohrstedt & Nordlund 1993:34).

Sources could also in another respect be more or less identifiable. Research in fact suggests
that such a dimension, i. e. if a source is fully identified or not, is one factor determining how
people perceive quality of risk information (Frewer & Shepherd 1994). In Table 4.27 and
Table 4.28 below is shown to what extent authority and expert sources were named in the
story, i. e. to what extent they were personalised.

Table 4.27 Personalised versus Non-personalised Authority Sources,
by Hazard Type (per cent)

Personalised authority
source

Yes
No
Total (%)
N=total no. of sources

Air
Pollution

48
52

100
73

Chernobyl
accident

35
65

100
17

Military use
of nuclear

technology

100
100

6

Chemical
waste

25
75

100
8

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

13
87

100
16

Nuclear
waste

100
100

2

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

100
100

4

Total

36
64

100
126

In total, authority sources were named in somewhat more than one third of the cases. The data
provided in the table above suggest that there are differences in this respect with regard to the
hazard treated. The small number of sources linked to each hazard item, however, makes it
rather difficult to read in too much in such differences. Yet, it might be said that with regard to
Air pollution, the proportion of named authority sources would be higher still, the air status
reports excluded.
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Table 4.28 Personalised versus Non-personalised Expert Sources, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Personalised expert
source

Yes
No
Total (%)
N=total no. of sources

Air
Pollution

9
91

100
11

Chernobyl
accident

25
75

100
20

Military use
of nuclear

technology

21
79

100
14

Chemical
waste

33
67

100
6

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

75
25

100
4

Nuclear
waste

50
50

100
2

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

35
65

100
20

Total

29
71

100
77

Expert sources were in total named in less than one third of the cases. Also here, the number of
cases for each hazard type does not allow for any further analysis with regard to differences in
this respect.

Looking back at the authority sources, these were least often named in Adresseavisen (50 per
cent) and Dagbladet (60 per cent), whereas the other papers ranged between 71 and 82 per cent
in this respect. Leaving out the air status reports in Adresseavisen, the figure for this paper
would also be found in this interval (77 per cent). With regard to expert sources, also these
were comparatively seldom personalised in Dagbladet (33 per cent) - the other papers ranging
between 50 and 100 per cent (Oppland Arbeiderbladet accounting for the bottom value, and
Valdres for the top one). The results suggest that the tabloid made use of authority and expert
sources somewhat more freely than did the other papers.

As could be concluded by looking at Table 4.29, it was the domestic sources who were
dominating the scene, accounting for 87 per cent of the total cases. The stories dealing with
Nuclear waste, East European nuclear power plants, and the Chernobyl accident most often
provided risk information via sources of another origin than domestic. Regarding the former
stories, international and West European sources accounted for 5 of the 29 cases, i. e. 17 per
cent; as to the two latter, it was East European sources who somewhat lessened the dominance
held by the domestic ones. But also regarding these hazards, the domestic sources thus clearly
dominated. Regarding the coverage of the Chernobyl accident, this was not the situation when
it happened. In the reports originating from the Norwegian news agency (NTB) - i. e. reports
constituting the base for a great part of the press coverage -, the non-domestic sources
dominated the first full month after the accident. First thereafter, the domestic sources more
definitely entered the scene. (NOU 1986:19:21 Of)

Table 4.29 Origin of Sources, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Origin of risk
information sources

Domestic
West European
East European
Foreign, other
International
Not applicable
Total (%)
N=total no. of sources

Air
Pollution

95
3
0
0
1
/

100
244

Chernobyl
accident

79
5

11
1
I
3

100
113

Military use
of nuclear

technology

86
8
2
1
-
3

100
64

Chemical
waste

87
7
-
4
-
2

100
47

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

71
2

18
-
2

100
20

Nuclear
waste

69
7
-
-

10
14

100
28

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

100
-
-
-
-
-

100
34

Total

87
4
4
1
1
3

100
576

The domestic sources dominated in all the newspapers. There was, however, a tendency that
such a dominance was especially strong in the two local papers, of which the risk information
in as much as 93 (Oppland Arbeiderblad) and 97 (Valdres) per cent of the cases respectively
originated from domestic sources. The tabloid and the two urban papers ranged between 79
and 88 per cent in this regard.
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4.7 Risk Message in the Newspapers

The underlying hypothesis in the present study is that risk messages provided by the mass
media influence people's perception of risk. (For a review regarding this complex issue, see af
Wahlberg & Sjoberg 1997.) Intuitively, perhaps the most interesting dimension in this respect
ought to be whether or not the media coverage of a certain hazard conveys an overall alarming
or reassuring message.49 However, this is a dimension which is hard to measure, since
individuals tend to focus on different aspects when reading a text, something which naturally
entails also a methodological problem (cf. Friedman et al. 1987:72). Furthermore, one
reassuring mention does not necessarily balance or negate the "effect" of one alarming (cf.
Mazur 1984:58). Nevertheless, the data presented in Table 4.30 could serve as a basic
overview in this regard. The reader of the present report is however advised to focus on
comparisons between the different hazards, and only with caution interpret the result regarding
the "absolute" level of the alarming/reassuring message.50

Table 4.30 Occurrence of Alarming and/or Reassuring Statements together with Overall
Message in Story, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Risk message

Any alarming statement
Any reassuring statement

Overall alarming message
Overall reassuring message
Ratio alarming / reassuring
Message

Overall neutral/balanced
Message

Total (%). message
N=total numbers of stories

Air
Pollution

73
48

43
17

2.5

40
100
196

Chernobyl
accident

87
46

71
9

7.9

20
100
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

95
31

76
10

7.6

14
100
42

Chemical
waste

69
50

42
22

1.9

36
100
36

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi.

73
60

60
7

8.6

33
100
30

Nuclear
waste

61
22

52
4

13.0

44
100
23

Radiation fr
in-home

radon gas

91
74

56
35

1.6

9
100
23

Total

78
47

53
15

3.5

32
100
429

Defining the occurrence of reassuring statements as something which serves to counteract
sensationalism, as done by Friedman et al. (1987:76), the data in Table 4.30 above suggest that
one could acquit the media of merely promoting sensationalism: reassuring information was in
general provided in almost every second story. When it comes to the Chernobyl accident, a
similar conclusion was drawn by Friedman et al. (ibid.), as well as by Gorney (1992), with
regard to the US media coverage (network and print media) of the accident. They, however,
also found that reassuring messages dominated the Chernobyl news. Findahl and Lindblad
(1987) reached another conclusion in their study of Swedish broadcast news by the time of the
accident and 40 days thereafter. Their results showed that alarming statements clearly
dominated over reassuring ones.

The Norwegian official report written in the aftermath of the accident (NOU 1986:19) pointed
at differences with regard to news origin: material brought in from foreign news agencies
conveyed a clearly dramatic and alarming message, whilst that stemming from the domestic

49 There is, however, research suggesting that the sheer amount of risk reporting plays a more important role than
the actual content. Mazur & Lee (1993:682ff) refers to the 'Quantity of Coverage Theory', whilst stating that
"public opposition to controversial technologies, and public concern about environmental hazards, rise and fall
with the volume of reporting, even [...] where the tone of coverage is generally positive." (ibid.:683).
50 Cf. note 33.
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health authorities was far more reassuring. Both these messages were represented in the news,
resulting in a fairly balanced51 coverage (ibid:217ff).

The data from the present analysis suggest that Norwegian media ten years after the accident
clearly focused on its alarming consequences. The Chernobyl accident as well as the other
nuclear hazards represented in the present context were often dealt with in an overall alarming
context, i. e. in between 52 and 76 per cent of the cases. This was the case also for the other
hazards listed in Table 4.30 above; these, however, was quite often also treated in stories
conveying an overall reassuring message. Therefore, it is of interest to look at the ratio
between overall alarming and reassuring messages. And as can be seen from the table, such a
ratio clearly distinguish the nuclear hazards from the others. Radiation from in-home radon gas
was the hazard which proportionally most often was dealt with in an overall reassuring context,
something which also was reflected by, in comparison, the smallest ratio. But the overall
alarming messages with regard to stories about Chemical waste and Air pollution were,
quantitatively speaking, also rather well balanced by more or less reassuring messages. Such a
result is in line with a recent finding concerning Swedish television news, pointing at the fact
that in recent years, the media seem to have abandoned the scares on environmental issues, in
favour of reports conveying a more positive view, dealing with concrete solutions to the
problems etc. (Djerf Pierre 1996:318ff).

Nuclear waste, Air pollution, Chemical waste, and East European nuclear power plants were
most often dealt with in an overall neutral manner, i. e. in between 33 and 44 per cent of the
cases. Thus, the "nuclear alarm" dominating the message especially in the Chernobyl stories
and those treating Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, did not altogether infect the
reporting on nuclear hazards.

The primarily subjectively held sections (i. e. the editorial, debate, and letter sections) in
general accounted for a proportionally larger share of stories with an overall alarming message
than the primarily objectively held ones; in the former sections such message was found in 67
per cent of the stories, compared with the 49 per cent valid for the others. Stories conveying an
overall reassuring message were as frequent in both sections, i. e. 15 per cent respectively.
Stories with an overall neutral/balanced message were, proportionally, almost twice as frequent
in the primary objectively held sections, i. e. accounting for 36 per cent as compared with 19
per cent.

The higher ratio between overall alarming / reassuring messages in the primarily subjectively
held sections was however only valid for the hazards Air pollution, Chemical waste, Nuclear
waste, and Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war. The ratio was equal regarding the
Chernobyl accident. As to the stories treating East European nuclear power plants and
Radiation from in-home radon gas, the ratio was actually higher for those stories found in the
primarily objectively held sections (especially with concern to the former hazard). But it
should also be pointed out that the number of stories in the primarily subjectively held sections
was, in both cases, only five in all.

Dagbladet was the newspaper which in general displayed the highest ratio between overall
alarming and reassuring messages, i. e. 7.0. The other papers ranged between 2.5 and 4.7 in
this respect. It was especially with regard to East European nuclear power plants and Military

51 The concept of balance is not an uncomplicated matter in news reporting (cf. Westerstahl 1972; in this context,
suffice to say that balance does not automatically equal objectivity.
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use of nuclear technology, exc. war that the tabloid distinguished itself by presenting a large
share of alarming stories. The data also revealed that there was a difference between the tabloid
and the morning papers (with one exception) in the sense that the tabloid accounted for as high
a ratio of stories with an alarming message in the primarily objectively held sections as in the
primarily subjectively held ones. The exception among the morning papers referred to
Aftenposten, accounting for a ratio between alarming and reassuring messages that was almost
twice as high in the primarily objectively held sections compared with the primarily
subjectively held ones. (This result was not evidently linked to a specific hazard.)

4.8 Specific Descriptive Features in the Risk Stories

A risk story could be told in many different ways. It could be loaded with statistical details on
risk probabilities etc., presenting information in quite abstract and general terms, or it could
convey a more specific risk message, for instance through personal and subjective testimonials.
And it could, naturally, be doing both. Moreover, the story could be restricted to only one view
on the risk situation, thus providing the reader with not contradicted or otherwise
homogeneous information. Or it could instead, by contrasting different risk statements, give a
more divided picture, leaving it more or less open to the reader to interpret the situation,
according to the importance he or she attaches to the different claims displayed in the text.

Table 4.31 below aims at giving an overall picture of how the newspapers, on a more detailed
level, informed the reader about the hazards included in the present analysis. Neither of the
specific features listed below were very frequent ones, except from References to scientific
research (interpreted in a rather broad manner), which in total were found in almost one quarter
of the stories. Otherwise, the results varied somewhat depending on the hazard focused on.
And exactly the fact that newspaper coverage provides different kind of information regarding
different hazards is also something that has been demonstrated in earlier studies (Frewer et al.
1993/4; Ryan et al. 1991).

Quantitative information in terms of numbers of people affected in the past was provided in 22
per cent of the stories treating the Chernobyl accident. And as can be seen from Table 4.31, the
Chernobyl stories were comparatively informative also with regard to other kinds of risk
descriptions. The Chernobyl stories were, as been pointed out before, to a comparatively large
extent feature stories, or else background stories (however mainly of the more brief type
presenting facts and figures) and analyses/columns/commentaries. It is reasonable to expect
that these stories to a greater extent displayed evaluating information about the overall impact
of the accident - in both general and more specific terms. This might be especially expected
with regard to the feature stories, which, on average, were longer (i. e. written in more words),
something which of course left more room for any "extra" information. (However, cross
tabulations with regard to story length did not unambiguously reveal a correlation between
number of words in story and its diversity of information, wherefore there seem to have been
(also) other factors involved.)

Other kinds of quantitative information, as such is represented in the present analysis, were not
frequently provided by the newspapers - not in the Chernobyl stories, nor in general.

Subjective and less universal information of the kind that is conveyed through testimonials was
most frequently found in the stories dealing with Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war;
these contained such a feature in 5 of the 42 stories, i. e. in 12 per cent of the cases. But neither
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with regard to this hazard, the data from the present analysis seem to suggest a very great
activity on the part of the journalists, in spending time taking part of personal experiences.

Table 4.31 Specific Descriptive Features in Story, percentage proportions of any occurrence
in story, by Hazard Type

Specific descriptive
e
texture
References to

scientific research
Conflicting (scientific)

risk statements
Numbers of people

affected in the past
Numbers of people

affected in the future
Risk probabilities
Percentage change in
Risk

Risk estimates, any
Testimonials
Humorous content
Practical advice
Mobilising inf.
N=total no. of stories

Air
Pollution

19

5

4

1
-

1
6
1
1
2
-

196

Chernobyl
accident

22

9

22

8
3

4
29

8
1
4
-

79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

52

2

10

-
-

2
10
12
2
-
-

42

Chemical
waste

11

3

3

-
-

-
-
-
-
3
3

36

East Europ.
Nuclear

power pi.

10

3

10

-
3

-
13

-
-
-
-

30

Nuclear
waste

13

13

-

-
-

-
4
-
-
-
-

23

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

65

13

9

9
-

-
26

-

4
-

23

Total

24

6

8

2
1

1
11
3
1
2
0

429
Note: Each category represents a single (dichotomy) variable, wherefore the columns do not sum up to 100 per cent.

The level of conflict - here defined as any occurrence of conflicting statements about the risk
situation in one and the same story - was quite low. Proportionally, such a conflict was most
often found with regard to Nuclear waste and Radiation from in-home radon gas, which in
three stories out of 23, i. e. in 13 per cent of the cases respectively, were linked to such
information. Thus, also with regard to these hazards, the submitted risk information was of a
quite homogeneous nature; at least this could be concluded as long as the stories are considered
one at a time.

When it comes to risk communication directed directly towards the reader - in terms of
practical advice or mobilising information (i. e. information which, for instance, allows a
person to contact a source or to attend an event treated in story) -, Table 4.31 above clearly
demonstrates that such information indeed was not something that the newspapers - or their
sources - were very concerned with.

The data otherwise made it rather evident that the Norwegian news media cannot be accused of
nourishing a "breeding ground" allowing for jokes to be made about the hazards considered in
the present analysis. Some kind of humorous content was found in only four of the 429 stories.

With regard to differences between the newspapers, the most evident result was how
Aftenposten generally accounted for the largest shares of stories including any of the
descriptive features listed in Table 4.31. The main exception referred to practical advice and
mobilising information; such information was most often, i. e. in five of the nine cases in total,
found in Oppland Arbeiderblad.

The occurrence of conflicting statements concerning the risk situation is one factor that
contributes more or less obviously to the ambiguity of a text. Another such factor - also being
an inevitable part of risk information since journalists tend to focus on controversies (Renn
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1992:481) - is the degree of certainty accompanying one and the same risk statement. In the
present analysis, the risk stories have been coded according to if they contained any kind of
risk estimate at all - in terms of probabilities or (possible) magnitude - and if so, whether this
was stated with confidence or rather with uncertainty. Table 4.32 below shows the results in
this regard.

Table 4.32 Confidence in Risk Estimates, by Hazard Type (per cent)

Confidence in risk
estimate

Uncertainty in risk
estimate

No risk estimate / risk
not treated in story

Total (%)
N=total no. of stories

Air
pollution

3

3

94
100
196

Chernobyl
accident

9

20

71
100
79

Military use
of nuclear

technology

5

5

90
100
42

Chemical
waste

-

-

100

too
36

East Europ.
nuclear

power pi

7

7

86
100
30

Nuclear
waste

4

-

96
100
23

Radiation fr.
in-home

radon gas

9

17

74
100
23

Total

5

7

89
100
429

As is evident from Table 4.32 above, the newspapers rarely provided risk estimates. The two
hazards most often described by means of such information were the Chernobyl accident and
Radiation from in-home radon gas, i. e. in 29 and 26 per cent of the stories respectively - both
with a clear predominance of estimates including some elements of uncertainty. Also in total,
risk estimates including some kind of uncertainty dominated. However, as could be seen from
the table above, this held not for the other hazards taken separately. The limited number of
estimates regarding these hazards however makes it difficult to draw any conclusion from such
a result.

With regard to newspaper differences, it was - again - found that Aftenposten was the most
informative one; this paper provided risk estimates in 18 per cent of the stories, the other
papers ranging between 7 and 13 per cent. Valdres together with Dagbladet accounted for a
larger number of certain statements than uncertain ones; for the other papers the situation was
the reverse. It should, however, still be kept in mind that the number of estimates - when in this
case divided on the different newspapers - was very small.

**%

In the present chapter has been dealt with a variety of aspects of risk information: those
pointing at the prominence given the risk issue; the focus and various target factors linked to it;
the "framing" context; the sources behind the risk information; the overall risk message; and
the various kinds of descriptive features used in informing about the risk situation. In the
following chapter, the findings with regard to these different parts of mediated risk
communication will be summarised and put into a wider context.
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5 Summarising Conclusions

The complex issue of risk communication involves a diversity of actors and messages,
appearing at the different stages of the communication process. The present study has focused
on the role played by the mass media in creating and transmitting risk messages concerning the
Chernobyl accident, as this is dealt with ten years afterwards, and 19 other risk issues, most of
them related to ionising radiation. More precisely, it has dealt with the very concrete outcome
of the media attention: the risk stories published by five Norwegian newspapers. The
newspapers - Aftenposten, Adresseavisen, Oppland Arbeiderblad, Valdres, and Dagbladet -
were strategically chosen on the basis of circulation figures and geographical location.
Regarding the latter criterion, this was specifically related to the Chernobyl accident, and its
severe impact on certain regions in Norway. The stories have been analysed by means of an
extensive code form, quantitatively covering various aspects of risk information.

The stories treating non-ionising hazards, as for instance Road traffic accidents and Floods,
were included in order to provide a wider frame of reference regarding the extent to which the
newspapers treated the risks and other factors revealing the prominence these were given as
news issues. When turning to the secondary step of the analysis - that of the risk information
provided - the focus was narrowed down to the ionising hazards, but included still Air
pollution and Chemical waste, hazards that both might be said to represent risks entailing more
similar consequences to that of radioactivity than those of for instance the BSE.

5.1 The Coverage of Twenty Different Hazards: Extent and Prominence

The present analysis has clearly demonstrated that the Chernobyl accident, taking place in
Ukraine the 26th of April in 1986, also ten years later was considered a newsworthy issue.
Within the covered period, starting on Friday the 29th of March in 1996 and ending eight
weeks thereafter - thus including the tenth anniversary of the accident -, the five newspapers
altogether contained 79 stories primarily treating the Chernobyl accident. But also other
nuclear hazards were dealt with; the items Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, East
European nuclear power plants; Nuclear waste; Nuclear power plants, unspecified; and West
European nuclear power plants together accounted for 99 stories. However, these 178 stories
equalled less than half the number of stories informing about the risk or consequences of road
traffic accidents. Road traffic accident represented the item most frequently dealt with,
accounting for 431 of the 1310 included stories, or one third. (In terms of volume, this hazard
lost some of its dominance, but accounted still for slightly more than one fifth of all the total
volume.) The preponderance was especially obvious in Oppland Arbeiderblad and
Adresseavisen. Least often were these kinds of stories found in Aftenposten; but also in this
paper they accounted for as much as 17 per cent of the stories.

Adding the items Alcohol consumption, Air pollution, and BSE, these hazards - together with
Road traffic accident - accounted for 977 of the in total 1310 stories, or three quarters of the
selected stories. These four hazards were all found amongst the "top five" of each newspaper.
As to the other hazards, each of these was - during the selected period - dealt with in 79 stories
or less.

Naturally, it is difficult to interpret results concerning story frequency without relating them to
what has "actually" been going on in the "real world" (cf. Rosengren 1970, speaking in terms
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of'extra media data'). However, such objective data are hard to assemble and probably even
harder to summarise and compile into a clear-cut picture. One possibility in this respect is to
compare the media attention, measured in terms of story frequency or story volume, with
annual death rates, probability calculus or the like. Still, such a procedure would not be easily
accomplished in the present case: a large share of the hazards included in the present analysis
are hazards to which it is hard to relate actual causes of death (e. g. the Chernobyl accident and
different types of cancer). Be that as it may, considering the fact that Road traffic accident was
an item ranked very high with regard to story frequency, the newspapers cannot be charged of
focusing only on newsworthy "high consequence low probability risks" such as the ones
connected with nuclear power plants (cf. Singer & Endreny 1987:1 Off).

The Chernobyl accident was the hazard item most limited by definition. The others were more
often based on separate events and circumstances, which each - in one way or the other -
rendered news value to the issue. An accident, although one with considerable consequences in
several respects, naturally demands quite an attention span in order to be followed up ten years
later (cf. Nohrstedt & Nordlund 1993). The anniversary was clearly "helping" in this respect,
by updating the event, providing the "news peg" required for an issue to be deemed
newsworthy (cf. Greenberg et al. 1989a: 120; Renn 1992:483). And so did most presumably the
fires occurring in the surrounding area the very same week.

However, there was a considerable variation between to what extent the different newspapers
published stories about the Chernobyl accident. Valdres most clearly prioritised such stories,
the item accounting for 15 per cent of its total number of stories. The other papers ranged from
3 to 9 per cent in this regard. It is interesting to note that the other local paper, Oppland
Arbeiderblad, also this paper distributed in a circulation area severely affected from the
radioactive fall-out ten years back in time, published a smaller share of stories treating the
accident. In absolute numbers it exceeded Valdres though, with 15 published stories (of 328)
compared with 12 (of 78). But with concern to the total coverage, it seems like the Chernobyl
accident, for some reason, was considered less important by Oppland Arbeiderblad than by
Valdres. One plausible explanation is the fact that the main subscription area of Valdres51 was
much more seriosly affected by fall out from Chenobyl than the subcription area of Oppland
Arbeiderblad (Skurdal et.al.1987).

The top one hazard in Aftenposten, BSE, seems to represent an issue not attracting an equal
amount of attention by all the included newspapers. The share that this item accounted for in
Aftenposten, 20 per cent, was closely matched with the one valid for Dagbladet, 19 per cent,
(although it ranked second in the coverage of the latter). The other papers, however, ranged
between 1 and 9 per cent in this regard. The smaller interest on behalf of the local papers might
be explained by the fact that the BSE issue was both a primarily foreign and a political affair,
the news to a considerable extent focusing on the conflict between the EU and Great Britain. In
Norway this held especially true since the nation does not import British beef. And the local
press is not exactly characterised by putting priority on coverage of foreign political issues (cf.
Hadenius & Weibull 1994; Hvitfelt 1985; Media Monitor 1993). In this light, it is interesting
to note that the urban paper Adresseavisen, displayed a priority order - in terms of number of
published stories - more similar to that of Oppland Arbeiderblad than Aftenposten. What has
been said about the local press in this sense is something, though, which to some extent could

52 The county of Oppland was the county in Norway with the highest mean activity per square meter, but still
there is wide variation among the 26 municipalities that constitutes Oppland county. Ranging from the
municipalities of 0stre/Vestre Toten with a mean activity around 2 600 Bq/m , and upwards to 0ystre Slidre
with a mean activity of 155 810 Bq/m2 (Backe et al. 1987)'
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be said also regarding the tabloids (Hvitfelt 1985). Yet, as has been shown earlier in the present
report, the tabloid accounted for almost as large a share of BSE stories as did Aftenposten. This
result indicates that there must have been other important elements related to this hazard than
the mere political ones. And there were. The BSE issue - with the possible consequences in
terms of death of human beings - was surely unexpected and sensational news to many readers.
And as such it was naturally pounced upon by the tabloids. The economical consequences, i. e.
the potential "death" of the meat market, and the ethical overtones regarding the way humans
treat fellow creatures hardly served to lessen the news value. The possible consequences
brought forward regarding BSE were, however, hardly definite and undisputed. Perhaps this
issue was somewhat too sensational, i. e. too much based upon speculations, to be deeply
considered by the local press.

It could be argued that results regarding the volume of risk reporting in the media represent
findings of a rather limited value, as long as the actual conveyed message is left unconsidered.
However, the frequency and volume by which newspapers provide stories about certain
hazards has been found to be important factors per se in determining people's perception of
risk. Research suggests that the mere amount of media coverage contributes to a negative
evaluation being made by the media-consuming public (Mazur & Lee 1993:682ff; Wiegman et
al. 1989). The findings have resulted in an elaboration of the widely supported agenda setting
theory, called 'quantity of coverage theory'. The latter theory suggests that the former theory
makes too weak a claim admitting only that the media are influencing what people think about,
whilst being far more restrictive when it comes to their power of shaping the directions of
these thoughts. With support from the 'quantity of coverage theory', one could conclude that,
even if only referring to a short period of time (in this case, eight weeks), the frequency and
volume of risk reporting is important, since it may, in a cumulative sense, contribute to making
the public attentive to and concerned about a specific hazard - the inverted logic being: what
one is not told, one does not fear. Consequently, the media, as well as other powerful risk
communicators, might be able to do a lot of politicising simply by the mere selection of hazard
issues brought onto the agenda (cf. Douglas & Wildavsky 1982).

In the present analysis a distinction has been made between the newspaper's "ordinary" and
"less ordinary" coverage, the former referring to such day-to-day reporting that is very much a
result of what is "actually" going on in the "real world", the latter referring to all other kinds of
contents, which to a larger extent are the result of the newspapers' own choice: which issues to
highlight and which not (cf. discussion in section 3.1). In total, the newspaper stories in almost
three-quarters of the cases were ordinary news stories, thus stories normally of a very time-
bound nature. Feature stories were proportionally most often published regarding the
Chernobyl accident. Air pollution and BSE, on the other hand, were most often treated in
analyses, columns, or commentaries, more or less thoroughly discussing, debating, or
reflecting on the risk issue in question. When it comes to background stories treating the risk
issues included in the present analysis, such were generally very rare. It should however be
mentioned that such information might also be provided by for instance "infographics"
accompanying the stories (see Table 4.4).

On the whole, the conclusion reached by Wilkins and Patterson (1987:81), that "news
generally focuses on discrete events, not on the underlying issues that gave rise to them", is
hardly contradicted by the results in the present analysis. The Chernobyl stories, though,
represented something of an exception, the tenth anniversary being a "quasi event" resulting in
a comparably large share of feature stories. And even though background stories were sparse
also regarding this hazard, there were a few stories which, by presenting facts and figures in a
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more brief manner, still provided the reader with background information, albeit of a less
penetrating kind. At the time of the accident, background information of any kind was a rare
feature in the news coverage; the official report written in the aftermath of the accident (NOU
1986:19), linked the lack of such material to a lack in knowledge on behalf of the journalists -
which in turn was seen as a result from the lack of information available from independent
experts. In ten years, the knowledge situation amongst journalists ought to have improved.
However, as has been seen in Table 4.31 earlier, such a knowledge was at any rate seldom
directly transmitted to the reader in terms of practical advice regarding how to deal with the
risk situation.

Turning back to the total scene of risk reporting, it could else be said that Road traffic accident
in general represented the hazard most clearly treated as a typical news issue, while especially
Air pollution and the Chernobyl accident appeared in another kind of, less "typical", news
context.

A main result regarding how the different newspapers prioritised the coverage of certain
hazards was that there were no obvious and general distinctions between urban, local, and
tabloid papers. Now, it should be pointed out that the selection of newspapers certainly does
not allow for any generalisations in this regard. Nevertheless, it can still be said that the results,
if nothing, pointed at the difficulties of speaking in terms of newspaper types when discussing
the risk reporting valid for the examined period.

When it comes to the part of the analysis dealing with story content, four items were excluded.
Three of them were Road traffic accident, Alcohol consumption, and BSE, i. e. three of the four
most frequently reported items. Also the fourth hazard in this respect, Floods, was
comparatively often treated in the newspapers, i. e. in 79 stories in total. By leaving out these
four items, as well as the ones accounting for 15 stories or less, the selection of stories
constituting the basis for the further analysis was considerably reduced, the remaining seven
items together accounting for 429 stories. On the other hand, such an exclusion made it
possible to focus more clearly on risks related to nuclear energy and ionising radiation. In this
second part of the analysis were, in addition, still included two non-ionising hazards, i. e. Air
pollution and Chemical waste, both hazards which might be said to more closely relate to the
former by entailing potential consequences of a more similar kind than was the case for the
other four excluded.

With regard to this reduced set of risk stories, it was found that the nuclear hazards - the
Chernobyl accident, Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, East European nuclear
power plants, and Nuclear waste - all were treated in comparatively large articles, containing a
comparatively large number of words, and moreover comparatively often accompanied by one
or more photographs (or drawings). Concerning other factors more or less clearly revealing the
prominence ascribed to the issues, the analysis however showed that when it came to story
location, Radiation from in-home radon gas was a hazard making it to the front page
proportionally more often than three of the nuclear issues; Military use of nuclear technology,
exc. war came out as number one in this respect.

In general it was seen how the attention given a certain hazard measured by number of
published stories was rather well matched by the volume devoted to the same hazard. The main
exception in this regard was the Chernobyl accident, ranking higher in terms of volume than of
frequency. This was a clear result from the longer and larger feature articles devoted to this
topic, articles that also appeared over a more concentrated period of time. These stories
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excluded, the stories treating Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war accounted for the
largest average size.

In this context, it could be added that all the seven hazards more often were dealt with in
stories presented by means of an alarming headline than a reassuring one. In total, the
proportion was 13 to 3 (per cent), the hazard item Air pollution considerably reducing the total
level of alarming headline messages. The absolutely "best" balance, quantitatively speaking,
was found regarding Radiation from in-home radon gas.

5.2 Risk Story Content: Foci and Specific Target Factors

It has often been said that media are event-centred and tend to focus on accidents and disasters
rather than on the more "invisible" (and sometimes long term) risks connected with a certain
hazard (Singer & Endreny 1993:6f; cf. Wilkins 1986; Wilkins & Patterson 1987:82). They are
said to report on harms rather than on risks (Singer & Endreny 1993:162f). The present study
has made it clear that the Norwegian news press, when treating nuclear and ionising hazards, as
well as those related to Air pollution and Chemical waste, is not only concerned with accidents
or other actual consequences of risk, but indeed of potential risk situations. Thus, the
newspapers cannot, without further ado, be charged with reporting only on already realised
risks - whilst ignoring hazardous elements until after they have resulted in an accident, or in an
otherwise undesired outcome. However, the degree to which the provided information actually
was useful in terms of risk prevention is another question.53

Now, it might be said that especially the nuclear hazards are of the "low probability high
consequence" type, wherefore the media, fortunately, normally do not have that much of a
choice, if they want to report on these kinds of hazards. So, the question should perhaps be
rephrased to why it is that media at all cover risk? With regard not the least to the nuclear
hazards, the world - including the world of media - has already faced some evidence of the fact
that nuclear technique might result in dangerous consequences. The issue has already at earlier
stages been defined as "news" (cf. Nelkin 1989:59). And as Mazur and Lee put it (1993:714):
"[...] once an issue has reached the plateau of journalistic attention, stories come easier, and
items that once seemed uninteresting now become publishable.". The risk dimension of nuclear
power has become widely accepted, and therefore a legitimate issue of concern. The analysis
pointed at some interesting facts in this respect. The stories primarily dealing with the accident
at the Chernobyl reactor, i. e. not with East European nuclear power plants in general, still in
one quarter of the cases focused on (still existing) risks connected with the accident, rather than
on the actual consequences brought forth by it. This situation indicates that the accident is
considered a current problem, entailing unrealised and more or less unknown and incalculable
consequences.

The analysis has shown that most of the risk stories appeared in some kind of geographical
context, informing the reader - if not necessarily explicitly in which geographical area the
hazard was likely to come across, so at least where there was a concern for the hazardous
situation. Somewhat more than one quarter of the risk stories was given in a local context. Still
including the local focus when turning to the next geographical "level", it was found that more
than half the stories kept to the domestic sphere when dealing with the risk issue. If adding also

53 Recent research has in fact pointed at the opposite; the media have been found to provide risk stories containing
inadequate and sometimes also inaccurate information, thus hardly stimulating rational decisions made by the
public (Singer 1990). The dimension of correctness was however not considered in the present analysis.
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those stories containing a both domestic and foreign focus, the proportion grows to two thirds.
Air pollution was most clearly related to all geographical levels: local, domestic, foreign, and
global. These levels were to some extent connected with the different harms dealt with: global
pollution represented an environmental issue (the greenhouse effect etc.), local pollution one
also in terms of a health problem (e. g. for asthmatics). The analysis also showed, not very
surprisingly, that the local focus in general was proportionally most frequent in the local press.

When it comes to the consequence foci provided in the stories, the stories treating Nuclear
waste and East European nuclear power plants were least informative in this sense. When they
did contain such a focus, it referred to human health or the environment, i. e. the same targets
representing the dominant ones in the stories treating the Chernobyl accident and Military use
of nuclear technology, exc. war. Consequences for the economy, employment, or property
were seldom brought into focus; this held for the nuclear hazards as well as for the other ones.

More specific risk qualities are naturally also of importance when it comes to the perceived
seriousness of a certain hazard and to the perceived acceptability of it. In Table 4.10 were
listed a selection of various target factors. From this it could be seen that with regard to the
total set of stories, environmental impact was the target factor most often included in the
stories. But also such referring to human health were considered relatively often. The hazard
stories which generally were most informative regarding any of the target factors included in
the present analysis were those treating the Chernobyl accident and Military use of nuclear
technology, exc. war.

Empirical research does not unanimously support the intuitively pleasing notion that number of
victims or expected number of fatalities should correlate with the volume and intensity of
media coverage of hazards (Adams 1986; Combs & Slovic 1979; Singer & Endreny 1987,
1993; cf. Nimmo & Combs 1985; Sood et al. 1987; Wilkins & Patterson 1987).54 Furthermore,
Greenberg et al. (1989a&b) have shown a generally weak relationship between amount of
broadcasting media coverage and public health risk, suggesting that in their work the networks
are relying on traditional journalistic determinants of news (including the broadcast criterion of
visual impact) - thus overestimating sudden and violent risks, whilst underestimating chronic
ones. From this follows that the media will be biased toward accidents and against diseases,
something that has also been empirically supported (Combs & Slovic 1979; Singer & Endreny
1993:50ff)- Renn (1992:481) lists several factors which all have been found important when it
comes to the "attractiveness of risk-related signals for transmitters": technologically induced
hazards (versus natural); possibility to blame someone for the outcome; cultural distance;
human interest component; drama and conflict; exclusiveness of coverage; proximity to
politically hot issues; prestige of information source; and degree of conflict among
stakeholders. The question of to which extent the hazards included in the present study were
related to some of these and other aspects is dealt with in the following section.

M A study conducted by Gaddy & Tanjong (1986) however suggests that these factors, at least in a limited
context, yet are of importance; their results indicate that newspaper and television coverage of earthquakes
outside the domestic sphere is determined not by geographic origin, but by human (and physical) consequences.
A more recent study by Freudenburg et al. (1996) actually states that the amount of media coverage is predicted
only by the objective characteristics of the hazard events, i. e. casualties and other "damages".
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5.3 Risk Story Context

The attitude towards a certain risk is not only influenced by specific and "objective" risk
qualities, but also by other factors embedded in the risk context. The mass media is an
important source of information in this respect, especially when it comes to hazards normally
beyond the experience of the general public, such as those of a distinctly scientific and
technological nature. The news story context and the media style of presentation is often
considered important with regard to public attitudes and actions (e. g. Nelkin 1989:54; Renn
1992:478; Sandman et al. 1993).

One intuitively pleasing factor in this respect is whether or not any measures are taken (or
considered) by society in order to prevent the risk from becoming realised or else in order to
mitigate the possible impact of its consequences. Information of this kind was provided in
(nearly) half of the stories. In general the newspapers focused on measures taken or considered
from a neutral or positive perspective. However, especially with regard to Military use of
nuclear technology, exc. war, measures were mentioned as not taken, or else insufficiently or
incorrectly so. Measure aspects were dealt with in the most "positive" context when it came to
the stories treating East European nuclear power plants. From the results of the present
analysis it is naturally hard to tell whether such differences were due to corresponding
differences in the "real world context" or rather to a journalistic tendency to approach certain
topics from a certain point of view. Nevertheless, it is tempting to assume that the,
quantitatively, more balanced coverage in this sense regarding Radiation from in-home radon
gas, might reflect the different opinions in the ongoing debate during the selected period.

Benefits represent another interesting aspect of risk context. The question of possible gains
connected with the hazards was in general seldom dealt with. Considering the nature of several
of the hazards included in the present analysis, this must be regarded as a rather logical result
(cf. Singer & Endreny 1993:90ff; 125). However, one of the hazards clearly represented an
exception in this respect, namely East European nuclear power plants. Yet, neither with regard
to this hazard, benefits were something frequently referred to in the newspapers; in fact, this
was the case in only 5 of the 30 stories treating this item, and only in one of those, this was
done in an evaluative manner, the benefit(s) being described as outweighing the risk(s). Singer
and Endreny (ibid.), in their analysis of 1984 US news reporting regarding a wide range of
hazards, found that with regard to what they classified as material hazards, references to
benefits was provided in 45% of the cases. From their study, which also covered the year 1960,
it was seen that there has been a shift in US media reporting on nuclear energy when it comes
to the question of benefits as opposed to costs: in 1960 most stories emphasised benefits rather
than costs; in 1984, the proportion was the reverse (ibid.: 160). Whether or not this holds also
for the Norwegian media, the results from the present analysis cannot tell. However, the data
clearly show that, to judge from a considerable part of the 1996 Norwegian press coverage,
benefits related to East European nuclear energy seem to be rarely recognised.

Individual control represents an important factor when it comes to people's perception of risk.
Information about a hazard as totally or partially controllable was however seldom found in the
risk stories included in the present analysis. Such information was most often provided in the
stories treating Radiation from in-home radon gas, East European nuclear power plants,
Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, and the Chernobyl accident - i. e. in between 13
and 4 per cent of the cases, in descending order. Since the dimension of individual control is
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one that could be made use of in order to bring human interest into a news story, such an aspect
might also influence the way newspapers select and slant their stories. Information about the
risk as uncontrollable has been found constituting one part of the speculative messages
sometimes provided by the newspapers (Hvitfelt 1986). This might imply that the risk stories
coming out as the most frequent ones in the newspapers were covered for the very reason that
the hazard dealt with was regarded as uncontrollable. In a 1993 survey, people, while
evaluating the Chernobyl coverage as this was presented at the time of the accident,
specifically asked for information to enhance individual control (T0nnessen et al. 1994). Such
a context might naturally induce the media to follow up the issue. Explicit references to
individual control, or the lack of it, were rare though, as was practical advice.

Mentions of people or individuals in state of anxiety was something found in nine per cent in
the stories in total. Such a message was first of all conveyed in connection with the nuclear
items Nuclear waste, Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, and the Chernobyl accident,
i. e. in between 15 and 22 per cent of the stories. Regarding the stories treating Military use of
nuclear technology, exc. war, there was a clear correlation between this kind of message and
that of contempt for risk regulators. The same link was made when evaluating the results from
the 1993 survey referred to above, regarding the aspect of credibility; the following line of
thoughts on behalf of the public was suggested: "First they (the experts) said it was impossible
to have an accident; now we have the accident why should we believe that they now know
what they are talking about when they say there is no real danger?" (T0nnessen et al. 1994).

Another concern of the present study has been to what extent comparisons were made between
the "primary" hazard in story and any other, regardless of whether the other(s) represented
actual alternative(s) to the former or not. In general, comparisons making any kind of
evaluative claim were very rare. Most frequently comparisons were made in the stories treating
East European nuclear power plants, Radiation from in-home radon gas, and the Chernobyl
accident - and in those cases the primary hazard most often came out "worst", being compared
with other smaller risks.

But not only hazards mentioned in a comparative manner were considered in the analysis, but
rather all "secondary" hazards appearing in story. The results in this regard showed primarily
two things. Firstly, different nuclear items were often treated in the same context. The most
evident example of such a tendency was how the stories primarily dealing with East European
nuclear power plants in 23 out of 30 cases contained references to the Chernobyl accident.
Secondly, the stories about the nuclear hazards frequently brought up the aspect of food
contaminated by radioactive substances. Such a connection came out strongly especially in the
stories treating Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war and the Chernobyl accident
respectively, i. e. in 43 and 37 per cent of the cases.

The dimension of conflict, not seldom linked to that of morals and blame, represents an
important element in the "social dramas" taking place in the media (e. g. Hannigan 1995:69;
Nelkin 1989:53ff; 1995:62). As we have seen already, a conflict message involving any of the
considered actors - representing different governments, the EU, experts, organisations,
agricultural workers, or the industry/companies - was found in 14 per cent of the stories. None
of the specific actors were very frequent in this respect, domestic government actors (including
local ones) topping the list, appearing as a conflicting part in 7 per cent of the stories in total,
but first of all in those dealing with Air pollution (in 13 per cent of these).

An aspect that could be related to that of conflict is suppression of risk information, i. e. the
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fact that someone in a "responsible position" is accused of withholding (or having withheld)
information about the hazard. The analysis revealed that information about any such situation
was exclusively provided in relation to the four nuclear hazards. However, it was foremost the
item Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war that was connected with such a message;
such was the case in as many as 33 of the 42 stories treating this hazard, or 79 per cent, whilst
the corresponding figures for the other nuclear hazards ranged between 13 and 17 per cent.
Expressions of contempt for risk regulators, i. e. another aspect implicitly suggesting some
kind of conflict, was found in slightly more than one quarter of the 429 included stories. As
was the case also with regard to suppression of risk information, this feature was primarily
referring to the stories treating Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, which in almost
two thirds of the cases displayed expressions of contempt of this kind. Considering these
results, it must be remembered that the media interest in the two issues accounting for the
greater part of these stories, i. e. the Nikitin case and the Novaya Zemlya issue (cf. section 2.1),
centred exactly on the question of how the risk information was handled by the authorities.
Yet, the rather large share of the other stories containing such a message calls for some kind of
explanation. Perhaps contempt for risk regulators is rather easily expressed when it comes to
hazards from which people in general normally lack direct experience - or, to put it in another
way, to "low probability high consequence risks" - the plausible logic being that "alienation
breeds contempt"? Another explanation, at least with regard to the nuclear issues, might be
found by looking ten years back in time. After the Chernobyl accident, the authorities
gradually were criticised for contradictory and inadequate information - by the public as well
as by the news press (NOU 1986:19). Naturally, such a situation easily might result in a
wavering confidence also on a more general level, and may be long-lived if not being met with
successful counter-measures.

The question of blame was in total brought up in one quarter of the stories. Such a result differs
considerably from the findings presented by Singer and Endreny (1993:103ff) in their
comprehensive study of risk reporting in the American media. They found that 35 per cent of
the American risk stories (excluding "event-only" stories) did not contain any mentions of
blame. Although keeping the methodological differences in mind, it is tempting to conclude
that the attribution of blame is a cultural feature more valid for American than Norwegian
society. In the present analysis, mentions of blame were foremost found in the stories treating
Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war and Chemical waste. In the former stories, the
"targets" were mainly represented by the authorities, whilst in the latter, this rather
unrewarding role was ascribed to the industry/companies. There was a difference between
these two cases: whilst the blame put on the authorities was motivated by factors pointing at
lack of competence, the industry/companies were held responsible without a reason being
articulated. Yet, it is probably not too unfounded to suspect that also with regard to the latter
cases, the stories, although implicitly, nevertheless conveyed quite a specified blame message,
i. e. one pointing at greed.

The rare occurrence of references to blame in stories treating Chernobyl and East European
nuclear power plants is remarkable. Firstly, faulty constructions, as in the case of the
Chernobyl reactor and others of the same type, together with insufficient operation security
measures, might very well be attributed to individuals or agencies. The latter aspect, being one
of the major concerns for the Norwegian nuclear preparedness system, can hardly be said to
represent untrodden paths for the media, and might as such be expected to be dealt with more
thoroughly than was evidently the situation in the studied case. Secondly, the Chernobyl
accident was initiated by a badly designed and unauthorised experiment, and the persons
behind it might be blamed. In the first official Soviet reports, blame was preferentially
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attributed to the operators, whereas the system was left without blame (Stang 1996)55. Neither
"actor" seems to have represented the target of blame very often in this media context. It might
be said that the newspapers varied between 7 and 20 per cent in this regard; Aftenposten
accounted for the largest share of stories referring to blame, Oppland Arbeiderblad the smallest
{Dagbladet 17 per cent; Adresseavisen 14 per cent, and Valdres 8 per cent).

The present analysis clearly pointed at a connection between blame and ethical aspects. And as
to some degree was the case with blame, ethical aspects was only rarely brought forward in the
included risk stories, more precisely in 5 per cent of the cases. This result is in line with what
Singer and Endreny (1993) found regarding risk reporting in the US media: that moral or
ethical aspects are often absent from news stories about hazards. However, one item, namely
Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, distinguished itself (again) by in 7 of the 42
stories (17 per cent) being connected with some kind of ethical aspects.

5.4 Sources of Risk Information

The present analysis reveals that, in total, the authorities, together with experts, were given a
rather prominent position as risk definers. Nelkin provides a reasonable explanation for such a
situation - though referring specifically to governmental authorities: such sources are "often
[...] well informed and as well able to offer the journalist a credible and more or less "ready-
made" picture of the situation, easily summarised into a news story." (Nelkin 1987, quoted by
Hannigan 1995:66). Naturally, the information received in this manner is bound to be more or
less tied to vested interest (Nelkin 1989:59ff). This is however, according to Nelkin, a problem
poorly considered by the journalists dealing with scientific and technological issues: "[...]
while art, theatre, music, and literature are routinely subjected to criticism, science and
technology are almost always spared. While political writers aim to analyse and criticise,
science writers seek to elucidate and explain." (Nelkin 1989:63; cf. ibid. 1995; Djerf Pierre
1996:353f; Wilkins 1993). With regard to media coverage of scientifically and technologically
related hazards, this problem is clearly linked to the role attributed to the journalist; should the
reporter act as a passive, but efficient, mediator of information, or as a critical watchdog?56

And naturally, in situations when expert knowledge amongst the journalists is wanting, the
second alternative is not a very likely one (cf. NOU 1986:19:218).

The results from the present analysis reveals that the journalists did not stand out as totally
passive in their role as mediators of risk information; in the 429 risk stories included in the
present analysis, they represented the only voice perceptible in 22 per cent of the coded cases.
In the Chernobyl stories the figure was as high as 40 per cent. If considered are also the cases
where news agencies or other media channels appeared as risk definers, it was seen that in the
28 stories reporting on Nuclear waste, the media sources accounted for more than half the
cases.

Individuals, in the role of (potential) victims or not, were proportionally most often represented
in the stories treating Radiation from in-home radon gas, i. e. in 6 of the 34 coded cases, or 17

55 The same orientation, according to Wilkins & Patterson (1987), generally characterizes news coverage on risk
issues: the inclination to treat risk situations as novelties, failing to analyse the entire system, represents a
fundemental error in the risk communication produced by the mass media.
56 Cf. the discussion in NOU 1986:19 (p. 214) about the two conflicting dangers in news reporting in times of
information crisis: that of on the one hand playing down a dangerous situation, and on the other overdramatizing
the events, evoking unnecessary fright and panic amongst the public. Cf. Njolstad (1996) and Waldahl (1995),
dealing with public information strategies.
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per cent. In the stories dealing with this hazard, it was otherwise experts who dominated the
scene; these accounted for 20 of the 34 cases, or 59 per cent.

Wilkins (1989:173) points at the risk connected with too much media attention paid to the
establishment: the focus tends to be put on the political debate per se - at the expense of
scientific aspects. With regard to the hazards dealt with in the present analysis, Air pollution
and East European nuclear power plants seem to represent the risk issues which were most
"affected" in this sense: the risk statements regarding both these hazards in almost 40 per cent
of the cases originated from the authorities (including the government) and other
politicians/political parties. Such findings suggest a political dimension present in the coverage
of these issues.

Thus far the total picture; in the present analysis has been distinguished between two broad
categories of story type, i. e. a division between primarily subjectively held sections as opposed
to the more objectively held ones (for definition, see section 4.2). With regard to the latter,
comprising four times as many coded cases compared with the former, the dominance on
behalf of authority and expert sources, as well as that of the journalist him-/herself, was
strengthened, even if not very much so. When it came to the primarily subjectively held
sections, the risk definers clearly ranked differently compared with the total set of included
stories. In these sections, i. e. those containing editorials, debate articles, letters, and other kind
of commentaries, other sources held the top position. In this type of newspaper context,
individuals quite often had the opportunity to give their view on the risk (situation), and also
interest groups were represented quite frequently. The third big category was editorial writers.
These source categories all centred on approximately 17 per cent of the cases respectively.

The comparatively strong dominance held by the authority and expert sources was thus not a
valid feature for the newspaper content in total, something which should be remembered when
speaking of the "command post point of view" often referred to as characterising risk and
disaster reporting in the media. Still, it is somewhat rash to draw any more general conclusions
with regard to the frequency with which certain groups were found behind the risk information,
based on the data from the present analysis, gathered during a limited period of eight weeks.

5.5 Alarming or Reassuring Messages in the Risk Stories?

The institutional rules of the newspapers, together with professional standards, journalistic
requirements, anticipated reader's interest, and personal preferences on behalf of the journalist
are all factors determining how the original risk message is converted into the final product:
the news story (cf. Renn 1992:480). The press and the media, by their choices of metaphors
and images, generally play a significant judgmental role in the communication process, which
can effectively convey attitudes towards the relative importance of the issue, the question of
blame etc. (cf. Friedman et al. 1987:75f; Nelkin 1989:65f; 1995). This is naturally something
with implications for each specific story as well as for newspaper coverage on the whole. And
moreover, it is up to the reader to distinguish between the informative elements provided by
the original source and the additions or deletions undertaken by the journalist.

Negative news is demanded news, that is, news that sells. News people are often said to work
according to a maxim of their own: "Bad news is good news. Good news is no news." (Cohn
1989:43). The mass media are, as Westerstahl and Johansson (1987:30) put it, constantly
selling anxiety. The same authors have earlier, on empirical basis, coined the concept of
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"miser)'r reporting" (ibid. 1985). Would this be an appropriate conclusion considering the
results gained from the present study? Well, the results definitely do not contradict such an
image of the media.

The data from the present analysis clearly suggest that newspapers to a greater extent focus on
alarming risk aspects than on reassuring ones. This was especially evident when it came to the
nuclear hazards. However, this does not mean that the newspapers did not contain any
reassuring information about the treated hazards; in almost half of the 429 included stories
were found some kind of reassuring references. The stories dealing with the nuclear hazards
were no exception in this regard.

Still, the high ratios between alarming and reassuring messages for the nuclear items stands out
as quite remarkable. In comparison, radon, although answering for an important part of the
mean radiation dose to most populations - in Norway the most significant -, seems not to be
associated with nuclear items in this sense. One reason for this may perhaps be that the former
is regarded as a "natural" risk, the latter as one of technology? Whether this explanation holds
or not, the connection between "nuclear" and "radiation" issues may be weaker than often
anticipated. It might be speculated that the "nuclear" origin of risk implies grave common
symbolic values flavoured by Hiroshima and destruction, whereas e. g. diagnostic radiology is
considered part of caring. This may probably be true also for journalists (cf. Smyser 1991,
discussing what he labels the 'antinuclear mindset' of the media). And naturally, a hazardous
technology, which we first came to know through Hiroshima and Nagasaki "is going to have
problems" (ibid:244); "available" worst-case scenarios of such kind are naturally important in
terms of news value.

The analysis further showed that the, quantitatively, "best" balance between overall alarming
and reassuring messages was found regarding the stories treating Radiation from in-home
radon gas. The 23 stories informing about this hazard seem to have reflected some of the
ongoing debate about how severe the risk related to this issue should be considered.

With regard to some of the hazard items it was found that the stories in the primarily
"objectively" held sections less frequently conveyed an overall alarming message. However,
this was not true with regard to Radiation from in-home radon gas, nor to East European
nuclear power plants or the Chernobyl accident.

It must however be said that due to the methodological shortcomings with regard to any
measures of "alarming" as opposed to "reassuring" risk messages, a definitive conclusion
neither can nor should be reached until audience responses are studied in conjunction with the
content analysis (cf. Gorney 1992:464).

5.6 How Do Newspapers Report on Risk Issues?

As has been mentioned earlier in this text, there is no obvious way to inform about risk, as
little as there is only one adequate way to do it. Risk stories are certainly stories that could be
told - and received - in many ways. And, as can be said with regard to the role played by the
mass media, "The transmitters [of risk-related information] face a diversity of incoming
messages caused by different perspectives on the nature of the risk and its best management."
(Renn 1992:480). This also indicates the importance of the newspapers' choice of risk
information sources; the source being used, or otherwise paid attention to, is likely to affect the
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information received. Scientists, for instance, in the search for general risk features in order to
make it possible to compare one risk event with another, tend to focus on probabilities and
other kinds of abstract information, whilst for instance the eye-witnesses of an accident tend to
dwell upon more specific details of the event (cf. Renn 1992:473).

In the present analysis it has been coded to which extent the newspaper stories about risk
contained certain specific descriptive features. It was for instance found that almost one quarter
of the 429 stories contained some kind of reference to research data57, this being the case
especially in the stories treating Radiation from in-home radon gas and Military use of nuclear
technology, exc. war. In the latter case, references often were made to the Nikitin report, which
caused quite a conflict between various concerned parts (not least regarding to the Norwegian
environmental organisation Bellona, who published the report in question).

Otherwise, it was generally when taking part of the Chernobyl stories that the newspaper
readers had the greatest chance to come across any of the descriptive features listed in Table
4.29. These stories accounted for comparatively high values regarding most of these. Such a
situation was most likely the result of the Chernobyl coverage to a comparatively large extent
being of feature type, thus meeting some of the necessary conditions in terms of time and space
in order to be able to provide a wider range of different kinds of risk descriptions. However,
the data showed that when it came to the information provided in terms of testimonials, such
kind of contents were proportionally more often found in the stories dealing with Military use
of nuclear technology, exc. war.

Among the types of quantitative information considered in the present analysis, the most
frequently occurring was that of references to numbers of people affected in the past.
Information about numbers of people (likely) to be affected in the future, risk probabilities,
percentage change in risk or other kinds of risk estimates, were generally seldom provided.
Such a result implies that the stories hardly facilitated for the reader to form a more universal
conception of the hazard in question, i. e. one comparable also with others. Similar conclusions
have been drawn in other studies of risk reporting in the media (Greenberg et al. 1989b; Singer
& Endreny 1993:85f), but there are also those pointing in other directions (Ryan et al. 1991).
Some of the variation in this regard might be due to differences concerning the kind of
examined material as well as the used definitions. And, as is suggested by the data received
from the present analysis: there might be differences with regard to hazard type considered in
this respect. Moreover, the definitions stipulated were quite narrow, suggesting that the results
should be interpreted as displaying minimum values rather than anything else.

Be that as it may, "public understanding of risk is a multidimensional concept and cannot be
reduced to the product of probabilities and consequences." (Renn 1992:478; cf. Sandman et al.
1987). Did such "reduced information" characterise the risk stories analysed in the present
study? Or were other dimensions considered as well, perhaps as a result of the different sources
attended to by the media? By letting testimonials (i. e. personal experiences of risk), by its own
represent these other kinds of dimensions, the results suggest that such a newspaper feature is
far from universal in the coverage of hazards such as those considered in the present analysis.
As has been mentioned earlier, testimonials were most often found in the stories treating
Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war, i. e. in five of the 42 included stories. Also the
Chernobyl stories contained such information in 8 of the 79 stories in total, as did two of the
196 stories dealing with Air pollution. However, from the present result cannot be directly

' The term research should be interpreted rather broadly.
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concluded that the risk information in the newspapers to a great extent lacked other kinds of
information than that (originally) provided by professional risk managers. The frequency of
testimonials as it is measured in the present analysis, most likely underestimates the occurrence
of risk information based on direct risk experience and the like. This is particularly the case
regarding feature stories, in which the journalist often expresses his or her own reflections
about the risk situation, based on the impression received from interviews etc. (Cf. ref. to
Nohrstedt & Nordlund, p. 47)

Risk and specific risk qualities are often debated - by scientists as well as by the general public.
Those involved in public information strategies in their work are faced with the difficult task to
balance the wish for consistent information and the demand for "realistic openness" (Waldahl
1995), and this is naturally something with implications also for journalistic work. For, as
Moore (1989:6) stated: "Science is nearly always an ambiguous enterprise, and journalists who
cover it have to cope with that fact.". A risk situation cannot always be reported "in the blacks
and whites that [...] reporters so love because clear-cut conclusions make the "best" stories",
Cohn (1989:36) concludes from his own experiences as a journalist. Moreover, Nelkin finds
that "Journalistic norms lead reporters to adopt a polarised approach to the problem,
emphasising conflict rather than knowledge, and this results in a reporting of evidence that is
often inconsistent and confused." (Nelkin 1989:59). Reporters are trained to balance competing
viewpoints - especially when it comes to controversial subjects (e. g. Dunwoody & Peters
1992:21 Of; Greenberg et al. 1989a: 120; cf. Asp 1988 regarding political reporting).58 In the
present analysis, on average 6 per cent of the risk stories contained some kinds of conflicting
risk statements. The different hazards ranged between 2 and 13 per cent. Thus, it does not seem
as if the journalists to any appreciable extent have (ab)used this kind of possibility to dramatise
the stories. The nuclear hazards, including the Chernobyl accident, represented no evident
exception in this regard. And this although there are, as Rubin points out, "few recognisably
'neutral' sources for reporters to consult in a nuclear accident" (Rubin 1987:53), nor any single
"truth" easily available in the search for more general risk estimates concerning radioactive
contamination (cf. Tonnessen 1994:275).

The generally small number of stories providing practical advice could hardly be said to meet
the condition needed if the newspaper wanted to contribute to better functional knowledge
among its readers (cf. Waldahl 1995:110). The latter could be a crucial factor when it comes to
negative associations, possibly made due to unfamiliarity of, particularly, "high consequence
low probability risk" (Renn 1992:482f). However, successful risk communication is a difficult
task, and there is no available clear-cut solution when it comes to how to best go about this.
Advice does far from always result in changes - neither when it comes to knowledge nor to
behaviour (< biblio >). Yet, difficult and complex as risk information in general and successful
advice strategies in particular may be, efforts made in this direction would probably be well
spent trouble: as was mentioned in section 5.3, information to enhance individual control was
specifically asked for in a 1993 survey (Tonnessen et al. 1994). A primary move in this
direction is naturally to ensure an acceptable level of knowledge among the mediators of risk
information. The official report written as a response to the Chernobyl accident (NOU
1986:19), pointed exactly at lack of knowledge among journalists as a plausible explanation
for the small amount of background information, something which might have been useful for
the public, having difficulties in taking in the complicated terminology used by experts and
authorities.

'8 Another aspect related to the question of balance in particular, but also to risk reporting in general, is of course
the level of correctness in the information provided. This aspect was however left unconsidered in the present
analysis.
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Risk estimates - in terms of risk probabilities or the possible or actual magnitude of
consequences - were, as has been mentioned already, in general seldom provided in the risk
stories included in the present analysis. In total, 11 per cent of the stories contained any such
information. This result supports the conclusion drawn by Singer and Endreny (1993:101), that
media in their risk reporting mainly fail to provide the adequate perspective of the hazardous
outcomes dealt with, i. e. some kind of information about how likely it is that such outcomes
will occur (cf. Freimuth et al. 1984). Otherwise, when risk estimates were provided, the
proportion between confident estimates and those including some kind of uncertainty was
generally quite balanced. However, in the stories treating the Chernobyl accident and
Radiation from in-home radon gas - stories that also presented estimates of risk most often -
the uncertain estimates clearly dominated. Thus, the results give little support to Hannigan
(1995:71), stating that: "Journalists have little patience with the thrusts and parries of scientific
debate: either a danger exists or it does not." (cf. Nelkin 1989:59f). The fact that risk estimates
generally were rarely provided might nevertheless at the same time indicate that the journalists
were not very concerned about finding and providing any such more universal measures linked
with the risk. At the same time, risk estimates are often very hard to produce, even with the
best scientific competence.

5.7 Risk Coverage and Principles of News Value

As we have seen, the Chernobyl accident, as well as the other nuclear risk items covered by the
present study, received quite a lot of media attention at the time of the tenth anniversary.
Furthermore, these stories were connected with quite high values regarding the prominence
factors listed in Table 4.3. Which factors could be responsible for this? Hvitfelt (1985) lists
some factors he has found contributing to the possibility for a story to make it to the front page.
Such an "ideal" news story comprises of:

1) a political or economical issue, or a crime or an accident,
2) within a short geographically or cultural distance, to
3) events and situations which are
4) sensational and surprising,
5) deals with single elite persons, and
6) are described simply enough, but
7) are important and relevant, and are
8) taking place within a short period of time, but as a part of a theme, and
9) involves negative aspects, and
10) are told by the use of elite sources.

The Chernobyl accident surely contained the major part of these aspects, representing 1) a
severe accident (or even a catastrophe); 2) which resulted / still results in consequences for the
Norwegian population; 3) being, in a retrospective way of looking at it, clearly event centred;
4) being sensational ("nuclear power is safe"...?) as well as surprising when it happened
(accidents more or less always are); 5) important enough to involve elite persons; 6) is - like
most accidents - "simple", in the sense that it provides an "event" with causes and
consequences natural to focus on; 7) important and relevant with regard to both the political
life and to the concerned public; 8) took place in a short period of time (the accident), but
could easily be brought into the context of the future role of nuclear power (in Eastern Europe,
in the neighbouring country Sweden, in other countries, in general...); 9) involved / involves
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definitively negative aspects; 10) involved / involves elite sources who most likely would have
something to say on the subject. The tenth anniversary served as a "news peg", making it
possible to bring the accident onto the public agenda again. The anniversary (not the original
event) was not a surprise, and although referring to an event which happened a long time ago,
the accident had and has a contemporary relevance. Norway is still involved in nuclear safety
projects, and even though not harbouring any nuclear power plants on its own, Norway still
faces possible future exposure to new nuclear accidents, domestic or foreign. Such relevance is
naturally a crucial factor when it comes to "anniversary journalism". Furthermore, fires were
reported from the surrounding area of the Chernobyl plant, representing new "events", also
serving to "remind" the journalists of the accident.

All these factors linked to the Chernobyl accident might be transferred to refer also to East
European nuclear power plants in general, as well as to other nuclear issues, such as Nuclear
waste and Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war (cf. Vettenranta 1996, referring to the
concept 'atomic angst1, developed by Lifton, 1986, and its associations to nuclear weapons59).
Nuclear hazards represent clear examples of technological risks. And as Nelkin (1989:70) has
it, "Technological risks are inevitable, and they are in intrinsically newsworthy.". Inevitable as
nuclear risks may be (regarded), they might also be classified as "low probability high
consequence risks", and are as such more likely than others to be considered newsworthy by
journalistic standards (e. g. Singer and Endreny 1987:1 Off; cf. Greenberg et al. 1989a&b).60

The present study seems to support this thesis.

5.8 Newspaper Differences

Already in a very primary and quick study of the results from the present analysis, it became
clear that it would be difficult - as well as rather misleading - to group the newspapers together
according to type of paper. The risk "priority" of the newspapers, as this was measured by their
frequency based rank order of the different kinds risk stories, varied; there was no pattern
indicating that the local press was distinguished from the urban, the tabloid from the quality
papers etc. (The rank order for the different newspapers respectively and the variation found
in-between was accounted for in detail in section 3.2, and will not be further discussed in this
part of the report.)

Also when it came to the newspaper content, the variation only occasionally was attributed to
newspaper type. Variations between the papers have been continuously discussed in relation to
the various dimensions of risk reporting treated in the previous chapters. Below follows an
attempt at in a very brief and strained manner lining out profiles for each newspaper, summing
up the most evident features in this respect. It should be pointed out that the profiles refer to
the newspaper coverage in total, i. e. including editorials, debate articles, letters, other kinds of
commentaries and columns etc., thus saying something of the overall content meeting the
reader, rather than of the newspaper's informative ambitions as they are revealed in the more
ordinary news reporting.

59 The concept o f atomic angst' as well as that labeled 'radiophobia', both suggesting a rather irrational and
unfounded fear on behalf of the public, might neither be very fruitful concepts; more should perhaps be won by
looking at the differences between experts' and lay people's perception of risk in terms of a communication
problem - rather than of something bringing associations to psychological disease (cf. Drottz-Sjbberg & Persson
1993, in Tennessen et al. 1994:276).
60 It has been argued that the differences between natural disasters and those of technological origin are less
prominent than their similarities (Quarantelli 1991b). Thus, it is not necessarily evident that media coverage on
nuclear disasters should significantly differ from that on other "low probability high consequence risks".
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To begin with, the data suggest that Aftenposten justified its position as a quality paper. It
provided a considerable volume of risk articles, which in this case also meant stories
containing many words. The stories were comparatively often illustrated by photographs or
drawings as well as supplemented by what in the present report has been referred to as
"infographics" (maps, diagrams, boxes of facts etc.). The stories were (comparatively)
informative as to various target factors and the wider risk context, and displayed a
(comparatively) large variation of descriptive features used when informing about risk. The
risk information to a (comparatively) high degree originated from experts. However, extensive
risk information does not, necessarily, equal a neutral and conflict-free way of presentation.
Aftenposten displayed also alarming and critical perspectives of risk. Its stories to a
comparatively great extent contained references to conflict, suppression of risk information,
contempt for risk regulators, blame, ethical aspects and alarming messages.

It is interesting to note that the other comparatively informative newspaper - in terms of length
of stories (not of number), references to target factors, aspects of risk context - was the very
local paper Valdres. This newspaper, however, was less "critical" in the sense mentioned
above.

The other local newspaper, Oppland Arbeiderblad, provided a more extensive coverage in
terms of story frequency, but the stories were comparatively short, and were ranked low in
terms of the various aspects of risk information. However, on the other hand, this newspaper
accounted for the largest share of practical advice and mobilising information (five out of eight
cases).

Adresseavisen, accounted for the largest number of risk stories. These were however
comparatively short. Infographics were a comparatively common supplement to the stories;
otherwise there was not a very great similarity between the risk reporting in this urban morning
paper and the other one. The risk information in this paper was to a comparatively great extent
originating from different kinds of authorities. Individuals were least forthcoming as risk
definers in this paper.

The only tabloid included in the study, Dagbladet, contained a comparatively large share of
stories accompanied by photographs (or drawings). This paper also accounted for a lot of the
more critical and alarming risk information content, which earlier was mentioned as
distinguishing also Aftenposten from the other papers. The writer/reporter him-/herself was
found behind a comparatively large share of the coded risk information sources.

5.9 A Norwegian - Swedish Comparison

The present study is part of an international project (RISKPERCOM), involving - except from
Norway - Sweden, the UK, France, and Spain. From a Scandinavian point of view, it is of
interest to compare the Norwegian and Swedish media reporting - on risk issues in general, and
on the Chernobyl accident (ten years afterwards) in particular.61 Both Norway and Sweden

61 A cross-national analysis, including the data from all five countries, will later be published by the project
members in the UK.
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were in certain geographical areas severely affected by the accident, and are both still today
facing problems linked to its consequences.62

A first and general conclusion could be drawn by comparing the two sets of data received by
the selection of newspaper stories in Norway and Sweden respectively. Four of the 20
considered hazard items in both countries made up a considerable part of the newspaper
coverage (measured in number of stories). Road traffic accident, Alcohol consumption, Air
pollution, and BSE accounted for approximately three quarters of the stories in both countries.

A big difference between the two countries was how Road traffic accident represented a far
more prioritised hazard in the Norwegian newspapers compared with the Swedish ones - the
latter instead being more attentive to the BSE issue. The data also reveal that the hazard
represented by Floods was paid far greater attention by the Norwegian newspapers than the
Swedish ones. Now, it should be said that the stories about Floods were especially frequent in
the two local Norwegian papers - both distributed in areas greatly affected by the spring flood
of 1996. No equivalent paper in this sense was included in the Swedish analysis.

The Norwegian newspapers published a lot of stories dealing with Military use of nuclear
technology, exc. war during the selected period, namely 42 in total. Of those, 25 were
published by Aftenposten, paying great attention to the former "secret"63 documents about the
post-war Russian bomb testing at Novaya Zemlya and the consequences thereof for the local
Norwegian population. Also the Nikitin case, involving the Norwegian environmental
organisation Bellona, received quite some media attention, not matched with the situation in
Sweden. From the Swedish newspaper only three stories were included as primarily treating
Military use of nuclear technology, exc. war. However, it should be pointed out that the Nikitin
case and the (military related) nuclear waste situation at the Kola peninsula to a limited extent
covered by the Swedish press was included as Nuclear waste items.64 Otherwise, a Norwegian-
Swedish comparison reveals that Radiation from in-home radon gas was a hazard primarily
covered by the Norwegian press, the Norwegian newspapers reporting on the current
investigations carried out in certain local areas.

On the other hand, in the Swedish newspapers was found a considerable number of stories
dealing with Domestic nuclear power plants, a national difference in terms of media attention
quite easily explained by the fact that Norway is not a nation keeping nuclear reactors, except
from the two research reactors, which never have been used in terms of national energy supply.
West European nuclear power plants - from a Norwegian perspective, thus including Sweden -
represented the primary focus in only one of the included Norwegian stories. Also in general,
the nuclear items accounted for a somewhat larger share of the stories in the Swedish
newspapers compared with the Norwegian ones (16.5 per cent compared with 13.6). The
disparity becomes smaller if including also the other ionising hazards included in the analysis,
as for example Radiation from in-home radon gas.

One interesting result in terms of national characteristics was otherwise the fact that Chemical
waste was an item accounting for 10 per cent of the Swedish newspaper stories (158 of 1587),
whereas only 3 per cent of the Norwegian (36 of 1310). Intuitively appealing explanations for

62 For methodological reasons, it might be mentioned that the Norwegian and the Swedish analyses were carried
out by one person.
63 Cf. note 11.
64 The reason for this coding disparity in the first place, was however most likely a result from the fact that the
Swedish stories not as clearly focused on the Nikitin case and the military aspects.
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such a disparity is harder to find than concerning Domestic nuclear power plants. The answer
was anyhow not evidently attributed to the selection differences with regard to included
newspaper types.

On the whole, one interesting finding from the comparison between the Norwegian and
Swedish study referred exactly to newspaper types. Whilst the included Swedish newspapers -
in terms of story priority and story content - quite easily could be grouped together as urban
morning papers, local morning papers, and tabloids, such a division was clearly less suitable
with regard to the Norwegian papers, pointing at no clear pattern in this respect. And as a
consequence, these have been treated separately in the present report.

Turning especially to the Chernobyl coverage, this item accounted for 6 per cent of the
included stories - regarding the Norwegian material as well as the Swedish. The main
difference was in this case instead found with regard to story type: in the Norwegian
newspapers, almost every second Chernobyl story (46 per cent) was an ordinary news story,
whilst the corresponding figure for the Swedish newspaper coverage was 36 per cent. To some
extent, this might be explained by the Swedish newspaper strike lasting between the 24th and
29th of April - thus including the ten year commemoration of the accident - and affecting two
of the included papers. Such a strike naturally limits the publicity of daily based reporting. The
Swedish material, on the other hand, consisted of a larger share of feature stories, i.e. 32 per
cent as compared with the 18 per cent valid in the Norwegian case.

In total, i. e. with regard to all the twenty items considered in the present study, the national
comparison revealed also other differences. For one thing, it was found that the Swedish
articles were generally both bigger (size) and longer (words) compared with the Norwegian
ones. However, it must be kept in mind that the Swedish selection included three urban quality
papers, and that only two of the total six was of tabloid format. Another difference, more
difficult explained by the selection of newspapers, was that the Norwegian newspapers more
often introduced their risk stories on the front page, or by front-page teasers. Otherwise, it was
found that photographs were about as common in the Swedish articles as in the Norwegian
ones, whilst "infographics" were somewhat more frequent in the Swedish newspapers (in the
Swedish study was included only one local paper, more sparsely providing this kind of
material). Alarming headlines were twice as common in the Swedish papers; however, this
held also for reassuring ones - although the absolute level was lower regarding the latter. When
it came to story type, the data showed that ordinary news stories were making up a greater part
of the Norwegian stories than the Swedish ones; this was thus a feature not only valid for the
Chernobyl coverage.

5.9.1 The Chernobyl Coverage
It has already been mentioned that the Swedish newspapers contained a greater share of feature
stories about Chernobyl. This fact was clearly linked to the one that the average article size
concerning the Swedish newspapers was bigger and that the Swedish stories generally were
written using more words than was the case for the Norwegian ones. However, the difference
regarding the proportion of feature stories does not alone account for the national disparity in
size and length: with concern to only the feature stories, the Swedish articles were still bigger
and longer than the Norwegian ones. The types of newspapers included in the Norwegian and
Swedish analyses respectively do not seem to have led to any obvious bias in this respect.

When it came to other kinds of data indicating the prominence given the stories / the issue, a
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comparison between Norway and Sweden reveals that the Chernobyl stories in the Norwegian
newspapers more often appeared on the front page (or inside section front pages), whilst they
in the Swedish newspapers more often were introduced by front-page teasers. Accompanying
photographs (or drawings) were more often presented in the Swedish papers than in the
Norwegian (61 per cent as compared with 46), and so were "infographics", i. e. maps,
diagrams, boxes of facts etc. providing more or less additional information to the story (26 per
cent vs. 16). Especially with regard to the occurrence of photographs, the difference seem to be
one specially linked to the Chernobyl coverage; as have been said before, generally,
photographs were in fact somewhat more frequent in the Norwegian risk articles than in the
Swedish ones (33 vs. 31 per cent). Infographics were also generally more frequent in the
Swedish articles, although the difference was smaller (8 per cent vs. 6 per cent). Again, the
latter result might to some extent be explained by the selection of newspapers: the Norwegian
analysis included two local papers - i. e. newspapers to a lesser degree reporting by means of
"infographics" -, whereas the Swedish study was based on only one.

The articles were coded according to any alarming - reassuring dimension displayed in the
headline. In the Swedish newspapers, the headlines more often conveyed an alarming message.
However, these also more often contained a reassuring one. Thus, the Norwegian Chernobyl
stories were more "neutral" in this sense. This held not only for the Chernobyl coverage, but
also for the risk stories in general.

The Norwegian reader more often came across the Chernobyl stories in the primarily
subjectively held sections of the newspapers65. Also this feature was generally valid for the risk
stories, at least regarding the seven hazard items included in the second part of the present
analysis. Something which was not a general risk story feature, was how the Norwegian stories
about the Chernobyl accident proportionally more often than the Swedish ones focused on
accident aspects, i. e. on actual consequences of risk, rather than on potential risks connected
with the accident. Three quarters of the Norwegian Chernobyl stories focused on accident
aspects, whilst more than half the Swedish stories focused on risk aspects, or rather on risk and
accident aspects. From this, it is tempting to conclude that the Chernobyl accident in Sweden,
ten years afterwards, to a greater extent was considered a topical problem.

When it came to the geographical context in which the Chernobyl stories were told, a
comparison between the Norwegian and the Swedish newspaper respectively shows that the
former more often focused on purely local aspects of the accident. Again, it should be said that
the local newspapers included in the Norwegian study were two in number, compared with the
single one in the Swedish. However, also the stories in the Norwegian non-local newspapers
more often displayed a local focus. There were also differences when it came to consequence
focus. The stories in the Norwegian newspapers more often focused on death as a consequence
of the accident than did the Swedish, which instead more often focused specifically on illness
in terms of cancer. The national comparison also shows that environmental aspects more often
constituted the focus in the Norwegian articles than in the Swedish ones. Leaving the
dominating consequence focus, instead turning to various target factors mentioned in story, a
primary result is that the Norwegian stories were less informative in this sense, something
which held true also regarding information pointing at fatal or environmental aspects. There
was however one clear exception in this regard: the stories in the Norwegian newspapers more
often contained references to impact on the food chain in terms of animals/meat products

^ For definition, see section 4.2.
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consumed directly. Such information was found in 34 per cent of the Norwegian papers, and in
27 per cent of the Swedish.

References about change in risk were brought up in the Swedish newspaper coverage almost as
often as in the Norwegian, i. e. in roughly one of seven stories. The stories in the Norwegian
papers were somewhat more reassuring in this regard, but such a conclusion is based on a
small number of sources.

Control aspects were seldom treated - neither in the Norwegian news coverage, nor in the
Swedish. More informative were the stories regarding the question of measures taken by
society or not - in order to prevent the risk from happening or to at least mitigate it's potential
outcome. It can be seen how such kind of risk information was somewhat less frequently
provided in the Norwegian newspapers than in the Swedish ones. And when it was, the
Norwegian stories more often pointed in a positive direction, i. e. informing about measures
taken or at least considered, rather than on measures not taken, or else taken, yet regarded as
insufficient or incorrect.

As to comparisons with other hazards, the Swedish stories - compared with the Norwegian
ones - more often contained references to other larger risks. Otherwise, stories providing
comparisons of an evaluating kind were not very frequent in any of the countries. Otherwise,
when it came to other hazards treated in the stories primarily dealing with the Chernobyl
accident, the Swedish newspapers were generally more informative in this sense, i. e. by
providing the reader with a wider risk panorama (saying nothing about depth). There was
however one exception: the Norwegian stories more often contained references to food
contaminated by radioactive substances, a result that might be related to that of target factors
mentioned earlier.

The conflict level in the stories was low in both countries. However, the data reveal some
interesting result with regard to suppression of risk information. Information about such a
situation was far more frequent in the Swedish material, i. e. in 21 per cent of the stories, as
compared with the 13 per cent valid for the Norwegian. Contempt for risk regulators was also
more often displayed in the Swedish stories, i. e. in 33 per cent of the stories compared with
20. But also expressions of contempt for concern about the risk were more often found in the
Swedish papers, although the general level in this case was lower: 6 per cent compared with 3.

An aspect of risk that might be related to conflict and contempt, is the question of blame. Also
this dimension was brought up more often in the Swedish newspaper stories than in the
Norwegian ones, i. e. in 22 per cent compared with 14 per cent. Authorities were more often
the target of blame in the former, whilst the latter proportionally more often mentioned
industry/company actors, or only in a very diffuse manner referred to someone blamed without
specifying who. In both cases, the blame was almost exclusively referring to East European
actors. The stated reason for blame in the Swedish stories was more often related to lack of
competence, or otherwise lack of trying to avoid risk/accident. However, the number of stories
constituting the basis for any conclusion in this regard was small indeed.

Ethical aspects were - when mentioned - often found in stories also treating blame. Such
aspects were found in 4 per cent of the stories - with regard to both the Norwegian newspapers
(three stories) and the Swedish (four stories). The Norwegian stories furthermore in 2 cases
contained references to the accident as representing something "unnatural/tampering with
nature". Such an aspect was never mentioned in the Swedish Chernobyl stories.
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As to variation regarding the represented sources, there were some national differences. The
main one was how the Swedish newspapers to a larger extent let individuals (including
/potential/ victims) give their view on the accident / the risk situation. In the Norwegian papers
instead authorities, as well as the writer/reporter him-/herself, proportionally more often
appeared as conveyer of risk information. Expert sources were somewhat more frequent in the
Swedish newspapers. Now, as has been pointed out before, it is difficult to treat all kinds of
newspaper contents together. The sources appearing in the editorials, debate articles, and letters
etc. are bound to differ from those in the more typical news coverage. And so they did. But due
to the very small number of sources in especially the primarily subjectively held sections (as
represented by editorials etc.), it is difficult to compare the Norwegian and the Swedish
newspapers in this respect. Another aspect linked to that of sources could yet be mentioned. By
comparing country data, it can be seen how the authority sources in the Norwegian newspaper
stories more seldom were personalised, i. e. named. The same situation was valid for the expert
sources, and even more evidently so: one quarter of the expert sources appearing in the
Norwegian stories were personalised, whereas (slightly more than) one quarter of those in the
Swedish stories were not. Yet another result from cross-country comparison was how the
sources represented in the Norwegian newspapers proportionally more often were of domestic
origin compared with those in the Swedish ones, more often containing sources of an East
European origin. Now, it should be said that domestic sources were generally more frequent in
the local newspapers, and, as has been pointed out before: two such papers were included in
the Norwegian study, whereas only one was represented in the Swedish.

When it came to the risk message conveyed in the Chernobyl coverage, the Norwegian
newspapers contained a somewhat greater share of stories with an overall-alarming message
than was the case regarding the Swedish ones. However, the Norwegian material also
displayed a somewhat bigger part of stories with an overall reassuring message, wherefore the
ratio between overall alarming and overall reassuring Chernobyl messages in fact was bigger
regarding the Swedish newspapers (12 compared with 8). Reassuring statements were found in
approximately every second story in both cases.

Concerning the different ways in which the risk information was provided, the Norwegian -
Swedish comparison suggests that the Swedish stories were more informative when it came to
various descriptive features. In general, these more often contained references to scientific
research, information about number of people affected in the past, risk estimates in general,
and the more subjective kind of risk information provided via testimonials. The presence of
such information covaried with size and length of story, and, as has been seen already, the
articles in the Swedish newspapers were generally bigger and more word consuming than the
Norwegian ones.

Thus, the comparison between the Norwegian and the Swedish Chernobyl coverage, as this
was characterised ten years after the accident, has revealed quite some differences in terms of
focus. The Swedish papers published a greater part of feature stories, more often let
photographs and "infographics" accompany the articles. The stories more often displayed a risk
focus (rather than one focusing on already "realised" risk), were generally more informative as
to target factors, more critical when it came to measures, more often expressing contempt for
risk regulators, more often dealt with blame aspects, and generally more informative as to
various ways of describing the risk situation.

The Norwegian papers, on the other hand, contained a larger share of ordinary news reports on
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Chernobyl, more often kept to a pure accident (consequence) focus, to a larger extent stayed
within the local sphere, more often referred to the risk represented by impact on the food chain,
i. e. animals/meat products consumed directly. While the information in the Swedish stories
more frequently originated from individuals and expert sources, the Norwegian stories, in
return, more often referred to authorities (even if not as often in a personalised way of
presentation). Domestic sources were comparatively more frequent in the Norwegian
newspapers, at the expense of East European ones, the latter more often appearing in the
Swedish papers.

When it came to the message conveyed, the results are somewhat ambiguous: the Swedish
stories were more often introduced by alarming headlines, whilst the overall tone of story was
coded as alarming more often in the Norwegian case. However, the Norwegian papers also
accounted for a larger share of stories with an overall-reassuring message, wherefore the ratio
between the overall alarming and overall reassuring messages yet was bigger regarding the
Swedish material.

On the whole, it seems to be a rather plausible conclusion, to state that the Swedish newspaper
provided a Chernobyl coverage that was more informative as well as more critical and
alarming, whilst the Norwegian papers to a greater extent provided local, more authority based
stories of a more ordinary news character. Yet, the differences notwithstanding, a shared
feature for the Norwegian and the Swedish newspapers, was the considerably great attention
paid to Chernobyl at the time of the tenth anniversary of the accident.

5.10 Media Content and Public Risk Perception

Media content does not equal media effects. Perception of risk is a psychological and social
process, involving other factors than merely informative ones. The questions to what extent
and in what ways the studied newspapers - in that social process - may have influenced their
readers are naturally not answered by the present report.

Research carried out so far provide a rather thin and heterogeneous picture when it comes to
how public perceptions of risk are affected by the amount and content of media coverage. The
existence of media effects on risk perception is supported by theory and research, but when it
comes to the size, quality and limitations of such effects, research is less able to discern and
measure the factors involved in the "chaotic conditions of the communication market" (Renn
1992:483; cf. af Wahlberg & Sjoberg 1997, and further Johnson & Covello 1987:179f; Mazur
& Lee 1993; Singer & Endreny 1993:4ff). One notable exception in this regard is a
comprehensive Swedish study on the impact of public political opinion, dealing with the
effects of mass media coverage on the Swedish population at the time of the 1980 Swedish
referendum on the future role of nuclear power (Asp 1986), indeed pointing at media effects on
public risk perception, differentiating and measuring the factors involved (ibid:254ff).

Concerned with media content and media message, the present study has demonstrated a
considerable attention paid by the investigated newspapers with regard to a great number of
hazards. At first sight, road traffic accidents seem to have represented the risk issue, accounting
for almost one third of the included stories, covering in sum twenty different hazard items.

Turning to other aspects of media attention than that of number of published stories, there
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were, however, results somewhat modifying this picture. The other hazards were to a greater
extent treated in other kinds of stories than basic news stories (analyses, commentaries etc.),
and these stories, with reference especially to the nuclear items, were in general more
voluminous.

And narrowing down the focus to the seven items treated in full extent in the present report, it
was seen how the nuclear issues ranked high also in terms of other factors pointing at the
prominence they were given as news stories - as compared with air pollution, chemical waste,
and radon, i. e. other frequently covered risk issues, serving as points of references in this
respect. The nuclear stories moreover distinguished themselves when it came to story message;
the ratio between overall alarming and overall reassuring messages was considerably higher
regarding these. These findings were valid with regard to the Chernobyl accident as well as to
the other nuclear items.

An interesting question to conclude with is naturally in what way the reception of risk is linked
to factors as those above. Or in other words: how was the Norwegian public influenced by the
frequent reporting on road traffic accidents as opposed to the, proportionally, more voluminous
and highlighted stories about nuclear issues, published during the eight week period centred on
the tenth commemoration of the Chernobyl accident?
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Appendix

Print Media Code Form

QUANTITY & LOCA TION and other back-ground data

Code case [CASE]

Medium (newspaper) [MEDIUM]
Aftenposten
Adresseavisen
Oppland Arbeiderblad
Valdres
Dagbladet

Month IMONTH1
March
April
May

Day [DAY]
01-31

Day of week [DOW]
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

First location of story [LOCA]
Front page (teasers not included)
Front page of inside section
Back page, any section
Inside page
Supplement page

Introduced by teaser [TEASER]
Yes, on front page
Yes, on back page
No (or only on inside page)

Editorial section [SECT]
Editorial
Columns/commentaries, internal (mainly located in the editorial section)
Columns/commentaries, external (mainly located in the editorial section)
Debate
Letters
Home news
Foreign news
General pages (tabloids/local papers)
Science and technology pages
Food pages
Business/economy
Society/social pages
Women's pages
Paper supplement (Editorial Section ... continues ...)
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Local news (Editorial Section continued)
Politics/EU
Culture
Background & Commentaries (specific section in Aflenposten, containing feature, background,...)
Other section
Not traceable

VISUALS

Photograph/drawing [PHOTO]
Yes, one or more
None

Infographics |INFO|
Yes
No

Visuals, (|BOX] included), as a proportion of total article | VISUAL]

No visuals

Size of headline in columns * centimetres [HSIZE]
000-999

Size of article in total in columns * centimetres [TSIZE]
000-999

Total number of words in article (estimate) [WORDS]
50 or less
51-200
201-500
501-1000
1001-2000
2001-5000
5001 or more

Type of article/item |TYPE|
News story
Feature story
Background/orientation story
Background/orientation: facts & figures
Analysis/column/commentary
Readers' Queries
Other

HEADLINE CONTENT

Alarm/reassurance |HALA]
Alarm
Reassurance
Both
Neither

Conflict [HCON]
Yes
No
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Arena in headline [HARE]
Local/regional
Domestic
Foreign: West European
Foreign: East European
Foreign: other
Both domestic & foreign
Global
Kola/Novaya Zemlya (i. e. East European)
Finnmark /& Kola/ (i. e. Local /& East European/)
Arena not mentioned

RISK ITEM

Primary hazard type in story [PRIMHAZ]
'Primary' refers to the items below, not to possible others in the story.
Alcohol consumption
Air pollution
Presence of high voltage lines/EMF
Radiation from in-home radon gas
Food which has been irradiated to preserve it
Road traffic accident
Depletion of the ozone layer
Domestic nuclear power reactors
West European nuclear power plants
East European nuclear power plants
Natural background radiation
Nuclear waste
Food contaminated by radioactive substances
X-ray diagnostics
Chemical waste
Military use of nuclear technology, excluding war
Floods
Chernobyl accident
BSE
Nuclear power plants, unspecified

Secondary hazards in story - check for each item below: l=Yes; 0=No.
Alcohol consumption [ALC]
Air pollution [AIR]
Presence of high voltage lines/EMF [EMF]
Radiation from in-home radon gas [RAD]
Food which has been irradiated to preserve it [IRR]
Road traffic accident [TRA]
Depletion of the ozone layer [OZO]
Domestic nuclear power reactors [DNU]
West European nuclear power plants [WNU]
East European nuclear power plants [ENU]
Natural background radiation [NAT]
Nuclear waste [WAS]
Food contaminated by radioactive substances [CON]
X-ray diagnostics [XRY]
Chemical waste [CHM]
Military use of nuclear technology, excluding war [ARM]
Floods [FLO]
Chernobyl accident [CHE]
BSE[BSE]
Nuclear power plants, unspecified [NUC]
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Other secondary hazard(s) treated [OTHER|
Yes, namely:
(list item)
No

All variables below dealing with risk/accident characteristics refer to the primary hazard item.
Proportion of story devoted to primary hazard |PROP|
>3/4
> 1/2-3/4

Primary hazard focus [FOCUS]
Accident has happened
Risk as /non/ possible event
Both risk and accident in focus

RISK TARGET FOCUS

Dominating risk/accident consequence focus [CONFOC]
Illness, unspecified or other than:
- cancer, leukaemia
Injuries: plants/animals (inc. death of plants/animals)
Injuries: human beings
Death (human beings only)
Property damage
Employment
Economy
Environment
Life quality
Other focus
No specific focus

Dominating geographic accident/risk target focus (context) [CEO]
Local/regional
Domestic
West European
East European
Foreign (other than above)
Both domestic & foreign
Global
Kola/Novaya Zemlya (i. e. East European)
Finnmark /& Kola/ (i. e. Local /& East European/)
No distinct target focus

SPECIFIC RISK TARGET FACTORS

The variables in this section are applicable for explicit risk statements only. 'No' refers to negative statements as
well as to 'issue not treated'.

Demographic target group(s) affected [DEMO]
Yes
No

Individual(s) affected [IND]
Adults
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Children
Both
Neither

Future generations affected [GENE]
Yes
No

Human health effects |EFF|
Yes
No

Fatal [FATAL]
Yes
No

Environmental impact (non-mutanicity) [ENV]
Yes
No

Mutation: plants [MUTPLA]
Yes
No

Mutation: animals fMUTANI]
Yes
No

Mutation: human beings [MUTHUM]
Yes
No

Spontaneous abortion and/or birth defects (human) [ABORT]
Yes
No

Impact on drinking water [WATER]
Yes
No

Impact on food chain: plants/plant products consumed directly [FOODPLA]
Yes
No

Impact on food chain: animals/meat products consumed directly [FOODANI]
Yes
No

Impact on food chain: economic losses [FOODECO]
Yes
No

Economic problems: unemployment [UNEMPL]
Yes
No

Economic losses: other [ECOLOSS]
Yes
No
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General decline in quality of life (QUAL]
Yes
No

Psychosomatic problems and stress [PSYCHO]
Yes
No

SPECIFIC RISK QUALITIES

The variables in this section are applicable for explicit risk statements only. 'No' refers to negative statements as
well as to 'issue not treated'.

Unethical [ETHIC]
Yes
No

Unnatural/tampering with nature [NATURAL]
Yes
No

RISK CONTEXT

The variables in this section are applicable for explicit risk statements only.

(Chronological) change in risk [CHANGE]
Decreasing
Constant
Increasing
Disappeared
Potential new risk in the future
Issue not treated

Measure(s) (MEAS)
Measure(s) taken by society (government, Science)
Measure(s) considered by society (government, Science)
No / insufficient measures taken
Incorrect measures taken
Issue not treated

Individual control [CONTROL]
Yes, total
Yes, partial
Not controllable
Issue not treated

Mentions of people/individuals in state of anxiety [ANXIETY]
Yes
No/not treated

Benefits connected with the risk/accident [BENE]
Yes, benefits outweigh risks
Yes, but benefits do not outweigh risk
Yes, but benefits not evaluated
No benefits
Issue not treated

Economical benefits connected with hazard [ECONBENE]
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Yes
No/benefits not treated

Risk comparison [COMP]
Other risk(s) mentioned as larger
Other risk(s) mentioned as smaller
Both smaller & larger risks mentioned
Risk "alternative(s)" treated, but no comparison
Risk "alternative(s)" not treated

DESCRIPTIVE FEA TURES
The variables in this section are applicable for risks and accidents.

Reference(s) to scientific research [REF|
Yes
No

Conflicting scientific statements [CONFL]
Yes
No, science in agreement
No conflict/agreement dimension

Numbers of people affected in the past [NUMPAST)
Yes
Number unknown
No

Numbers of people affected in the future [NUMFUT]
Yes
Number unknown
No

Probabilites mentioned |PROB)
Yes
Probabilities unknown
No

Percentage increase/decrease mentioned [PERC|
Yes, increase
Yes, decrease
Yes, both
No

Confidence in risk estimate [CONF]
Described as certain
Described as uncertain
No risk estimate given/risk not treated

Testimonials [TEST]
Yes
No

Humorous content |HUM]
Yes
No
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RISK COMMUN1CA T1ON

Practical advice [ADVICE)
Practical advice offered by the government/authorities
Practical advice offered by any other source
No

Mobilizing information [MOBI]
References given (e. g. names, telephone numbers, meeting location)
No

RISK ACTORS

Primary source I: actor/interpreter behind dominating risk statement [SOU1|
Each category below, if nothing else is evident, includes the organization(s)/group(s)... as such as well as the
spokesperson(s) connected with the organization(s)/group(s) ... in question.

State/government (inc. representatives)
Government administrator/agency/department/official
State-owned company
Local/regional authorities (cf. 02)

European Union/EU representative
OECD Countries (acting together)

Politician/political party (inc. all persons identified as part of some political organization)
Labour union
Employer's association
"Independent public debate person" (i. e. person often participating in the public debate, representing no-one but
him/herself)

International organization (UN, WHO etc.), other than:
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
Activist (e. g. Greenpeace)
Non-government organization other than above
Industry/company
Safety representative
Employee
Agricultural worker
Farmer union /representative
Laplander (organized/unorganized)

Expert: university
Expert: industry/company
Expert: government/authorities
Expert: independent
Expert: unspecified

Police/law/legal representative
Military
Priest
Hospital spokesperson, medical
Hospital spokesperson, non-medical

Entrepreneur
Author/artist
Elite athlete
Victim
Potential victim/concerned
Individual(s) in the general public (i. e. not specified belonging to any category above)
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Opinion poll company

The categories below should be checked only when no other source is perceptible.
News agency
Other news medium/journalist (than the medium/journalist responsible for the article)
Scientific journal
Popular magazine
Book
TV/radio programme
Scientific conference
Letter/record
Rumour
Anonymous/unspecified/unknown source
Other source

Editorial writer
Writer/reporter, columnist (by-lined or not)

No specified source

Personalized vs. non-personalized source [PERS1|
Personalized
Non-personalized
Not applicable

Domestic vs. foreign source [ORIG1]
Domestic
West European
East European
Foreign, other
International
Not applicable

Primary source II: actor/interpreter behind (second) dominating risk statement |SOU2]
Cf. Primary source I.

Personalized vs. non-personalized source |PERS2|
Personalized
Non-personalized
Not applicable

Domestic vs. foreign source (ORIG2]
Domestic
West European
East European
Foreign, other
International
Not applicable

BLAME

Actor blamed for risk/accident [BACT|
Cf. Primary source I.

Domestic vs foreign actor blamed [BORIG]
Domestic
West European
East European
Foreign, other
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International
Not applicable

Dominating factor/motive for blame |FACT]
Lack of competence (includes organizational deficiency/bad planning...)
Lack of trying to avoid risk or accident
Risk/accident as unintended side effect of desired goals
Economies in safety measures
Foolhardiness/obstinacy
Egoism/vested interest/greed
Malevolence
Under the influence of alcohol/drugs
Other
Blame/cause not treated

(Actors involved in) CONFLICT

'No' in this section refers to 'not involved' as well as to 'no conflict in story'.

Domestic government [DOMGOVJ

Yes
No

Western European government(s) [WEG]
Yes
No

Eastern European government(s) [EEG|
Yes
No

Other foreign government(s) |OFG]
Yes
No

The EU [EU|
Yes
No

Expert(s) [EXPERT|
Yes
No

Pressure group(s) and Non-governmental organization(s) |PRESS]
Yes
No

Agricultural worker(s) [AGRI]
Yes
No

Laplander(s) [LAPL|
Yes
No

Industry/companies [INDU]
Yes
No

Risk information explicitly suppressed [SUPP|
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Yes
No

TONE OF MEDIA MESSAGE

Alarming (ALARM]
Yes
No

Reassuring [REA]
Yes
No

Overall message [MESS]
Alarming/disquieting
Reassuring
Informative/neutral
Balanced (as to dimension 1-2 above)

Expression of contempt for concern about the risk [CONCERN]
Yes
No/risk not treated

Expression of contempt for risk regulators [REGUL]
Yes
No/risk not treated

Expression of contempt for/distrust in Eastern technology [EASTTECH]
Confidence
Mistrust
Balanced attitude
Technology not evaluated

SCORING IN FORMA TION

Brief summary of item by scorer

Date of scoring [DATE]

Scorer [SCORER]
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